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Zusammenfassung
Die Raytracing-Beschleunigung durch dedizierte Datenstrukturen ist schon
lange ein wichtiges Thema der Computergrafik. Im Allgemeinen werden
dafür zwei unterschiedliche Ansätze vorgeschlagen: räumliche und richtungsbezogene Beschleunigungsstrukturen. Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt
einen innovativen kombinierten Ansatz dieser beiden Bereiche vor, welcher weitere Beschleunigung der Strahlenverfolgung ermöglicht. Dazu
werden moderne räumliche Datenstrukturen als Basisstrukturen verwendet und um vorberechnete gerichtete Sichtbarkeitsinformationen auf Basis
von Schächten innerhalb einer originellen Struktur, dem Line Space, ergänzt.
Im Laufe der Arbeit werden neuartige Ansätze für die vorberechneten
Sichtbarkeitsinformationen vorgeschlagen: ein binärer Wert, der angibt,
ob ein Schacht leer oder gefüllt ist, sowie ein einzelner Vertreter, der als
repräsentativer Kandidat die tatsächliche Oberfläche approximiert. Es wird
gezeigt, wie der binäre Wert nachweislich in einer einfachen, aber effektiven Leerraum-Überspringungs-Technik (Empty Space Skipping) genutzt
wird, welche unabhängig von der tatsächlich verwendeten räumlichen
Basisdatenstruktur einen Leistungsgewinn beim Raytracing von bis zu
40% ermöglicht. Darüber hinaus wird gezeigt, dass diese binären Sichtbarkeitsinformationen eine schnelle Technik zur Berechnung von weichen
Schatten und Umgebungsverdeckung auf der Grundlage von Blockerapproximationen ergeben. Obwohl die Ergebnisse einen gewissen Ungenauigkeitsfehler enthalten, welcher auch dargestellt und diskutiert wird, zeigt
sich, dass eine weitere Traversierungsbeschleunigung von bis zu 300% gegenüber der Basisstruktur erreicht wird. Als Erweiterung zu diesem Ansatz
wird die repräsentative Kandidatenvorberechnung demonstriert, welche
verwendet wird, um die indirekte Lichtberechnung durch die Integration von kaum wahrnehmbaren Bildfehlern signifikant zu beschleunigen.
Schließlich werden Techniken vorgeschlagen und bewertet, die auf zweistufigen Strukturen und einer Nutzungsheuristik basieren. Diese reduzieren
den Speicherverbrauch und die Approximationsfehler bei Aufrechterhaltung des Geschwindigkeitsgewinns und ermöglichen zusätzlich weitere
Möglichkeiten mit Objektinstanziierungen und starren Transformationen.
Alle Beschleunigungs- und Speicherwerte sowie die Näherungsfehler
werden gemessen, dargestellt und diskutiert. Insgesamt zeigt sich,
dass durch den Line Space eine deutliche Erhöhung der RaytracingLeistung auf Kosten eines höheren Speicherverbrauchs und möglicher
Annäherungsfehler erreicht wird. Die vorgestellten Ergebnisse zeigen damit die Leistungsfähigkeit des kombinierten Ansatzes und eröffnen weitere
Möglichkeiten für zukünftige Arbeiten.

Abstract
Ray tracing acceleration through dedicated data structures has long been an
important topic in computer graphics. In general, two different approaches
are proposed: spatial and directional acceleration structures. The thesis at
hand presents an innovative combined approach of these two areas, which
enables a further acceleration of the tracing process of rays. State-of-theart spatial data structures are used as base structures and enhanced by
precomputed directional visibility information based on a sophisticated
abstraction concept of shafts within an original structure, the Line Space.
In the course of the work, novel approaches for the precomputed visibility information are proposed: a binary value that indicates whether a shaft
is empty or non-empty as well as a single candidate approximating the actual surface as a representative candidate. It is shown how the binary value
is used in a simple but effective empty space skipping technique, which
allows a performance gain in ray tracing of up to 40% compared to the
pure base data structure, regardless of the spatial structure that is actually
used. In addition, it is shown that this binary visibility information provides a fast technique for calculating soft shadows and ambient occlusion
based on blocker approximations. Although the results contain a certain
inaccuracy error, which is also presented and discussed, it is shown that a
further tracing acceleration of up to 300% compared to the base structure is
achieved. As an extension of this approach, the representative candidate
precomputation is demonstrated, which is used to accelerate the indirect
lighting computation, resulting in a significant performance gain at the
expense of image errors. Finally, techniques based on two-stage structures
and a usage heuristic are proposed and evaluated. These reduce memory
consumption and approximation errors while maintaining the performance
gain and also enabling further possibilities with object instancing and rigid
transformations.
All performance and memory values as well as the approximation errors
are measured, presented and discussed. Overall, the Line Space is shown
to result in a considerate improvement in ray tracing performance at the
cost of higher memory consumption and possible approximation errors.
The presented findings thus demonstrate the capability of the combined
approach and enable further possibilities for future work.
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C HAPTER 1

I NTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation and Objectives

Rendering of images is one of the major topics in computer graphics. It is
commonly divided into two subtopics: rasterization-based image generation in real-time and realistic image synthesis through ray tracing. The latter
is especially important with high-quality rendering, as used in movies, advertisement and nowadays with the rise of dedicated ray tracing graphics
hardware also in computer games. As such, it has long been an important
yet unsolved task to produce realistic images in real-time and its relevance
is still rising today. Consequently, a big amount of scientific effort was
spent in finding solutions for this task. Among the most researched relevant fields is the acceleration of ray traversal through dedicated data
structures, which are used in order to reduce the necessary computation
needed for indicating the nearest intersection point for a given ray with the
scene. This typically works by recursive spatial subdivision of the scene
space and thereby reducing the number of relevant scene primitives for
the current ray. While these structures already achieve good results in ray
tracing acceleration, they are far from perfect and ongoing research is spent
in further improving their potential in traversal acceleration.
While most of the commonly used data structures work in a spatial
manner, there are also some approaches based on directional information
of the scene. Radiosity systems, for example, use the visibility between all
geometrical scene primitives in order to compute the actual light propagation within the scene. But still, they are impractical compared to typical
ray tracing systems based on spatial ray traversal acceleration. Apart from
that, other directional approaches exist. Ray classification structures were
proposed, which use some sort of higher dimension directional volume
such as 5D-beams to reduce the amount of potential intersecting scene
primitives. This additional dimensionality, however, leads to a significant
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increase in needed memory. Moreover, until now the gain in performance
is comparable to that of spatial structures, which is why they are less used
in ray tracing systems.
Nevertheless, a natural thought in terms of those directional data structures is that memory consumption and initialization time can be traded
for runtime performance. Ideally, it is possible to precompute the visibility
for every point and every direction in an extensive initialization step, and
to use this visibility information for a given point and a given direction
with minimal effort, i.e. with just a single query and without further computation overhead during runtime. Obviously, the memory consumption
as well as the construction time of this process are immense and hence
unfeasible for non-trivial scenes and current hardware. Therefore, the final
goal of this work is to find a reasonable discretization of points and directions, such that directional information can be precomputed and used in a
meaningful manner in ray traversal acceleration.
This work introduces the Line Space (LS) as a directional structure with
significantly reduced traversal cost due to the precomputed visibility information. It is integrated into typically used spatial structures and thereby
shows a way to combine traditional spatial with directional data structures. It is based on visibility precomputation through an intermediate
abstraction, the shafts, with the goal of further accelerating ray traversal.
With the integration within a spatial base structure, it is guaranteed that
this approach is at least as fast as the base structure, but moreover, it is
demonstrated that the approach is in most cases significantly faster due
to the precomputed visibility. The directional information can be diverse
and depends on the actual use case. Different options are presented in this
work, which lead to a variety of rendering effects that are further accelerated with this method. However, additional integration also results in
the mentioned downsides. Obviously, it has higher memory consumption
and initialization time, which are dependent on the granularity of the precomputations. It is therefore necessary to find a reasonable granularity, i.e.
feasible parameter sets of the data structure’s subdivision. Furthermore,
the actual scene geometry is in some cases approximated, which may lead
to visible errors depending on the use case. To limit and reduce these
errors, different techniques such as integration to two-level hierarchies and
a usage heuristic are proposed and evaluated.
In that sense, this work represents an important step in the final goal
of the complete visibility precomputation. While it is obviously not yet
possible to precompute the total visibility of a non-trivial and potentially interactive scene for every point and every direction, the presented techniques
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show the current possibilities and limitations in this kind of directional
precomputation.
In particular, this work explores the possibilities and limitations of the
combined approach with precomputed directional information in a spatial
structure with the aim of accelerating different stages of the ray tracing
process. In that, this work satisfies the following objectives:
• Presentation of a combined approach between spatial and visibility
data structures (i.e. the LS) with precomputed directional visibility
information that is used in order to accelerate the process of ray
traversal. As such, it especially extends and improves traditionally
used spatial base data structures.
• Description of an intermediate abstraction (i.e. LS shafts) for constricted visibility precomputation, in order to reduce the multidimensional directional subspace and therefore limit the amount of needed
memory to a feasible extent.
• Portrayal of useful types of precomputed visibility information, that
can be used in order to accelerate tracing of all or specific kinds of
rays (i.e. rays for shadows and indirect illumination) and evaluation
of their benefits and disadvantages.
• Usage and improvement of state-of-the-art base data structures (i.e.
regular recursive grids and common structures based on bounding
boxes such as bounding volume hierarchies).
• Reduction of further constraints (i.e. memory consumption, initialization time and approximation errors) while improving its acceleration
capabilities in the tracing of rays.

1.2

Contributions and Publications

Based on these objectives, the work at hand presents the next step in
visibility precomputation for reduction of ray traversal cost. This is done
through the LS integration into existing spatial data structures in order to
accelerate the process of ray traversal within different rendering steps and
was mostly already published at multiple peer-reviewed conferences. In
the following, the main contributions are summarized and presented in a
common context, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: The major contributions of this work. The Line Space is proposed as an
efficient directional acceleration structure for ray tracing computations based
on visibility precomputation. In terms of general structure, the integration
into recursive grids and an adaption to structures based on bounding boxes
are presented and analyzed. Multiple techniques and improvements for ray
tracing acceleration are proposed and evaluated. These include an empty
space skipping procedure for all rays, an inaccurate but fast method for soft
shadow and ambient occlusion calculation and an approximation-based technique for indirect lighting computation. These can be further enhanced by
dynamic adaption in multiple-bounce path tracing and by incorporation of a
usage heuristic. The distinction of the main contributions into subgroups and
their scientific publications are shown.
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• Structure of the Line Space: This work gives a clarification of the
LS structure and its organization. The basic concept of information
abstraction within shafts is explained and possible benefits and limitations are discussed. For this, the shaft composition and generation
as well as typical properties of the LS are illustrated. It is further
presented how the LS is used within bounding boxes and how it
is integrated into typical spatial structures, such as recursive grids
and bounding volume hierarchies. Consequently, an adaption to
two-level structures is shown, which enables further benefits and
improves LS applicability. Additionally, as the main concern is on
runtime performance, GPU implementations for all these methods
and efficient data packing schemes for different types of visibility
information are presented.
• Binary visibility information within shafts: Novel approaches
based on simple binary visibility precomputations are shown. Different techniques to decide the emptiness of a given shaft are proposed,
discussed and used in order to initialize the LS with this information. These include initialization through clipping, masking and ray
casting, which are explained and compared. A variety of techniques
based on this shaft information are presented and evaluated:
– An Empty Space Skipping technique, where the binary visibility information is used in order to decide, whether further
inspection of the ray can be skipped. It is shown, how this is
used for tracing acceleration of all types of rays and that a speedup of up to 1.4× compared to the pure base data structure is
achieved.
– A Shadow Computation technique, where the binary visibility
information is used as early ray termination criterion in approximated shadow generation. The incorporation of LS visibility
tests into shadow traversal along with the benefit of fast but
inaccurate shadow generation is explained. The usage of this
algorithm for soft shadow computation is depicted and therein
it is shown that the loss in image quality due to approximations
is quite low. Consequently, a performance gain of up to 3×
compared to the pure base data structure is presented.
– An Ambient Occlusion Computation technique, where a disc
sampling is used in order to reduce LS artifacts that are created
by the above mentioned approximated shadow ray traversal.
It is shown that the shadow artifacts that are created with this
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technique are nearly non-visible due to the distribution of rays
in ambient occlusion calculations. Hence, it is presented that
the previously mentioned gain in performance can be used with
nearly no loss in quality.
– A Usage Heuristic, which can be used in combination with the
previous soft shadow and ambient occlusion techniques. The
main observations and principles of this heuristic and its application in binary occlusion determination are explained. Based on
this, an adaptive algorithm that dynamically combines correct
results of the base data structure with fast LS approximations is
presented. As a result, a performance gain of up to 2.5× compared to the typical data structure with nearly no loss in image
quality is demonstrated.
• Representative candidate information within shafts: Directional
precomputation of shaft candidates is proposed as a novel method for
ray traversal acceleration. Different techniques to compute the representative shaft candidate based on ray tracing during initialization
are proposed. It is further shown how this representative candidate
is efficiently stored within the data structure and how it is used to
accelerate the computation of a variety of rendering effects through
ray traversal acceleration and candidate approximation. The two
main techniques are:
– An Indirect Illumination approximation technique, where the
stored candidate per shaft is used as representative for all possible rays that pass the shaft. It is explained, how the representative candidate can be extrapolated and used even for rays
passing the shaft but do not intersect the candidate. Moreover, a
simple method for testing the quality of the candidate approximation is described. The new algorithm’s benefit in terms of
performance gain is shown, which is, similar to the shadow computation technique, multiple times higher compared to the base
data structure without LS usage. The drawback of candidate
approximation and the resulting image error is explained and
presented in detail.
– An Adaptive Path Tracing technique, where the representative
candidate is stored in different depths of the LS hierarchy on
object level and only the needed depth is used during runtime. It
is explained how the LS can be used in a two-level data structure
and it is shown how this can be used to significantly reduce
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approximation errors while also maintaining an improvement
in runtime performance. Furthermore, an adaptive method for
path tracing acceleration is proposed where high-quality approximations are used when needed and low-quality approximations
with high tracing performance are used when sufficient.
In short, the following contributions are already covered in the presented previous publications and are used in this thesis:
1. LS introduction based on binary visibility information within recursive grids for ray traversal acceleration through empty space skipping
with fast initialization by the use of masking. Results are presented in
chapter 4 and already published in:
Keul, K., Müller, S., and Lemke, P. (2016). Accelerating
spatial data structures in ray tracing through precomputed
line space visibility. In Proceedings International Conference
in Central Europe on Computer Graphics, Visualization and
Computer Vision (WSCG), volume 24, pages 17–25
2. Approximative approach based on binary visibility information for
the acceleration of soft shadow computation with GPU implementation and efficient storage by the use of data pools. Results are
presented in chapter 5 and already published in:
Keul, K., Klee, N., and Müller, S. (2017). Soft shadow
computation using precomputed line space visibility information. Journal of International Conference in Central Europe on Computer Graphics, Visualization and Computer Vision
(WSCG), 25:97–106
3. Approximative approach based on representative candidate precomputation per shaft on the GPU for the acceleration of indirect illumination computation with LS adaption to bounding boxes and therefore
all typical spatial data structures. Results are presented in chapter 6
and already published in:
Keul, K., Koß, T., and Müller, S. (2018). Fast indirect lighting approximations using the representative candidate
line space. Journal of International Conference in Central Europe on Computer Graphics, Visualization and Computer Vision
(WSCG), 26:11–20
4. Adaptive approach based on representative candidate approximation
on object level of a two-level structure for acceleration of different
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levels of a GPU path tracing system. Results are presented in chapter 7
and already published in:
Keul, K., Koß, T., Schröder, F. L., and Müller, S. (2019). Combining two-level data structures and line space precomputations to accelerate indirect illumination. In Computer
Vision, Imaging and Computer Graphics Theory and Applications

1.3

Methodology

To measure the benefits and limitations of the presented techniques in later
chapters, different quantitative and qualitative results are gathered and
discussed. The general test preparation and setup is in most cases similar
and therefore shortly illustrated in this subchapter.
The main goal of the discussed data structure is, in general, the acceleration of ray traversal. For this purpose different typically used test scenes
are involved with varying number of scene primitives and different characteristics. Generally, the types of scenes are dividable in object scenes that
contain single mesh objects, architectural scenes as used in computer games
and mixed scenes that rely on instancing of objects within an architectural
scene. The used hardware is in all cases among the state-of-the-art and
high-end in order to compute reliable performance values. The results are
compared to the pure spatial base data structure, which demonstrates the
benefits of the presented approach.
If not stated otherwise, different camera angles are used for each scene
and the average median runtime over multiple rendering cycles is used
as a performance value. This is presented in frames-per-second (FPS)
and thereby higher values comprehensibly show better results in terms
of runtime performance, which makes the comparison of the LS to the
state-of-the-art competitor easier. To be more precise with the tracing
performance of rays in specific rendering conditions, the values are in some
cases formulated as rays-per-second. The main limitation of the approach
is oftentimes its memory size as well as its construction time. These are
generally measured in megabytes (MB) and seconds (s), only counting the
overhead produced by the LS. To demonstrate the relation between the
benefit and the limitations, bar charts for these values are shown. Typically,
the memory size and the initialization time are in proportion to each other,
therefore only one of those (i.e. the memory size) is presented with a bar
chart. In general, the charts have a linear scaling, only in special cases an
exponential scaling is used for demonstration.
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Most of the acceleration achieved by the LS is based on approximations
in the precomputed visibility information. This typically results in image
errors, which are presented in different ways. To present the pure amount
of image errors, an error value is computed. This is based on the root-meansquared-error (RMSE) of all image pixels compared to a ground-truth
image generated by the error-less competitor. Obviously, higher values of
this error amount represent images with lower quality. While this value
is summarized over the complete image, also per-pixel error images are
presented with heatmaps. These are generally visualized in one corner
of the erroneous result images and show which scene areas contain more
errors. The heatmap pixel values are dark blue in areas with less errors and
bright yellow in areas with high error values. The color scaling in relation
to the error is linear in terms of brightness.

1.4

Outline

The goal of this work is to present the LS as a viable data structure that
contains precomputed visibility information that can be accessed with
nearly no traversal cost. It therefore combines directional with typically
used spatial data structures in order to enhance their runtime performance
in different parts of rendering. To present this, this work is structured as
follows.
First, the fundamentals of this work have to be explained and set into
perspective. The related work is presented in chapter 2. This includes
ray tracing in general, rendering effects such as soft shadow and indirect
illumination computation and path tracing, as presented in section 2.1.
After this, the state-of-the-art in spatial acceleration structures is presented
in section 2.3 and in terms of directional data structures presented in section 2.4. The basic principles and concepts of the LS are covered in chapter 3,
which includes the relation to previous work and the general abstraction of
visibility information within shafts.
Following this, the main part of this work includes the LS usage within
different data structures in order to accelerate various parts of rendering.
The introductory part is the acceleration of all rays through empty space
skipping, which is explained and evaluated in chapter 4. This includes the
basic concepts of binary visibility information as well as integration into
recursive grids and mask-based initialization. Based on these results, the
binary visibility information of the shafts is ported to the GPU and used
for fast approximation of soft shadows, which is covered and evaluated
in chapter 5. Within these two chapters, the benefit of the LS with binary
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information in terms of tracing performance is shown for the general case
as well as the case of shadow rays. The usage of non-binary visibility
information is presented with the representative candidate approximation
for indirect illumination acceleration, as explained and discussed in chapter 6. There, it is also described how the LS can be used with bounding
boxes and therefore with all typical acceleration structures and how the
data structure can be efficiently organized on the GPU. Consequently, the
presented results show the acceleration of indirect illumination rays and
the approximation errors due to the LS. Hence, an improvement to this is
presented in chapter 7 by using the LS only in the object level of two-level
structures. In this chapter, it is also shown and evaluated how this can
be used in a path tracing system in order to enhance further acceleration
based on the LS approximations while also reducing image errors. These
two-level structures are then applied to general occlusion determination for
soft shadows and ambient occlusion computation in chapter 8. There, this
idea is further enhanced by the incorporation of a usage heuristic, which
enables dynamic distinction between correct and fast but approximated
results based on the object’s bounding box size and distance. This heuristic
is able to reduce nearly all approximation artifacts in shadow and ambient
occlusion calculation while at the same time maintaining a good amount of
the gain in performance.
Finally, all results are summarized and concluded in chapter 9. Additionally, future work to the work at hand is motivated and outlined.

C HAPTER 2

B ACKGROUND AND R ELATED
W ORK

Figure 2.1: Rendering images with good quality requires the calculation of difficult
lighting conditions, like soft shadows (orange) and indirect illumination (blue).
Ray tracing is a way to accomplish this but needs suitable data structures to
achieve acceptable performance.
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The LS is an approach for combining directional visibility information
within spatial data structures. As such, it is applicable in different fields of
ray and path tracing systems and rendering effects. This chapter therefore
presents an overview of the background that is needed for understanding
the whole context.
The main topic of this work is ray tracing acceleration through dedicated
data structures. First, the main fundamentals of ray tracing are explained.
It starts by presenting depth-based rasterization rendering and with this the
generation of simple local lighting effects. Then, ray tracing is introduced as
a technique to calculate complex rendering effects, such as fuzzy reflections,
soft shadows and indirect illumination. Lastly, path tracing techniques
are addressed as methods for calculating global image effects resulting in
photo-realistic rendering quality.
In a second part of this chapter, the focus is on data structures for ray
tracing acceleration. This starts with spatial data structures, as those are the
most comprehensible and by far the most used data structures for this task.
Therefore, an overview of uniform grids, octrees, recursive grids, KD-trees
and finally bounding volume hierarchies (BVHs) is presented. Apart from
those typically used structures, the field of visibility and directional data
structures is explored. These were for example used in radiosity systems,
but since then their usage is declining.
The final goal of this work is to present how these techniques can be
combined by the LS and to evaluate the usefulness of those combinations
in ray and path tracing systems.

2.1

Rendering Techniques

The fields of computer graphics and rendering effects span over several
decades and thousands of relevant publications. For this reason, it is impossible to introduce the full spectrum of approaches, applications, techniques
and scientific achievements. Therefore, only a small fraction of the most
significant literature is introduced here. For further information the reader
is referred to the presented literature.

2.1.1

Rasterization and simple Rendering Effects

There are two major attempts in rendering images. The first is a depthbased rasterization attempt, where all primitives of the visual scene, e.g.
triangles, quads or spheres, are handled consecutively. For every such
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Ray Tracing

Figure 2.2: Schematic differences in rendering between rasterization-based and
ray tracing attempts. While in the former one scene primitives are projected
on the screen pixels, the latter one constructs a ray per pixel and calculates the
first ray-scene intersection point.

primitive, the vertex positions are transformed to screen coordinates, indicating whether the primitive is visible at all and if so, specifying the
visual primitive’s total screen size. All affected screen pixels are directly
identified by this process, which results in good performance. However,
the color calculation of one screen pixel only has information of the current primitive and the interpolated vertex attributes. This information
is sufficient for local lighting calculation, but complex scenarios like soft
shadows, indirect lighting and ambient occlusion require further, global information of the complete scene. Most effects in real-time graphics are only
approximated and do not result in photo-realistic image quality. For an
overview of state-of-the-art techniques in real time rendering, it is referred
to [Akenine-Möller et al., 2008] and [Ritschel et al., 2012].

2.1.2

Ray Tracing and complex Rendering Effects

The second attempt is done by tracing of rays, which is much more suited
for good image quality. While rasterization-based attempts consecutively
project scene primitives on the screen pixels, ray tracing attempts calculate
the connection between scene primitives and screen pixels in a different
way. There, a ray is constructed for every pixel, starting from the camera
and leading through the screen at the given pixel coordinates. This ray is
transformed into the scene coordinate system and traced along the scene
in order to find the first intersection point with the primitives. In contrast
to the fast rasterization-based primitive projection, this process is more
difficult, as it represents the task of finding the first scene primitive for
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Algorithm 1 Comparison of rasterization-based rendering and ray tracing.
Rasterization
Ray Tracing
1: for all triangle t ∈ scene do
1: for all pixel p ∈ screen do
2:
pixels ← rasterize(t)
2:
ray ← C ALC R AY(p)
3:
for all pixel p ∈ pixels do
3:
for all relevant triangle t do
4:
C ALC C OLOR(p)
4:
i ← N EAREST(ray,t)
5:
end for
5:
end for
6: end for
6:
C ALC C OLOR(ray,i)
7: end for
every generated ray. For this task acceleration data structures are used, as
described in section 2.2. Because of this, rasterization-based rendering has
in general significantly better performance. The difference between these
approaches is shown in Figure 2.2 and Algorithm 1.
However, the main strength of ray tracing attempts is not the rendering
performance but image quality. In rasterization-based attempts complex
lighting situations and advanced rendering effects are integrated through
exploitation of per-pixel depth information in temporarily constructed
images. Shadow Maps are generated from light source perspective and
grant the nearest distances from this point light source to scene objects,
and thus this information is used to decide, whether an object is lighted
or occluded. The incorporation of area lights and soft shadows with this
concept is non-trivial and results are insufficient in photo-realistic quality.
The same applies also to effects like indirect lighting, fuzzy reflections,
ambient occlusion and finally complete global illumination. An overview of
those techniques and further information is given in [Ritschel et al., 2012].
Ray tracing systems grant further robustness and flexibility in terms
of image quality. The nearest objects to a specific point are not found
through projection to a virtual camera plane but via tracing of temporarily
constructed rays along the scene, starting in the current camera center
and leading through the examined point. This way of finding the nearest
scene primitive is more difficult, as shown above, but is easily applied to
other scenarios. In that sense, the decision whether a point is lighted by
a light source or occluded by another object is easily decidable by tracing
an additional ray, a shadow ray, starting at the object and leading to the
light source. Consequently, area lights and soft shadows are computed
by using multiple shadow rays to different points on the light surface.
Indirect illumination and fuzzy reflections are calculated by using multiple
rays starting in the object but leading in different specified directions and
collecting the lighting state in the newly found intersection point. This
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Reflections

(Soft) Shadow Ray
Occluded Shadow Ray
Indirect Ray
Reflected Ray
Soft Shadows

Indirect Illumination

Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of different effects calculated via ray tracing.
Primary rays (in black) start in the camera and find the nearest scene object.
From there on further rays are used to calculate simple and soft shadows (in
orange), reflections (in green) and indirect illumination (in blue).

concept is shown in Figure 2.3. Further information on ray tracing is
presented in [Glassner, 1989].
These two ways to render synthetic images, rasterization and ray tracing, have contrary strengths and weaknesses and therefore present different
trade-offs between performance and realism. Rendering through rasterization is typically a lot faster compared to ray tracing systems and, in
conjunction with dedicated hardware, even capable of rendering images
in real-time, which is crucial in terms of computer graphics in games. Ray
tracing is, depending on the demands in realism, incapable of real-time rendering. However, as stated above, results can achieve realistic appearance,
which makes it a suitable process for rendering films and movies. The focus
of this work is on acceleration of ray tracing systems through suitable data
structures. The following background and literature references concentrate
on these topics.
The main challenge in ray tracing is the determination of the nearest
intersecting scene primitive. This task in general scales with the number
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of scene primitives as well as the screen resolution. Increasing the performance of this task is therefore crucial, and there exist different attempts,
as explained in the following paragraphs. In the scope of this work, the
main acceleration part is in detecting the most suitable data structure for
finding the nearest intersection point. More background on acceleration
data structures is presented in [Havran, 2000] as well as section 2.2.
Using dedicated hardware is a significant topic in computer graphics, exploiting GPU (graphics processing unit) power is a prominent way
in accelerating algorithms. In terms of ray tracing, one such way is to
make heavy use of SIMD (single instruction, multiple data) commands
and by this taking advantage of the GPU’s full computing capability. In
this context it is important to rely on coherency in data and ray management. An overview on this is presented in [Wald et al., 2001]. Fast results
in ray tracing are especially required in hybrid techniques, which combine rasterization and ray tracing in order to extend real-time graphics
with simple convincing effects, such as reflections. Consequently, current
progress tends to use ray tracing in interactive scenes. More information
is presented in [Wald et al., 2009]. Recently, a new generation of dedicated
graphics hardware with incorporated ray tracing components was introduced by NVidia with the RTX-series 1 . There, special ray tracing cores
are used for hardware-accelerated construction and tracing of data structures. For using ray tracing in applications, there exist a vast diversity of
different frameworks. Two of them are NVidia Optix 2 [Parker et al., 2010]
and Intel Embree 3 [Wald et al., 2014]. They already incorporate most of
the developed acceleration techniques and are used in a significant amount
of applications.
Apart from enhancing the performance of intersection finding, increasing the efficiency of ray shooting and therefore decreasing the number of
needed rays is a prominent way to boost the overall performance of ray
tracing. For realistic image generation different subsequent rays, starting in
the camera and finally leading to a light source, are grouped to paths. The
usage of paths for photo-realistic rendering is called path tracing. Then, the
main goal is to reduce the total number of generated paths by only using
those paths that contain significant information of the examined point’s
lighting situation. This kind of acceleration is further explained in the
following subsection.
1 NVidia

RTX: https://www.nvidia.com/de-de/geforce/20-series/rtx/
Optix: https://developer.nvidia.com/optix
3 Intel Embree: https://embree.github.io/

2 NVidia
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Path Tracing and Photo-Realistic Effects

The most complex lighting situations arise from light that is scattered and
reflected multiple times within the scene before it arrives in the viewer’s
position. This is known as global illumination, opposed to local lighting,
and requires the examination of a significant amount of lighting particles
such as photons. Those are irradiated by light sources and the subsequent
analysis of their paths along the scene is known as path tracing. Every
single segment of these paths can be calculated via ray tracing and for each
intersection found, the next direction is calculated based on the material
properties in the found intersection. By that, the physically correct distribution of light is simulated within the scene. A first formal description was
presented with the rendering equation by [Kajiya, 1986] as follows:

~ o ) = Le ( p, dω
~ o )+
Lo ( p, dω
Z
2π

~i
~ i , dω
~ o ) ∗ Li ( p, dω
~ i ) ∗ cosθi dω
f r ( p, dω

(2.1)

~ o from surface
This results in the outgoing radiance Lo in direction dω
point p of a scene object. It is computed by two components. The first is
the self-emitting radiance Le of the surface point in the presented direction.
The second is the sum of all reflected light Li from all possible incoming
~ i , additionally weighted by a material function f r and the
directions dω
incoming lighting angle θi . The material is described by a bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF), which in general computes how
~ i to outgoing direction
much light is reflected from incoming direction dω
~ o of surface material at point p. These directions in the BRDF are defined
dω
by their azimuth angle φ and zenith angle θ, which makes the BRDF in
the simple form a 4-dimensional function. Further attributes, like the
material’s refraction, increase the dimensionality of this function. For more
information of BRDFs and physically correct rendering in terms of material,
it is referred to [Pharr et al., 2016].
A reformulation of the rendering equation was presented by
[Veach, 1998] with the three-point form. There the directional approach
is replaced by the light transport between surface points:
L( x 0 → x 00 ) = Le ( x 0 → x 00 )+
Z
S

L( x → x 0 ) f s ( x → x 0 → x 00 ) g( x ↔ x 0 )dx

(2.2)

Again, the result is the transferred radiance L, but this time between
points directly. The radiance between points x 0 and x 00 is computed by two
components, similar to before. The first is the emitted light of point x 0 to x 00 .
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Figure 2.4: Example of a single path starting from the light source (with emitted
radiance Le ) and ending in the eye. This path consists of 4 single rays, each
connecting to different intersection points x. The function f S describes the
BRDF at the given intersection point and therefore the sampling function used
for the next ray direction. The g-function represents the geometric term, which
is used for general visibility.

The second is the sum of all incoming radiances by all other surface points
x of scene S towards surface point x 0 . Those are weighted by the BRDF f s ,
as before (here surface points instead of directions are used). Additionally,
a geometric factor g between points x and x 0 is necessary, which states how
much of x 0 is visible from x. The three-point form is similar to the original
directional description but in the case of some path tracing variants more
useful.
The main difficulty of both variants is the integral’s correct computation,
which accumulates the light from all directions. This integral is in general
impossible to solve and therefore Monte-Carlo methods are used to estimate
it’s value [Dutré et al., 1993]. For this estimation, samples are used that
start at a surface point of a light source with a given emitted radiance
quantity. At every intersected surface of the scene objects, a new direction
is calculated according to a random sample of the BRDF. This process ends
when the sample reaches the viewing plane. It is then evaluated in terms of
the remaining radiance value and thus changes the color of a certain pixel of
the image plane. This is shown in Figure 2.4. As with typical Monte-Carlo
integral estimation, with increasing amount of samples this procedure
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converges to the correct result. However, this process produces noticeable
noise with insufficient amount of samples and therefore requires significant
computational amount. One way to reduce this is to start from both ends
of the resulting path, from the viewing plane as well as the light surface.
This process is known as bidirectional path tracing and is able to reduce the
computation time needed to render images with difficult lighting states
[Lafortune and Willems, 1993] [Veach and Guibas, 1995a]. Another way of
reducing the produced noise, is by using better sampling strategies for
subsequent path segments. This can be achieved with different ways. One
is to use multiple sampling strategies and combine those according to their
calculated importance, which is known as Multiple Importance Sampling
[Veach and Guibas, 1995b]. Lastly, the number of necessary rays can be
reduced by using techniques that offer the possibility to generate new
paths with high importance by divergence of already calculated important
paths. This is summarized in the Metropolis algorithm [Veach, 1998], where
multiple methods for promising path divergence are introduced.
A different approach on rendering photo-realistic images is by using
photon mapping [Jensen, 1996] [Hachisuka et al., 2008]. There, photons
are traced during initialization time. They start at the light source and
are stored within a dedicated data structure, usually a binary space partitioning tree. During runtime, the stored photons around a specific point
are evaluated, which leads to a physically correct lighting of difficult effects like caustics. This process was later also accelerated through the
GPU [Davidovič et al., 2014]. Depending on the generated lighting effect
photon mapping leads to significantly less or more noise compared to
path tracing systems. Because of this, newer approaches try to combine
these techniques to benefit from both of their advantages in reducing noise
[Georgiev et al., 2011] [Georgiev et al., 2012].
All these approaches try to reduce the number of rays that need to be
processed for good image quality in order to increase overall performance.
A different method for this goal is to increase the rays’ total tracing performance. This is achieved by using suitable acceleration data structures, as
explained in the next section.

2.2

Acceleration Data Structures

In all ray tracing systems, the main cost of runtime performance is the
tracing of rays. For every ray, the first intersection with the scene objects
needs to be found. In a naive approach all scene primitives need to be
processed in order to find this intersection point. Thus, the problem can be
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considered as search problem, which can be accelerated through the use of
suitable data structures.
In the context of this work, the presented data structures are distinguished in two categories: spatial and directional structures. The former
are typically used in this scenario and represent all structures that subdivide the scene space according to its spatial size and the distribution
of it’s contents. This category consists of grids with fixed and dynamic
subdivision schemes, tree structures with grid-like behavior, binary space
partitioning trees and bounding volume hierarchies. The second category
consists mostly of visibility data structures that were used in scenarios like
radiosity computations [Cohen and Wallace, 1993]. The structure proposed
in this work, the LS, is a combined approach between these topics.

2.3

Spatial Structures

Structures building around a spatial subdivision of scene primitives have
been studied extensively. Therefore this section only presents a brief presentation of the most relevant literature. For a general introduction in
ray tracing and acceleration techniques it is referred to [Glassner, 1989].
In the context of spatial acceleration structures, there have been quite a
few comparative studies, showing the strengths and weaknesses of different structures. [Havran, 2000] is one of the most relevant of these studies.
More specifically, various comparative studies on GPU algorithms were
presented, one of which is [Zlatuška and Havran, 2010]. In those the two
main and commonly shown structures are KD-trees and bounding volume hierarchies (BVHs). Because of their relevance and the broad field of
improvements different studies specifically focus on these two structures,
such as [Vinkler et al., 2016]. A typical observation is that the BVH is the
most used data structure, which is due to it’s versatility and the vast field of
improvements and hierarchy-optimizations of recent research. For further
enhancements in tracing performance, these structures have been used in
conjunction with specifically designed hardware. In the context of this
work, acceleration through GPU involvement is focused and therefore in
this section particularly covered. Other approaches like field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs) [Schmittler et al., 2004] [Woop et al., 2005] or similar
projects, such as the cell processor [Benthin et al., 2006], are not used in this
work and hence out of the scope.
This section therefore presents an overview of different structures. Some
of these are presented in Figure 2.5. These are:
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KD-Tree

BVH

Figure 2.5: Some of the typical subdivision structures. Left: Grid structure with
uniformly sized cells. Middle: KD-tree with binary space subdivision. Right:
BVH with bounding volumes that further narrow the space around the object.

1. Grids, which have a specific subdivision parameter per dimension.
In this context also recursive grids are mentioned, as those are the
first base structure for the LS.
2. Octrees, which basically are a special case of recursive grids with a
subdivision parameter of 2 per dimension. Also sparse voxel octrees
(SVOs) are mentioned, as they are in special cases used for acceleration of shadow computations.
3. KD-trees, which along with BVHs are the most typical and commonly
used structure for ray tracing acceleration. Although their popularity declined compared to the BVH, many of the improvements and
statistical measurements of BVHs were first developed for KD-trees.
4. BVHs, which are the main competitor of the here proposed structure.
Moreover, they are later used as the main base structure for the LS.

2.3.1

Grids

The simplest spatial subdivision scheme is to order objects within equallysized cells in a grid spanning the whole scene. In terms of ray tracing, two
main tasks arise from this: the initialization of a grid structure with the
according arrangement of scene primitives in the grid cells and the ray
traversal of this grid structure during runtime. This provides a significant
boost in ray tracing performance, as no longer all scene primitives need
to be tested for intersection with a ray, but only that small fraction of
the total amount that is arranged in the ray’s traversed cells. In that,
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the total tracing cost can be divided in traversal of the underlying data
structure and intersection cost of the remaining scene primitives. Most
traversal algorithms for this data structure are based on a 2D line drawing
algorithm [Bresenham, 1965], such as the 3D-DDA (3D Digital Differential
Analyzer) algorithm [Amanatides et al., 1987]. More advanced algorithms
use coherent grid traversal [Wald et al., 2006] and are able to efficiently use
parallel GPU computations.
The grid cells are also known as voxels (from volume elements) and the
initialization process therefore known as voxelization. Many approaches
were proposed in order to generate such grids with high performance. The
main concern of grid subdivisions is to generate those in real-time, for example through dedicated hardware usage [Fang et al., 2000] and utilization of
GPU rendering with efficient encoding of the voxels [Dong et al., 2004].
Therein, triangles as scene primitives are rendered from each of the
grid’s main sides in order to identify the occupied voxels. The high
parallel performance of the GPU was utilized to concurrently determine
those voxels for each scene primitive. A significant improvement was
achieved with GPU-accelerated voxelization algorithms, where the grid
side with the highest projected primitive surface was determined onthe-fly [Eisemann and Décoret, 2006]. While first approaches use multiple GPU passes for this process, also single-pass voxelization was proposed [Eisemann and Décoret, 2008], which increases the initialization performance. With the rise of GPUs for general purpose computation, the
generation process of grids was further enhanced by reducing it to a sorting
problem of primitives and cell coordinates [Kalojanov and Slusallek, 2009].
This was extended to a parallel approach for surface and solid voxelization
[Schwarz and Seidel, 2010] and sparse voxelization techniques based on
octrees [Crassin and Green, 2012].
Applications of grid subdivision in the context of ray tracing therefore mainly focus on initialization in real-time. There, the usage of animated scenes is enabled by a per frame reconstruction of the data structure
[Wald et al., 2006]. A similar technique was also used for global illumination based on voxels [Thiedemann et al., 2011]. A different approach for
rigid object dynamics is to use two-level data structures, where a grid is
generated for every object along with an additional structure that gathers those object structures [Kalojanov et al., 2011]. Grids were also used
in conjunction with objects that do not fit into GPU memory, leading to
out-of-core rendering [Gobbetti and Marton, 2005] or to render volumetric
data sets [Crassin et al., 2009]. For further information on the usefulness of
grids it is referred to [Hapala et al., 2011b].
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While the initialization can be done in real-time, the applications of grids
for ray tracing have a significant downside. Because of the strict subdivision
scheme all cells have the same size, which leads to empty cells well as
cells containing many scene objects at once. This is also known as teapotin-a-stadium problem. For better scene coverage, irregular subdivision
schemes can be used for this purpose [Pérard-Gayot et al., 2017]. Also
adaptive subdivision schemes were proposed [Jevans and Wyvill, 1989],
where specific cells can be subdivided as well, leading to recursive grids
with a tree structure. Other approaches of hierarchical data structures
focusing on good scene coverage are presented in the following.

2.3.2

Octrees

While recursive grids have an arbitrary subdivision parameter for each dimension, octrees (or in 2D quadtrees) have the smallest possible parameter,
opting for reduced needed memory. Every node is therefore subdivided
in 8 (=2*2*2) equally sized subnodes, which are subdivided as well until
a specific criterion (like the maximum depth) is reached. Octrees for ray
tracing were proposed in a bottom-up manner through the use of neighbor
finding [Samet, 1989]. An improvement in the general traversal strategy
was proposed [Revelles et al., 2000], where it was done top-down instead
of bottom-up. The construction of such trees was improved by using GPU
accelerated algorithms. One example is to first use an intermediate binary radix tree that consists of binary space partitioned areas with their
specifying indices ordered in parallel within the tree. Octrees and other
hierarchical data structures are then constructed based on this intermediate
tree, as presented in [Karras, 2012].
Further advancements were achieved with sparse voxel octrees (SVOs)
that had lower memory consumption by not including those subnodes
that only contain empty space. Their generation is usually done based on
already voxelized scenes, where the voxels are then combined to trees. A
special contour replacement of the voxels allowed for an efficient and
fast ray tracing [Laine and Karras, 2011]. In terms of real-time rendering SVOs were used for voxel cone tracing [Crassin et al., 2011], which
was also able to handle animations by using dynamic updates within the
voxel octree data structure. By identifying identical regions in a scene
and re-using the generated subtrees, the SVO can be transformed to a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which in turn significantly reduces the needed
memory [Kämpe et al., 2013]. This was especially used in shadow computation, which also could be precomputed and stored within the DAG
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[Sintorn et al., 2014]. In all those applications, octrees benefit from their
hierarchical structure and therefore the elimination of empty space stored
in the data structure. However, they rely on equally-sized subnodes, which
is impractical in specific scenes, as summarized in the teapot-in-a-stadium
problem. In the following, hierarchical data structures with variable subdivisions are presented.

2.3.3

BSP trees and KD-trees

KD-trees and binary space partitioning (BSP) trees are among the most logical spatial data structures in terms of binary subdivision. Usually, the goal
is to reduce the remaining primitives by a plane subdividing them in half
and thereby granting an intersection search with logarithmic complexity.
Though, this comes with some problems as most scene primitives in dense
areas are not trivially dividable by a simple plane subdivision. Therefore,
the most common solution is to arrange those in both subnodes, which
reduces the data structure’s potential performance. Because of this, one
of the main tasks is to find the most suitable splitting plane in order to
improve the structure’s potential.
General BSP trees involve median splitting planes without further constraints [Sung and Shirley, 1992]. This median split is the simple approach
of dividing scene primitives in half, but the result is not desirable when
scenes containing dense areas are involved. In those cases, it is more rewarding for ray tracing applications to additionally consider the probability
of the ray intersecting this area. When many primitives are centered in
a specific area and few are positioned far away from this center, then the
median split returns two subnodes which contain the same number of
primitives. However, additionally involving the ray’s intersection probability results in different splits, as demonstrated in Figure 2.6. This is
used in the surface area heuristic (SAH), originally introduced for BVHs
[Goldsmith and Salmon, 1987]:


SA(VL )
SA(VR )
CS = Ct + Ci
∗ #TL +
∗ #TR
SA(VN )
SA(VN )
(2.3)
CN = Ci ∗ #TN
There, it is determined whether the cost of a split CS is lower than the
current node’s own cost CN . The latter is determined by the number of
primitives that are contained within the current node and therefore need to
be traced, given by #TN , along with the cost of a single intersection test Ci .
The cost of a split is determined by the predicted intersection cost of the
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→

Median Split

SAH Split

Figure 2.6: Different splitting strategies for binary space partitioning. Left: Median splitting is used, resulting in two subnodes containing the same number
of primitives. Right: Additionally the Likelihood of a ray intersecting the
subnodes is considered. The surface area heuristic (SAH) involves the subnodes’ bounding volume size for this.

subnodes in addition to the cost of one traversal step Ct . The intersection
cost of each of the two subnodes (denominated by L for the left and R
for the right one) is computed by their specific number of contained and
tested scene primitives #TL and #TR in consideration of the probability that
a ray intersects these subnodes. That probability can be calculated by the
volumes’ surface areas SA(VL ) and SA(VR ) in relation to the current node’s
surface area SA(VN ).
In terms of BSP trees, the SAH was applied to result in restricted BSPs
that have lower initialization time [Kammaje and Mora, 2007], however
also worse tracing performance. For a better trade-off between initialization and runtime performance KD-trees are typically used, which restrict
the splitting plane of the BSP to be parallel to one of the axis planes. This
restriction guarantees higher build rates but obviously unrestricted BSP
trees typically result in better runtime performance, as an arbitrary splitting plane can be chosen which is able to further improve tracing speed
[Thiago Ize, 2008]. Nevertheless, BSP trees are almost always used in the
form of KD-trees, as the better trade-off is usually preferred.
KD-trees have been heavily studied in ray tracing acceleration. Because
of this, only the most significant advancements in hierarchy construction
and traversal are presented here. The latter is in general mostly straightforward, as shown in [Hapala and Havran, 2011]. First KD-trees used a
median split based on the number of scene primitives, which are spatially
subdivided through a separating plane that is parallel to one of the axis
planes [Kaplan, 1985]. As shown above, the additional consideration of
the subnodes’ intersection probability through the SAH improves tracing
performance due to more adequate splits. The current node’s splitting
plane is arbitrarily chosen at every endpoint of a scene primitive, resulting
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in 2#P possibilities (with #P representing the number of primitives in the
node) [Wald and Havran, 2006]. For each of those the SAH is evaluated in
order to decide which split is the most promising. However, due to the
huge amount of possible splits, this process is quite slow. To improve the
initialization speed, binned construction was proposed [Popov et al., 2006],
where only a small number of equally distanced possible splits were tested.
By this, the initialization performance was significantly increased, although
tracing speed was reduced by a minimal amount. It was further improved
through better use of memory coherency, which accelerates the construction
and finally lead to dynamic creation in real-time [Shevtsov et al., 2007].
Computation on the GPU enables better performance, first by generating the data structure offline on the CPU and using the results for
ray tracing on the GPU [Foley and Sugerman, 2005]. Initially, the KD-tree
was implemented based on a stack using textures [Greiner, 2004]. This
was improved by incorporation of more efficient GPU branching abilities
[Horn et al., 2007]. The general approach of GPU traversal was improved
by a stackless technique, where only a minimal reference is stored as reminder of the current tracing state [Popov et al., 2007], which was more
suitable for limited GPU cache memory and resulted in better runtime performance. Adapting the construction algorithm to GPU acceleration further
reduced initialization time, but due to the more difficult handling of tree
structure generation on parallel GPU hardware the tracing performance
was lower [Danilewski et al., 2010]. A hybrid approach between CPU and
GPU sharing the main tasks improved construction and traversal further
[Roccia et al., 2012].
It was observed that highly coherent rays use similar subtrees of the
KD-tree and produce less memory traffic, therefore resulting in higher
tracing performance in those cases. This lead to the development of packet
ray tracing [Wald et al., 2003b], where instead of a single ray packets of
multiple rays are traced. Obviously, this is easily achievable with primary
rays, as the screen pixels are simple subdivided in groups of n × n pixels
(with n for example 8). This concept of packet tracing was especially used
with KD-trees [Wald, 2005], but as this is not the focus of this work, it is not
handled here.
KD-trees have been among the most used data structures for ray tracing, but their usage has been declined significantly. BVHs, as strongest
competitor, grant more possibilities for improvement and subsequent optimization and are recently typically used. While there exist hybrid approaches between KD-trees and BVHs [Havran et al., 2006], it was shown
that the latter grant faster initialization, less memory consumption and bet-
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ter tracing performance [Zlatuška and Havran, 2010] [Vinkler et al., 2014]
[Vinkler et al., 2016].

2.3.4

Bounding Volume Hierarchies

Similar to KD-trees BVHs aim to subdivide the scene in a spatial manner
along a promising splitting plane. The main difference is that KD-trees
only store the splitting plane per node, which is then used for traversal
computation, while BVHs also store the bounding volume’s extend (usually
as an axis-aligned bounding box, AABB) per node. This way, it is possible
to calculate for each subnode separately whether it is intersected by the
current ray and therefore traversal continues [Kay and Kajiya, 1986]. In
turn, subnodes within BVHs may be overlapping and hence oftentimes
both subnodes need to be tested even if an intersection is found within
the first subnode. In general, BVHs have the same or even higher runtime
performance compared to KD-trees with less memory cost and more optimization potential. In fact, two of the most popular ray tracing frameworks
(NVidia Optix [Parker et al., 2010] and Intel Embree [Wald et al., 2014]) as
well as the newest generation of hardware-accelerated ray tracing GPUs
(NVidia RTX) are based on BVHs. The bounding interval hierarchy (BIH)
[Wächter and Keller, 2006] and similar approaches [Zachmann, 2002] aim
to combine the ideas of KD-trees and BVHs. They are usually structured
like BVHs but contain two planes per node, indicating the extends of the
included children along with an order. However, due to the combined
structure it is not able to benefit from the more sophisticated advancements
of either of the underlying data structures. While a lot of effort was spent
to improve ray tracing with KD-trees, BVHs have been long ignored in
this context and were mainly used for collision detection. However, all
of the KD-tree advancements could be transferred to BVHs, such as GPU
involvement [Lauterbach et al., 2006], packet tracing [Gunther et al., 2007]
and binned SAH splitting [Wald, 2007], resulting in the same and even
higher acceleration performance. Furthermore, the splitting of objects instead of space enables object animations and deformations in the context
of ray tracing scenes [Wald et al., 2007]. Due to the big amount of research
in BVHs the following part is divided in traversal, CPU construction with
good tree quality and GPU construction with good initialization performance.
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Traversal
Typically, BVH traversal is done based on a stack that stores information of the current traversal step. While KD-trees grant the advantage
that the first intersection found is actually the foremost, BVHs don’t guarantee this due to possibly overlapping subnodes. Hence, it is necessary
to compute the subnode ordering as well as the current distance of the
temporarily found intersection point during traversal. The most basic algorithm [Kay and Kajiya, 1986] implements the remaining subnodes within
a heap, which is ordered with respect to the intersected node’s distance
from the ray’s starting point. For shadow rays, it is not necessary to compute the actual intersecting candidate, but to only compute whether the
ray is intersected. This way, shadow ray traversal can be accelerated by
stopping when the first intersection point is found [Smits, 1998]. As with
KD-trees, this algorithm was accelerated by the incorporation of packet
tracing [Gunther et al., 2007].
This traversal was also enhanced to work on multi-core systems such
as GPUs [Lauterbach et al., 2006]. In those systems it was observed that
high ray coherency is a way of enhancing traversal performance. One
way to achieve this is by using more than two subnodes per node and
therefore better SIMD (single instruction, multiple data) instructions
[Dammertz et al., 2008]. This results in multi bounding volume hierarchies (MBVHs, also called wide BVHs) [Ernst and Greiner, 2008], which
allow for efficient coherent SIMD ray traversal and less memory traffic
without the need of packets [Wald et al., 2008], leading to some of the
fastest primary ray traversal algorithms on the GPU [Aila and Laine, 2009]
[Aila et al., 2012]. For incoherent rays the performance in those systems
is usually significantly lower. To counteract this, a stream tracing algorithm was introduced that uses a ray stack in order to improve performance for coherent as well as incoherent rays [Tsakok, 2009]. A similar
approach was presented, where a hybrid technique automatically decides
whether to use a packet or a single ray tracing scheme, depending on
the rays’ divergence [Benthin et al., 2012]. A dynamic ordering of rays
and grouping them to packets was used as further improvement to this
[Barringer and Akenine-Möller, 2014] and later extended by a more adequate distinction and handling of ray packets by a MBVH and single rays
by ray streaming [Fuetterling et al., 2015]. The incoherency of rays and the
resulting memory traffic can be reduced by using specific compression
within MBVHs that can be maintained during traversal, as presented in
[Ylitie et al., 2017]. A different tactic for more coherency, which was also
applied to KD-trees, is by using a stackless approach. This was shown to
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use significantly less local memory in CPU [Hapala et al., 2011a] and also
GPU tracing [Áfra and Szirmay-Kalos, 2014]. It can be further improved
by a more advanced technique for computation of the next node, that can
be efficient in time and state memory [Binder and Keller, 2016].

Methods to differentiate BVH Construction Algorithms
Efficient and effective construction of high-quality BVH hierarchies is
one of the main research topics and quite a lot of different approaches were
proposed for this. Therefore, it is crucial to classify those algorithms based
on different characteristics, as shown in Table 2.1.

High-Quality Construction using the CPU
Generation of a BVH on the CPU is typically done top-down, as this
is the most straight-forward concept. As with KD-trees, a splitting plane
needs to be found, which then separates the contents to two subnodes.
For this, the SAH can be used along with binned acceleration. This is
more thoroughly discussed in [Popov et al., 2009]. On systems with many
integrated cores, better usage of SIMD commands along with binning and
SAH evaluation was shown to result in good construction and rendering
times [Wald, 2012]. In case of MBVHs, multiple splitting planes can be used.
This top-down process can be accelerated by the previous identification
and distinction of triangle groups to mini-trees, as proposed by the Bonsai
algorithm [Ganestam et al., 2015]. All mini-trees are constructed using
SAH splitting with high quality, which is also used for the top tree that
unites the mini-trees. The smaller parts of the hierarchy are then pruned to
achieve better total tree quality.
As before, a problem with the top-down approach is when objects or
primitives are intersected by the splitting plane and one of the subnodes
needs to be chosen arbitrarily. The bounding volumes of those subnodes
then overlap each other and when a ray intersects both of these subnodes,
both need to be traversed separately, as it is not clear which contains the
nearest intersection with it’s content. This problem is especially noticeable
when primitives with significantly size differences are used within the
scene. A way to counteract this is to arrange the affected objects and primitives into both subnodes and therefore contain two references to it within
the hierarchy, as proposed with the split BVH (SBVH) [Stich et al., 2009],
which was also used in conjunction to more complex BVH construction
algorithms like the Bonsai algorithm [Ganestam and Doggett, 2016]. There,
the subnodes’ sizes are unchanged, which results in better tracing performance at the cost of higher memory consumption. Consequently, SIMD
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Based on the used hardware. The most common are:
CPU generation

with the primary goal on good tree quality or

GPU generation

with focus on real-time generation and updates

Based on their generation structure. Construction can be made:
top-down

by recursively separating the contents of the current
node along a promising split plane as it was done
with KD-trees

bottom-up

by first creating the leaf nodes from triangle references and then clustering nearby nodes and grouping them to parent nodes

insertion-based

by generating and changing the structure when new
primitives are constructed

Based on their applicability concerning dynamic objects in
interactive scenes. This can be achieved by:
using full reconstruction of the BVH, which demands
full reconstruc- fast generation. This is mostly achieved by fast GPU
tion
builders with lower tree quality and therefore reduced tracing performance.

refitting

using identification of changed BVH subtrees and
adjusting only those in a refitting step. Because of the
global hierarchy information needed, this is mostly
done in high quality CPU approaches that would not
achieve interactive rebuild. However, a degradation
of the data structure and a loss in tracing performance is expected over time.

using a limitation of the object’s dynamic properties
and therefore predicted movement that can be either
dynamic limitaprecomputed or accomplished by a two-level data
tion
structure. This is less flexible but allows for fast
simple object dynamics.
Table 2.1: Different categories used to distinguish BVH construction algorithms.
While this is not done in this work, these categories can also be applied to
other hierarchical acceleration structures.
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parallelization capability with according memory management and load
balancing results in higher initialization performance while maintaining the
high tree quality produced by the SBVH algorithm [Fuetterling et al., 2016].
While all previous approaches use the SAH as method to predict the structure’s performance, it was shown that other heuristics may be more beneficial for this cause [Aila et al., 2013]. Consequently, different heuristics
were shown to result in equal and some cases even higher performance
[Wodniok and Goesele, 2017].
Apart from top-down construction, it is possible to build BVHs in a
bottom-up manner. There, every single triangle is handled as leaf node
with it’s own bounding volume. Nearby nodes are then recursively combined within parent nodes until all nodes are collected to the final tree.
Common clustering algorithms can be used for this task, like the agglomerative clustering [Walter et al., 2008]. The results are similar in runtime
performance, but had higher initialization time, which was also accelerated
by a complex intermediate KD-tree. This was enhanced by a binary spatial
structure and an approximate neighbor search, resulting in approximate
agglomerative clustering [Gu et al., 2013] with construction and tracing
performance comparable to top-down approaches.
While previously mentioned approaches construct BVHs from scratch,
it is also possible to change an already constructed hierarchy. This was
used for further optimizations through tree rotations [Kensler, 2008], that
are found via hill climbing and simulated annealing methods for optimal
SAH values. While this lead to trees with higher quality, it was expensive and later enhanced by a faster and more general approach, where
subtrees are removed and reinserted according to the SAH cost model
[Bittner et al., 2013]. This concept was further refined to result in an incremental construction algorithm [Bittner et al., 2015]. Concerning object
dynamics in interactive scenes, most CPU construction algorithms do not
achieve fast build times and therefore do not offer the possibility of full
rebuild. However, the changed parts of the BVH can be adapted during
runtime. It is crucial, to identify the changed subtrees and only focus
on those, which can be done through detection of changed BVH clusters
[Garanzha, 2008]. This was extended by more sophisticated refitting methods targeting identification of empty space and recognition of overlapping
space between moving nodes of the hierarchy [Yin and Li, 2014].

Fast Construction using the GPU
Generation of BVHs on the GPU typically reduces construction time
significantly and thereby renders the possibility of interactive reconstruc-
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tion during runtime. This can be done by reducing the construction to
a sorting problem, which can be efficiently computed on the GPU. The
reduction step is done by creating a linearized version of the spatial scene,
resulting in the linear BVH (LBVH), through usage of the Morton curve
[Lauterbach et al., 2009]. This is a special function, which is able to assign
a binary representation (the Morton code) to a point in space, which is
done for all geometric scene primitives based on the barycenter of their
surrounding AABB. These Morton codes are then traversed in a specific
order, which is called the Morton curve, and finally arranged in a linear list
representation. The list is then ordered by using an efficient radix sort. By
using the Morton code of a primitive, it’s spatial location is computable.
Following this, clustering of the bits leads to a spatial subdivision of the
scene. The foremost bit then is able to split the scene space in half, resulting in two subnodes from the root node. The second bit recursively
splits those in half. This process is repeated for all Morton code bits. The
resulting BVH has a bad tree quality, as the subnodes are not dependent
from their content. However, the construction is significantly faster due
to the reason that all subprocesses rely on heavy usage of the GPU and
data-parallel computation. The LBVH was improved by a hierarchical
setup, resulting in the hierarchical LBVH (HLBVH), which reduces memory
bandwidth through spatial coherency [Pantaleoni and Luebke, 2010] and
efficient work queues [Garanzha et al., 2011]. This can be further improved
by using a binary radix tree and parent-pointers during tree generation
in a bottom-up manner, which enables higher parallelization during initialization [Karras, 2012]. There, it was also shown that the Morton curve
can be used for octree and KD-tree generation. By using linear ranges
of keys per inner node, the parent-search and bounding box generation
were combined in a single bottom-up traversal, which further improved
and simplified the algorithm [Apetrei, 2014]. However, Morton codes with
regular ordering per axis result in equal distributions for each dimension,
which is disadvantageous for scenes with unequal extents. An extension
to this was proposed, where an adaptive ordering of the axes is applied,
which leads to better scene coverage in those scenes and hence increased
coherency of the found clusters [Vinkler et al., 2017]. Recently, BVHs and
LBVHs were constructed based on loose octrees [Gu et al., 2018], an octree
variant where every node is enlarged and therefore has a more detailed
coverage of the scene resulting in more balanced trees.
While all these GPU construction algorithms grant interactive per-frame
reconstruction, they also lead to much less tracing performance because
of lower tree quality. Consequently, a method was proposed to increase
tree quality in a post-processing step on the GPU [Karras and Aila, 2013].
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There, treelets are generated by using a specific number of connected subnodes of an already constructed low-quality BVH. These treelets are then
restructured in parallel and their SAH costs evaluated and compared, and
if a new SAH cost is lower, this restructuring is used for the BVH. By using a greedy approach, this method was enhanced to use larger treelet
sizes resulting in higher optimizations [Domingues and Pedrini, 2015].
More recently, the sequential insertion-based algorithm for optimization
[Bittner et al., 2013] was enhanced to work in parallel on a GPU structure
[Meister and Bittner, 2018]. Apart from the shown methods that work completely on the GPU, there also exist approaches that use this only to generate
the auxiliary structure and then optimize the structure on the CPU using a
top-down technique [Hendrich et al., 2017].
Besides GPU construction based on Morton codes, parallel clustering
algorithms were recently proposed for fast generation on the GPU, such
as k-means [Meister and Bittner, 2016] and locally-ordered agglomerative
clustering [Meister and Bittner, 2017], which grant comparable and in some
cases even higher performance in comparison to algorithms based on
Morton codes.

2.3.5

Two-Level Structures

In terms of interactive scenes, oftentimes two-level structures are used.
They work by first building an acceleration structure for each individual
geometrical object of the scene. Any of the previously presented structures
can be used for this. All individual objects are then gathered by an top-level
structure. This concept enables rigid object transformations and instancing by only updating the top-level structure without changing the objectstructures. This was first introduced with KD-trees [Wald et al., 2003a],
but since then also applied to grids [Kalojanov et al., 2011] and BVHs
[Parker et al., 2010] [Wald et al., 2014]. One typical disadvantage of BVHs
is the overlapping of nodes in the hierarchy, which is especially crucial in
two-level approaches with overlapping and colliding objects. A solution
for this was proposed, where object-structures were dynamically opened
and merged during construction of the top-level structure, which is known
as re-braiding [Benthin et al., 2017]. While all previous approaches use the
same structure for the top-level as well as the object-level, also a hybrid
attempt was proposed, which combines different structures for those levels
[Wang et al., 2016].
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Directional/Visibility Structures

Spatial structures are good in subdividing the scene and hence delimiting the number of needed intersection tests by a big amount. However,
the subdivision scheme does not include any information of a possible
ray’s direction. There exist some acceleration structures that additionally incorporate this information and thereby try to grant better scene
coverage and higher performance. This is especially used in radiosity calculations, where the mutual coverage of all scene patches is computed
[Cohen and Wallace, 1993].
A simple method works by extending the rays starting from a specific
point to cones with a given angle, which is also known as cone tracing
[Amanatides, 1984]. Thereby, it is possible to include simple image effects
in rendering, such as anti-aliasing, soft shadows and glossy reflections. A
similar approach gathers multiple rays with the same direction to form
beams [Heckbert and Hanrahan, 1984]. Thus, multiple rays are traced at
once, which increases coherency and reduces the number of intersection
tests, leading to much higher tracing performance. This can be also seen
as a predecessor to packet tracing [Wald et al., 2006]. The beams itself can
be subdivided in a hierarchical structure and a combination with KD-trees
was proposed [Reshetov et al., 2005]. There, the rays inside a beam are
able to either skip KD-tree traversal or start from some node inside the
tree. The beams themselves can be gathered in a visibility field and the
contained objects can be sorted along the beam’s direction, which was used
to further accelerate the traversal in ray tracing [Mortensen et al., 2007].
However, this results in high memory consumption and initialization time.
All these considerations are also useful in terms of acoustic simulation
[Laine et al., 2009].
This definition of beams can be used for ray classification in higherdimensional space [Arvo and Kirk, 1987]. Each ray can be created by a
3-dimensional starting point along with a 2-dimensional parametrization
of a unit sphere used as ray direction, therefore resulting in a 5-dimensional
space. This space can be subdivided in disjoint volumes, which can be
represented as beams gathering all contained rays. For each of those beams
the set of scene candidates that are at least partially intersected by the beam
is computed and stored in a preprocessing step. This information is then
used for ray classification during runtime, where only the candidate set
of the ray’s corresponding beam is used for intersection calculation. By
using a prepocessing step, the number of visible scene candidates within
the beams and therefore the total memory consumption can be reduced
[Sharpe et al., 2003]. The ray classification scheme was extended to use a
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more regular structure based on a equally-sized subdivision of a bounding
volume and thereby reduced the 5-dimensional space into a 4-dimensional
one based on the starting and ending patch [Kwon et al., 1998]. This was
later used in a precomputed sphere projection for ambient occlusion calculation on CPU [Gaitatzes et al., 2008] and GPU [Gaitatzes et al., 2010]. More
recently, a similar approach was computed within an octree, where the surface of each node is subdivided in equally-sized regular patches along the
center-points of the sides, with connections between each of those patches
[Billen and Dutré, 2016].
In terms of radiosity calculation, the simplification of objects to shafts
were proposed, which grants more efficient culling strategies through raycasting [Haines and Wallace, 1994]. In general, a shaft can be constructed
by connecting two different planar elements and thereby gathering all
rays that go from one element to the other and vice versa. This is used
as a starting point for line space calculations. A hierarchical approach
was proposed where the two elements can be subdivided and thereby
form sub-shafts, which was used in radiosity systems with interactive
updates [Drettakis and Sillion, 1997]. There, the term ”Line Space” was
used in a similar sense as in this work. A somewhat different meaning
for this term was used with visibility precomputation in urban scenes.
There, a set of visible elements is computed based on a subdivision scheme
of horizontal lines [Bittner et al., 2001], which was later enhanced by a
vertical parametrization [Leyvand et al., 2003]. Further advancement lead
to intersection fields, which can be combined with indirect illumination
through photon tracing [Ren et al., 2005].

C HAPTER 3

O VERVIEW - T HE L INE S PACE

As explained in chapter 2, suitable data structures are needed for the acceleration of ray tracing. They are mainly divided in two categories: the more
commonly used spatial structures, which are used in order to accelerate
ray tracing by recursive subdivision of the scene space and thereby reduce
the amount of ray-triangle intersection tests, and the less commonly used
and more complex directional structures, which oftentimes rely on some
sort of ray classification scheme based on beams. This work presents a
method to combine the different strengths of these categories by using a
simple abstraction of directions and visibilities within bounding boxes,
which are the basic building block of most used spatial data structures.
There, the visibility is precomputed through ray classification with shaft
abstraction within the line space in order to reduce the computation overhead during ray traversal. The final goal is to find the needed intersection
information without further traversal calculations but based on extensive
precomputation and abstraction to the shafts.
This chapter presents the groundwork on visibility precomputation
through shaft abstraction, the line space and its integration within typically
used spatial data structures. For this purpose, it is first shortly presented,
how it is related to previous work and in which way the previous work
is extended by this work. Afterwards, shaft abstraction is explored and
beneficial properties of shafts are identified. Based on this, the line space
and its main parameters are described.

3.1

Relation and Extension to Previous Work

The main ideas of line space are similar to [Reshetov et al., 2005], where
beams of rays are used within a KD-tree in order to reduce the number of
cells traversed, but the underlying approach is completely different. In the
work at hand, the combination not only works with KD-trees, but builds
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on top of bounding boxes and voxels and thereby enables support of all
typically used spatial structures, such as BVHs, octrees and uniform grids.
Furthermore, instead of using beams as proxy objects for groups of rays,
shafts are used, which are formed by combining two separated faces or
patches to its convex hull, thus including all rays that start and end on those
two faces. Note that shafts were also used in [Haines and Wallace, 1994],
however with a more complex meaning. While shafts in their understanding serve as proxy objects to combine two individual geometrical objects
each with its own bounding box, a simplified version that just combines
two faces is used in the work at hand. These shafts grant special attributes
as presented in section 3.2.
Based on shaft abstraction, this work uses precomputed visibility information for the contained rays. This is partially similar to ray classification as
proposed by [Arvo and Kirk, 1987]. There, 5-dimensional hypercubes are
used as proxy objects for rays, which are created based on a 3-dimensional
rectangular starting volume of a ray and a 2-dimensional angle for the
ray direction. Visibility information is there precomputed based on these
hypercubes. In this sense, the shaft abstraction represents a simplification
to this. Instead of collecting and grouping rays by the starting volume and
direction, they are grouped according to the two faces of an intersected
bounding box, thus presenting a 4-dimensional ray classification similar to
[Kwon et al., 1998]. This grouping into shafts was already shown to result
in much higher memory efficiency and in this work is additionally shown
to be easier usable.
The information that is precomputed in previous attempts is mostly correlating to the information necessary for correct ray tracing results, which is
usually the complete list of intersection candidates within the proxy object.
During runtime, it is necessary to compute the actual intersecting object
via intersection testing with the according ray. Thereby, it is possible to
enhance runtime performance at the cost of higher construction time and
much bigger memory consumption. In turn, there have been attempts
which do not store the complete candidate list for a proxy object, but rather
an estimate to the actually contained geometry. This was used for shadow
computation [Billen and Dutré, 2016], however an additional traditional
data structure was needed for cases where the correct shadow situation
could not be concluded through the directional approach.
This work extends the previous work in different ways. A general
approach in combining ray classification through shaft abstraction is proposed and used in conjunction with most of the typically used spatial data
structures, which is further described with bounding boxes (section 3.2),
recursive grids (subsection 4.2.1), BVHs (section 6.3) and two-level struc-
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tures (section 7.2). Different types of precomputed directional information
are discussed and used within the data structure, which include the pure
binary emptiness of the proxy object (subsection 4.2.2) and a representative candidate instead of the complete candidate list (subsection 6.2.1).
These were used to enhance performance in multiple parts of rendering
via ray tracing through incorporation of approximations, such as empty
space skipping for all rays (subsection 4.2.4), acceleration of soft shadow
computation (subsection 5.4.2 and with usage heuristic subsection 8.3.2),
ambient occlusion calculation (subsection 8.3.3) and indirect illumination
(section 6.2), as well as path tracing acceleration (section 7.3).

3.2

Basics of Shaft Abstraction

The basic concept for visibility precomputation is the discrete abstraction
and grouping of rays to shafts within a bounding box. In that the precomputed visibility information is generalized for all possible rays within the
shaft and later used during runtime. For this, it is now explained how the
shafts are generated and which special properties are needed.
The visibility precomputation is done based on voxels or bounding
boxes when objects are involved. As voxels can be seen as bounding boxes
around a given volume, the term bounding box is used in the following.
These boxes may be constructed for each node in the scene hierarchy, but
other procedures in constructing bounding boxes can be used as well. Starting from a single bounding box, it is first subdivided in equally-sized
subnodes by splitting every dimension in N equal parts. By this, each
side of the bounding box surface is subdivided in N × N subsides (in later
chapters also called faces or patches), resulting in N × N × N subnodes.
Shafts are then constructed by connecting two separate subsides of the
surface to result in the convex hull between those. These shafts are used
as proxy volumes which contain all possible rays that intersect the bounding box in the two connected subsides. Therefore these subsides can be
declared as start and end points of rays in this bounding box. Moreover,
the bounding box subsides are countable and can be identified by a unique
id. Consequently, the shafts can be uniquely identified by the combination
of two subside ids. A LS contains the visibility information for all shafts
within the corresponding node.
For easier demonstration, this is illustrated in 2D. Each of the 4 surface
sides is subdivided into N subsides, giving a total subside count of 4N and
a total subnode count of N × N. By connecting every subside with every
other subside, a total number of 4N × 4N = 16N 2 2D-shafts are constructed.
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N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

# sub
sides
4N
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
64

2D
# sub
nodes
N2
1
4
9
16
25
36
49
64
81
100
121
144
169
196
225
256

# shafts
16N 2
16
64
144
256
400
576
784
1024
1296
1600
1936
2304
2704
3136
3600
4096

# sub
sides
6N 2
6
24
54
96
150
216
294
384
486
600
726
864
1014
1176
1350
1536

39
3D
# sub
nodes
N3
1
8
27
64
125
216
343
512
729
1000
1331
1728
2197
2744
3375
4096

# shafts
36N 4
36
576
2916
9216
22500
46656
86436
147456
236196
360000
527076
746496
1028196
1382976
1822500
2359296

Table 3.1: Number of shafts for different values of the subdivision parameter N. It
is visible that the total number of shafts in 3D (36N 4 ) gets high for big values
of N.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.1, where also the shaft connecting the two
subsides with ids 6 and 14 is presented. In 3D each of the 6 surface sides of
a bounding box is subdivided into N × N subsides, giving a total number
of 6N 2 subsides, N × N × N subnodes and 6N 2 × 6N 2 = 36N 4 3D-shafts.
Obviously, the number of shafts gets high with bigger numbers of N, as
illustrated in Table 3.1.
The high number of shafts that are constructed in 3D is one of the main
downsides in LS application. Therefore, some trivial properties help in
reducing the total shaft count in a single LS, as illustrated in Figure 3.2:
Reflexive Shafts formed by similar subsides are degenerated with zero
volume and are therefore always empty and omitted, leading to empty
values on the diagonal of the LS: LS(s; s) = ∅.
Collinear Shafts between collinear edges are also degenerated, leading
to empty blocks around the diagonal of the LS: LS(s; e) = ∅; ∀s, e
constructed from the same surface side
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of a single shaft and part of the according LS in 2D. The
subsides are identified with numbers from 0 to 15. Each shaft is identified by
the tuple of subside ids. One non-empty shaft starting from 6 and ending in
14 with the associated entry in the LS is presented. Light blue entries in the
LS represent shafts that start and end on the same sides of the bounding box
(collinearity), while the dark blue entries contain duplicate information in the
symmetric case.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of all non-empty shafts starting from subside 6 in 2D. When
the stored visibility information is symmetric, the occupied fields in the LS
(shown in red) are mirrored at the main diagonal. As before unnecessary
information due to collinearity and symmetry is marked in blue within the LS.
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(a): parallel subsides
form parallelepipeds
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(b): adjacent subsides
with an edge connection
form right triangular
prisms
(c): subsides with center
points in parallel
alignment with an axis
form right quadrilateral
prisms

x
z

(c)
(b)
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(d): subsides with no
special conjunction
represent the general
case.

Figure 3.3: Different cases of shaft geometry can be distinguished.

Symmetric Shafts may be symmetric depending on the visibility information that is stored within the shaft, then leading to duplicate information in the LS: LS(s; e) = LS(e; s)
Using those properties, the total number of shafts can be reduced to less
than half. In 2D the number of shafts is reduced by 4N due to collinearity
and afterwards divided in half to 6N 2 depending on whether the stored
visibility information is symmetric. In 3D the total number is reduced by
6N 4 due to collinearity and to a total of 15N 4 with symmetrical data.
Apart from the bounding box subdivision parameter of the LS node and
hence the number of shafts for a single node, additional details are needed
to compute the total space necessary to store the data structure. That is the
amount of memory needed for a single shaft and the total number of LS
nodes generated over the complete scene. Both is specific to the application
and the way it is integrated within the spatial base data structure and is
therefore explored in later chapters. However, in general all applications
need to compute some sort of intersection between the scene and the shaft
geometry and therefore further information on the actual geometry of a
shaft is needed.
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A few trivial cases can be distinguished, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. If
the subsides that form the shaft are parallel, i.e. they were constructed from
opposing surface sides of the bounding box, the resulting geometrical form
of the shaft is a parallelepiped. If the subsides have a similar edge and were
constructed from adjacent surface sides, the shaft forms a right triangular
prism. If the center points of the subsides can be positioned in a plane
parallel to an axis plane and are not connected via a similar edge, they form
a right quadrilateral prism. In the general case, the subsides are neither
parallel nor connected, were constructed from different surface sides and
all planes connecting their center points are not aligned in parallel with
one of the axis planes. As all trivial cases can be derived from the general
case, this one is inspected in more detail.
To achieve simple intersection tests between the scene and the general
shaft volume, the shaft geometry needs to be known. It is dependent on
the two constructing subsides and all necessary connecting surfaces that
form the mantle between those subsides. For simplification, it is assumed
that the subsides are quadratic with edge length of 1, therefore a cubic
bounding box with width of N is assumed. If the bounding box size differs
from this value, a simple scaling has to be executed on the coordinate axis
and the intersection points between the ray and the bounding box prior
to the following equations. Each subside S can be described by either its
four corner vertices S0..3 or its bounding box surface side f along with the
corner vertex with the smallest axis extents s0 .
Ssub = Quad(s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 ) = Subside( f , s0 )
f ∈ (+ x, − x, +y, −y, +z, −z)

(3.1)

The eight corner vertices of both subsides S A and SB also represent the
vertices of the shaft S A,B .
S A = Quad( a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 )
SB = Quad(b0 , b1 , b2 , b3 )
S A,B = Shaft( a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , b0 , b1 , b2 , b3 )

(3.2)

The subside vertices S0..3 are easily computable if the bounding box
surface f and the smallest extent vertex s0 are given. Starting with this
corner vertex, the other three vertices can be derived by adding the two
~s and v~s of the bounding box surface f .
spanning axis vectors u


(~y, ~z), if f ∈ (+ x, − x )
(~
us , v~s ) = (~x, ~z), if f ∈ (+y, −y)
(3.3)


(~x, ~y), if f ∈ (+z, −z)
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~s
s1 = s0 + u
s2 = s0 + v~s
~s + v~s
s3 = s0 + u
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(3.4)

To generalize the shaft geometry creation, a specific ordering of the shaft
vertices can be used. The actual geometrical primitives for the shaft mantle
are then created by a combination of the vertices with a fixed arrangement.
The vertex ordering is based on the position of the subsides to each other.
First, a common spanning axis vector d~ between both subsides needs to
be found. With this, the differing spanning vectors ~s and ~t are concluded
in such a way, that each of those spanning vectors point away from the
other subside. If one of the spanning axis vectors instead points towards
the other subside, then the corner vertex with the smallest axis extents s0 is
incremented by the spanning vector and the spanning vector is inverted.
Thus, it is guaranteed that without considering the extent in terms of d~ the
distance between a0 and b0 is the smallest. Following the same premise, i.e.
~ the connection between a0 +~s (i.e.
not considering the extent in terms of d,
a2 ) and b0 +~t (i.e. b2 ) is the biggest. Additionally, the ordering needs S A to
~ To guarantee this, S A and SB along with all
be lower than SB in terms of d.
~ Consequently, the distance between
vertices are switched if a0 · d~ < b0 · d.
a0 +~s (i.e. a2 ) and b0 + ~t + d~ (i.e. b3 ) is the biggest of all subside vertices.
The final assembly is illustrated in the upper left image of Figure 3.4. In the
special case where both subsides are on parallel faces of the bounding box,
d~ is chosen randomly and ~s and ~t are the same.
d~ = (~
u a , v~a ) ∩ (~
ub , v~b )
~s = (~
u a , v~a ) \ d~

(3.5)

~t = (~
ub , v~b ) \ d~
Depending on these values the calculation and ordering of the shaft
vertices can be done.
S A,B = Shaft( a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , b0 , b1 , b2 , b3 )
~ a0 +~s, a0 + d~ +~s,
= Shaft( a0 , a0 + d,

(3.6)

~ b0 +~t, b0 + d~ +~t)
b0 , b0 + d,
The shaft mantle is then produced by two parallelograms P0..1 and four
triangles T0..3 . Each of the parallelograms covers one of the side surfaces of
the shaft and is connected by two linked points on S A and SB along with
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Subsides S A and SB and
~ ~s and ~t
spanning vectors d,
b1

t⃗
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Shaft S A,B given by S A and SB
(inside of shaft is visible)
b1
b3

b3

d⃗
d⃗

b0
t⃗

a1

b0
b2

b2
a1

s⃗
d⃗

a3

a3
a0
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y

y
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x

x
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Connection through
triangles

Connection through
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a1

a3

a3

a0
y

y
a2

a2

x
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z
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Figure 3.4: Creation of the shaft geometry. Starting with the two subsides S A and
SB (shown in the top left image), the parallelograms are created by connecting
the nearer corner vertices (a0 and b0 ) and the corners shifted by d~ (a1 and b1 ).
The same applies to the farther vertices (a2 and b2 with a3 and b3 ), as illustrated
in the bottom left image. The lower triangles are created by connecting the
vertices not shifted by d~ (one triangle with a0 , b0 and b2 and second with a0 , a2
and b2 ). The upper triangles connect the shifted vertices (one triangle with a1 ,
b1 and a3 and second with b1 , a3 and b3 ).
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~ Thereby all four corner vertices are located
the same points shifted by d.
in one plane and have parallel edges. This is illustrated of the bottom left
image of Figure 3.4.
~ b0 , b0 + d~)
P0 = ( a0 , a0 + d,
= ( a0 , a1 , b0 , b1 )
~ b0 +~t, b0 +~t + d~)
P1 = ( a0 +~s, a0 +~s + d,

(3.7)

= ( a2 , a3 , b2 , b3 )
The triangles connect the missing subside edges. As the according
vertices are not located in a 3D plane, it is not possible to describe the
connecting surface with a planar quadrilateral and instead two triangles are
necessary. To conclude which triangles are needed, the property is needed
that the participating vertices in the longest connection (i.e. a2 = a0 +~s and
~ are already known. Because of this, it can be concluded,
b3 = b0 +~t + d)
that those vertices only participate in a single of the four missing triangles.
The result is illustrated in the bottom right image of Figure 3.4.
T0 = ( a0 +~s, a0 , b0 +~t)
= ( a2 , a0 , b2 )
T1 = ( a0 , b0 +~t, b0 )

= ( a0 , b2 , b0 )
~ b0 + d,
~ a0 + d~ +~s)
T2 = ( a0 + d,
= ( a1 , b1 , a3 )
~ a0 + d~ +~s, b0 + d~ +~t)
T3 = (b0 + d,

(3.8)

= (b1 , a3 , b3 )
Using the final ordering of the shaft and the definitions for P0..1 and
T0..3 , the shaft’s geometrical form can be described, as illustrated in the
top right image of Figure 3.4 and specifically summarized in Algorithm 2.
This convex representation can be used to compute a clipping of scene
primitives with the shaft. Thereby intersection tests can be performed
efficiently while still producing correct results, which can be used for gathering all candidates intersecting a shaft, similar to [Arvo and Kirk, 1987]
and [Kwon et al., 1998]. However, in cases where the stored visibility information is less complex, there may be more efficient techniques in calculating
the information. Further development in terms of emptiness precalculation
through masking is presented in subsection 4.2.3 and for representative candidate precomputation through ray casting is presented in subsection 6.2.1.
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Algorithm 2 The final algorithm to create the convex hull geometry of a
shaft given by two subsides S A and SB . This covers the general case. Special
cases, as illustrated in Figure 3.3, are covered with this algorithm and may
lead to parallelograms covering no space or triangles that may be arranged
in a single plane and therefore may be combined to planar quadrilaterals.
1: procedure C REATE S HAFT G EOMETRY(Subside S A , Subside S B )
2:
( f A , a0 ) ← bounding box surface and smallest vertex of S A
3:
( f B , b0 ) ← bounding box surface and smallest vertex of SB
4:
(u~a , v~a ) ← spanning axis vectors of f A
5:
(u~b , v~b ) ← spanning axis vectors of f B
. spanning axis vectors ∈ (+~x, −~x, +~y, −~y, +~z, −~z)
6:
d~ ← first similar element in (u~a , v~a ) and (u~b , v~b )
~s ← u~a + v~a − d~
7:
~t ← u~b + v~b − d~
8:
. ~s and ~t similar, if f A and f B parallel
9:
if ( a0 − b0 ) ·~s < 0 then
. ~s points towards SB
10:
a0 ← a0 +~s
. ~s has to point away from SB
~s ← −~s
11:
12:
end if
13:
if (b0 − a0 ) ·~t < 0 then
. ~t points towards S A
14:
b0 ← b0 +~t
. ~t has to point away from S A
~
~
15:
t ← −t
16:
end if
17:
if a0 · d~ > b0 · d~ then
. S A ”higher” than SB
18:
switch a0 and b0
. S A has to be ”lower” than SB
19:
switch s and t
20:
end if
~ a0 +~s, a0 + d~ +~s)
21:
( a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 ) = ( a0 , a0 + d,
~ b0 +~t, b0 + d~ +~t)
22:
(b0 , b1 , b2 , b3 ) = (b0 , b0 + d,
23:
add Quad(a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 ) → ShaftGeometry
24:
add Quad(b0 , b1 , b2 , b3 ) → ShaftGeometry
25:
add Parallelogram(a0 , a1 , b0 , b1 ) → ShaftGeometry
26:
add Parallelogram(a2 , a3 , b2 , b3 ) → ShaftGeometry
27:
add Triangle(a2 , a0 , b2 ) → ShaftGeometry
28:
add Triangle(a0 , b2 , b0 ) → ShaftGeometry
29:
add Triangle(a1 , b1 , a3 ) → ShaftGeometry
30:
add Triangle(b1 , a3 , b3 ) → ShaftGeometry
31:
return ShaftGeometry
32: end procedure
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Discussion and Limitations

Obviously, the LS memory consumption as well as its gain in performance
significantly depend on the total number of shafts that are created. As
demonstrated in Table 3.1, the subdivision parameter N is the main factor
in controlling the total number of generated shafts for a single LS node.
Additionally, the value of N has significant impact on the size and structure
of the generated shafts. A high subdivision parameter leads to long and
slim shafts, which are good for precise predictions of the contained scene
geometry. However, the number of shafts within the 3D LS is 36 × N 4 (or
15 × N 4 if symmetrical visibility information is stored per shaft), so a high
value of the subdivision parameter results in a huge memory consumption.
Moreover, the number of generated LS nodes is also relevant in terms
of memory consumption. This number mostly depends on the used base
data structure. The N-tree, as described in subsection 4.2.1, typically has
a LS node for each subdivided node in the hierarchy. With the same
subdivision parameter N as used for the LS, the number of LS nodes
increases with N 3 recursive subdivision. This recursion is typically bound
to a maximum depth d of the hierarchy, which hence is the second important
parameter for calculation of the total memory consumption. This value is
especially important with deep hierarchies such as BVHs, where it is used
as maximum depth until which LS nodes are used within the hierarchy.
This depth is then also called the maximum integration depth for the LS,
as further explored in section 6.3. With a fixed amount of subnodes per
subdivided node, it is then possible to compute an upper bound for the
maximum total number of generated shafts.
Lastly, the memory size of a single shaft is needed when computing
the total memory consumption. In cases, where the total list of intersecting scene primitives is stored as candidates per shaft, as done in
[Arvo and Kirk, 1987] and [Kwon et al., 1998], it is not easily possible to
compute a single shaft’s memory size. However, when only a limited
amount of memory is needed for the stored visibility information, the total
maximum memory consumption is computable. This is the case in all
further chapters. In subsection 4.2.2 a single bit as binary visibility information per shaft is introduced, in order to indicate, whether it is empty or
non-empty. In subsection 6.2.1, this is extended to a single representative
candidate per shaft. There however, it is not necessary to store empty
shafts. Fortunately, those shafts are easily identifiably by the binary shaft
information, which leads to an efficient storage of sparsely filled LS nodes,
as will be further explained later on in subsection 6.2.2.
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Thus, a fixed memory size per shaft can be assumed, and the total number of generated shafts, the total memory consumption, the performance
gain and the approximation quality (as is needed in later chapters) mainly
depend on the subdivision parameter N and the integration depth d. Hence,
these parameters are used in all following chapters. For good traversal
results it is mostly stated that the optimal value for N is between 6 and 10
and for d is either 3 or 4. However, these values significantly depend on the
type of visibility information stored per shaft and the actual application,
for which the LS acceleration is needed.

C HAPTER 4

E MPTY S PACE S KIPPING THROUGH
P RECOMPUTED V ISIBILITY

Figure 4.1: Using precomputed shaft visibility information leads to an efficient
empty space skipping technique. In this example some of the passed shafts
are visualized. Ray segments that pass through empty shafts are skipped
immediately (shown in green), while non-empty shafts signal that further
investigation is needed (shown in red).
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The contents of this chapter are based on the publication:
Keul, K., Müller, S., and Lemke, P. (2016). Accelerating spatial
data structures in ray tracing through precomputed line space
visibility. In Proceedings International Conference in Central Europe
on Computer Graphics, Visualization and Computer Vision (WSCG),
volume 24, pages 17–25

4.1

Introduction

As explained before, the basic principle of ray tracing is that every visual
effect is computed with rays that search for the nearest primitive in a given
direction from a known starting point. When this intersection is found,
more rays starting from there on are processed. With this it is easy to
calculate effects like shadows, reflexions and refractions with only one
additional ray for each effect. With additional rays one is able to compute
complex visual effects such as ambient occlusion or indirect lighting. However, high image quality results in long rendering times, where even the
slightest improvements make significant differences. The main limiting
factor is the time it needs to compute the nearest intersection with scene
geometry. Therefore, it is important to use an acceleration data structure
which supports this task of finding the nearest intersections in an efficient
way. Many spatial data structures used today aim to subdivide scene or
world space in such a way that the scene is distributed uniformly over
every subunit in the data structure.
While this is already a studied field of research, the presented approach
goes beyond that. The vision of this work is the precomputation of all
necessary visibility information in order to reduce the ray traversal to
a single lookup during runtime. As stated before, the needed memory
consumption for this is immense and with current hardware not achievable
for non-trivial and possibly interactive scenes. However, the presented LS
structure is able to use a certain abstraction of precomputation in order to
reduce the traversal time significantly. In that context, this chapter presents
a first indication of the LS’s usefulness with a fast skipping algorithm of
empty areas in a spatial base structure.
The goal here is to precompute visibility tests based on directional
shafts within the LS and thereby enable the possibility for fast empty
space skipping within a traditional spatial base data structure during ray
traversal. The precomputations aim to support the base data structure by
providing it with an additional condition to decide whether it is possible
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to skip the main intersection computations, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. By
this, a speed-up in performance of up to 40% compared to the already
created base structure is achieved. For the directional precomputation,
every possible direction is computed and therefore visibility tests on the
whole space with every possible start and end point are enabled. Through
this, the speed-up is achieved for all kinds of rays.
Moreover, as the LS is combined with an existing spatial data structure,
it is possible to extend the existing traversal algorithms to achieve this
speed-up. For optimal usage of the LS, a tree with a higher subdivision
parameter compared to the typically used data structures like octrees is
generated. It is called the N-tree because of the arbitrary subdivision
parameter, which may be dynamically chosen. This is similar to recursive
grids, but with the same subdivision for all dimensions. With a higher
parameter, it is possible to skip more spatial groups of elements thanks to a
single test with this directional data structure.
For a detailed introduction to the necessary related work in ray tracing
and existing data structures, it is referred to chapter 2. The main contributions of this chapter are:
• A simple yet effective technique for empty space skipping during
traversal using the LS with binary visibility information in its shafts
as classification criterion.
• An efficient initialization method based on precomputed subnode
masks that rely on the uniform distribution and subdivision of the
N-tree.
• An evaluation and parameter discussion in terms of memory consumption and achieved runtime performance of the presented technique.

4.2

The Line Space for Empty Space Skipping

The goal is to extend typical hierarchical acceleration data structures
by empty space skipping through precomputated visibility tests based
on lines and shafts, which is in some kind similar to ray classification
[Arvo and Kirk, 1987]. With this the extended data structure performs just
one additional visibility operation per node traversal for a given ray, which
is done right before the intersection tests of the ray with the subjects within
the current node. If this operation fails, the following intersection tests of
the ray and the node subjects are skipped completely. Note that the subjects
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of the node are the objects of the scene contained by this node as well as all
its own subnodes. Like most acceleration data structures this does not work
with dynamic scenes, so the generation of the data structure does not need
to be able to compute in real time. For this purpose two-level structures
can be used, as discussed in chapter 7. The goal here is to speed up ray
tracing of static scenes, and therefore the data structure is only computed
once initially.
To clarify the incorporation and benefits of the presented LS technique,
the typical traversal of the base data structure is demonstrated first. Following this, it is explained how binary visibility information is used within
the LS, how its initialization can be accelerated through a mask-based approach and how this is able to improve the traversal through empty space
skipping.

4.2.1

N-tree as initial Data Structure

As base data structure the N-tree is used, a variation of recursive grids
[Jevans and Wyvill, 1989], which inherently incorporates the LS structure
by using the same subdivision scheme. While the octree has 8 subnodes
where every edge of the parent node is divided in two equally long parts,
every edge of one N-tree node is divided in N equally long parts. It is
necessary to have the subnodes equal in size for the visibility test, as this
preserves the best shaft accuracy which is explained later on. Therefore,
it is not able to use arbitrary splitting planes like in KD-Trees, where different subnodes of one node may differ in size. Although it is possible
to store scene objects (the candidates) in every hierarchical N-tree level,
performance results suggest that only leaf nodes should contain candidates.
Hence, every node of the N-tree is either a leaf node and contains scene
objects as candidates or consists of N × N × N subnodes.
It is observable that the two main variables, N and the maximum depth
of the tree (for further examples d), are chosen arbitrarily and different
selections of the values can give similar results. For example, do either
N = 2, d = 6 (which resembles the typical octree) as well as N = 8, d = 2
result in a resolution of 64 × 64 entries on the deepest hierarchy level. One
observable difference lies in memory consumption in sparsely filled trees,
where a higher N results in more memory usage due to a higher number of
empty subnodes. Moreover, as discussed in section 4.3, these parameters
have significant impact on the LS memory size and performance.
The pseudo code of the traversal algorithm for the N-tree is shown
in Algorithm 3, which is in principle divided into two parts. First, the
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Algorithm 3 The N-tree traversal algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

procedure T RAVERSE N ODE(Ray r, Node n)
p←0
if n has primitives then
p ← nearest primitive intersecting r within n
else if N has subnodes then
while p = 0 and subnodes left do
s ← next subnode in direction of r
if s is non-empty then
p ← T RAVERSE N ODE (r, s)
end if
end while
end if
return p
end procedure

exact start node has to be found. Starting at the root node, the next inner
subnode is chosen until the leaf node containing the ray’s starting point
is reached. After this, the main traversal starts. Every processed node
has either candidates, which are tested for intersection with the current
ray (lines 3 and 4), or has subnodes, which are recursively processed. All
candidates within a leaf node have to be tested for intersection, and if one
is found, the traversal stops. Traversing from one node to its subnodes
follows a top-down strategy as previously introduced [Revelles et al., 2000]
and similar to [Amanatides et al., 1987], the subnodes are traversed in a
grid like manner (line 7). If a traversed node neither contains candidates
nor own subnodes, it is called ”empty”. It is not processed at all and
therefore skipped (lines 8-10). The algorithm then continues with the next
subnode. Traversal stops if a primitive is found within a subnode (line 6).
Subfigure 4.5a shows an exemplary traversal of the N-tree. There, the
ray starts within the node starting from S. At this point, every intersected
subnode needs to be checked for intersection, although neither the geometry nor any subnode containing geometry are intersected by the ray. With
the proposed LS technique, it is possible to skip those parts immediately,
as demonstrated in Subfigure 4.5b.
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Visibility Information within Shafts

The LS builds upon the presented N-tree and extends it with an additional
visibility test, which decides whether a node is skipped in the traversal.
Note that this additional skip condition still works if the node has both,
candidates and subnodes. As explained in chapter 3, a node consists of
N × N × N subnodes. Furthermore, each side of the node’s bounding
volume is divided in N × N patches with equal size, which makes a total of
6 × N × N patches for the subdivided node. These patches are countable
and each of them gets its own identifiable index. It is now possible to create
shafts connecting every possible index with every other possible index.
For each of those shafts it is decidable whether there exists at least one
subnode partially or in total within the shaft that contains either candidates
or subnodes itself. If a shaft has only empty subnodes, in other words the
shaft does not intersect any subnode that is non-empty, the shaft itself is
called empty. The LS for a given node contains the information whether
a shaft is empty or non-empty for every possible shaft within this node.
It is represented as 2D array or texture where the first axis represents the
start index of a patch and the second axis represents the patch’s end index.
Consequently, a pixel with the coordinates x and y denotes the shaft starting
at the patch with the index x and ending at the patch with the index y. The
value of the pixel represents whether the corresponding shaft is empty or
intersects with at least one non-empty subnode.
In the step of deciding whether a shaft is empty, subnodes instead of
the actual scene geometry are used due to two reasons. First, the scene
geometry is already arranged in the subnodes of the N-tree and possibly
quite many of the scene primitives are assigned to just a few subnodes,
which significantly increases computation time for those subnodes. Second, the correspondence between non-empty subnodes and encountered
shafts can be precomputed, resulting in a mask-based initialization as explained in subsection 4.2.3. Based on this, it is possible to accelerate the LS
initialization effectively.

4.2.3

Mask-based Initialization

Using an initialization based on non-empty subnodes instead of actual
scene geometry, results in efficient abstraction as the same non-empty
subnodes always result in the same LS. This enables the precomputation
of masks for every possible subnode within a node, which then can be
combined in a mask atlas. Within the initialization step the actual scene
geometry is therefore first voxelized to subnodes, while their correspond-
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empty shaft

Figure 4.2: LS initialization based on subnodes instead of actual scene geometry.
While the left image shaft actually contains geometry and is therefore correctly marked as non-empty, the middle image shaft is marked as non-empty
although it does not contain geometry due to the non-empty subnodes it contains. The shaft in the right image is correctly marked as empty, as it does not
contain non-empty subnodes and therefore also contains no scene geometry.

ing masks are then used to create the current node’s LS. The mask atlas
consists of N 3 masks (one for each possible subnode with a subdivision
parameter of N per dimension), which themselves contain the correspondence information for 15N 4 shafts. Hence, the atlas has N 3 × 15N 4 entries
in total. This usage enables the initialization without the need of actually
testing the geometry for intersection with the shafts and therefore increases
generation performance significantly. However, before the mask atlas can
be used, it has to be constructed. The initial mask atlas generation can be
done by calculating intersections between subnodes and all possible shafts
of the node. For this, the convex shaft geometry described in section 3.2 can
be used along with a clipping algorithm. This process for constructing the
mask atlas can be done once for each necessary value of N and the results
can be permanently stored and reused when needed.
One drawback of this subnode-based construction scheme is the incorporation of a degree of inaccuracy, caused by the node abstraction. This
might lead to some cases, where a subnode covers a shaft and only contains
scene primitives that do not intersect the given shaft. Then the shaft is
wrongly marked as non-empty due to the intersection with the subnode,
although none of the primitives actually intersect the shaft. Consequently,
this reduces the gained effectiveness of the empty space skipping by a
small amount but increases initialization tremendously. This is illustrated
in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.3 shows the mask and therefore the relevance of one non-empty
subnode (marked in red) to the LS. The left side demonstrates which shafts
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Figure 4.3: (a) All shafts covering one subnode (red) in 2D and (b) the resulting LS
(bit mask). Every shaft with start index x and end index y fill the corresponding
pixel in the LS. Symmetry and collinearity of the LS are quite obvious.

are marked as non-empty because of the given subnode for each possible
start index. The right side shows the corresponding LS where exactly those
pixels are marked that belong to non-empty shafts. Note that the outcome
of this LS is always the same for the given subnode, independently from
the actual size, orientation or count of the scene primitives contained by
the subnode. This demonstrates the significance of a precomputed mask,
which can be used for every subnode.
The pseudo code for the generation algorithm for all LSs of every node
in the N-tree is shown in Algorithm 4. The presented approach works
in a top-down way starting with the root node. A LS for a node is only
necessary, if the node itself contains subnodes. Every LS is computed
with the help of the mask atlas. For every non-empty subnode of a node
all entries of the corresponding masks are combined and result in the LS
of the current node (lines 4-6). In the binary case, where it only matters
whether a shaft is empty or not, this combination is done with a simple
”or” operation for every entry of the mask with the corresponding entry
in the LS. The LSs of every subnode consisting of subnodes itself are then
computed recursively (lines 7-9).
Figure 4.4 presents an example for a 3D LS. As with the previous examples, N is set to 4. It is obvious that the LS is much more complex
compared to a 2D LS. Where in the 2D case every side is subdivided in 4
smaller parts, making it a total of 16 subsides, in the 3D case every of the 6
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Algorithm 4 Calculation of LS, starting in the root node. All masks are
gathered and combined to the actual LS for this node. Afterwards the
procedure is called recursively.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

procedure C ALC L INE S PACE(Node n)
LS ← create LineSpace for node n
for all subnodes s ∈ n do
if s is non-empty then
mask ← mask denoted by s in maskatlas
A DD M ASK T O L INE S PACE(LS, mask)
if s has subnodes then
for all subnodes c ∈ s do
C ALC L INE S PACE(c)
end for
end if
end if
end for
end procedure

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: (a) All shafts in 3D intersecting the red subnode from the start index
with index 37. (b) LS bit mask (43 subnodes with 962 LS-entries) for the red
subnode. Note that the subnode itself can be subdivided as well and can
therefore include its own LS.
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bounding sides is subdivided in 16 patches, and therefore, making a total
of 96 possible start and end sides. Subfigure 4.4b shows the mask for one
subnode (marked in red). For every start index from s ∈ 0..95, a one bit
entry provides the information, whether the shaft to end index e ∈ 0..95
intersects this subnode. In the shown example, there are 9 resulting shafts
for the starting patch s = 37, which can be seen in the red column of the LS.

4.2.4

Traversal and Early Ray Termination

The traversal of the LS is mostly equivalent to the N-tree traversal. In fact,
the presented algorithm is just extended by another skip condition, which is
added before the subnodes are processed (after line 5 in Algorithm 3). The
skip condition checks, whether the LS entry corresponding to the current
node is marked and therefore performs a simple kind of ray classification.
If this is not the case, it means that all subnodes within the current shaft are
empty, the current ray is classified as non-blocking within the shaft and no
subnode needs to be processed with the ray. The shaft itself is determined
by the precise start and end index within the node, which are intersected
by the ray. These have to be computed first in order to identify the shaft
the current ray belongs to.
Figure 4.5 presents an exemplary traversal using the LS. For a given ray,
the intersection with the root node is computed in order to determine the
initial start index S and end index E. The x-, y-, z-coordinates of S and E are
mapped to side indices of the root node’s surface, yielding the indices for
the top level LS. In the example, the big shaft contains non-empty subnodes.
Therefore, the subnode covering the ray origin is selected and from there
on the traversal of the subnodes starts similar to the N-tree traversal. If
one of the inner nodes is not subdivided, the candidate list of this node (if
any) is checked for intersection and if no intersection is found the traversal
continues with the next inner node. If a node is subdivided, the next level
LS is checked first with new start and end indices. If the shaft is not empty,
the traversal is proceeded with smaller increments. In the example all green
shafts indicate that there are no non-empty inner subnodes, and therefore,
these inner subnodes are skipped at all.

4.3

Results and Discussion

The presented method was implemented in C++, exploiting SIMD operations (SSE) and multi-threading on a CPU. The results were evaluated on
a PC with AMD Phenom II X6 1090T (6 cores, 3.5GHz) and 16 GB DDR3
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Figure 4.5: Different traversal strategies for N-tree without and with LS usage.
(a) Typical traversal of the N-tree. Although no subnode containing geometry
(red) is intersected by the ray, the algorithm traverses every possible subnode
(light blue) intersected by the ray. (b) Traversal with the LS. Instead of testing
every subnode intersected by the ray, it is first checked if the corresponding
shaft intersects any non-empty subnodes. If this is not the case (like shown
with the green shafts), all subnodes within the shaft are skipped.

RAM. The used ray tracer computes intersection points for primary rays
and up to 10 levels of reflections, where every primitive of the scene geometry is reflecting the ray. For every intersection with scene geometry 3
light sources are used for lighting and for each of those one shadow ray is
evaluated. By using reflections and shadow rays, incoherent rays are used,
which are traced by the presented method with no difference in comparison
to coherent rays. All scenes were rendered with a resolution of 512 × 512
using different camera angles. The result is the average run time.
Multiple well-known test scenes with different characteristics and of different size of primitives have been used for evaluation (shown in Figure 4.6).
Those are divided in scenes showing individual objects only (Bunny and
Dragon), architectural scenes (Dubrovnik sponza and Conference room)
and a fractal scene (sphere flake using spheres instead of triangles). The
individual objects represent the quality of the data structure for a single
object only, where many primitives are concentrated in small space. For
this purpose the Bunny is a model with a rather low number of primitives,
whereas the Dragon consists of a lot of primitives. The architectural scenes
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Figure 4.6: Test scenes used for the performance measurements. Those include
individual objects with a varying number of triangles (Bunny and Dragon), a
fractal scene using spheres instead of triangles and architectural scenes with
different number of triangles (Dubrovnik sponza and Conference room). The
images were rendered using 3 light sources and multiple levels of reflection.

represent conventional scenes, which may for example be used in games or
films. The sponza is used as a scene with few primitives and the Conference
room as scene with quite many primitives. The sphere flake is a fractal
scene, which consists of a lot of primitives (spheres in the shown example).
Those primitives are not concentrated in the center of the object, but are
equally distributed.
For the N-tree and the LS the size of the data structure and the runtime
performance within the ray tracer are evaluated. Those are compared with
the standard implementations of the uniform grid and the octree to show
that the use of visibility information is an improvement of typical wellknown spatial data structures. Furthermore, the two main parameters of
the N-tree and the LS, the subdivision parameter N and the maximum
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params

1283

d→7

(9,3)

(9,3)

perf (fps)

9.01

7.30

8.13

9.90

size (MB)

78.4

55.2

82.5 106.7

params

2563

d→9

(7,4)

(7,4)

perf (fps)

3.06

3.01

3.37

3.95

size (MB)

441.0

params
S PHEREFLAKE
(597k spheres) perf (fps)
size (MB)

1283

d→7

(8,3)

(8,3)

6.62

4.81

5.59

7.75

B UNNY
(69k tris)

D RAGON
(871k tris)

S PONZA
(66k tris)

C ONFERENCE
(331k tris)

438.1 823.2 929.6

200.8

187.9 511.6 644.0

params

1283

d → 10 (10,3) (10,3)

perf (fps)

0.82

0.56

size (MB)

80.4

55.1 220.0 294.7

params

1283

d → 10 (10,3) (10,3)

perf (fps)

0.72

size (MB)

213.3

0.63

0.71

0.77

0.84

0.92

190.8 236.8 249.9

Table 4.1: Empty space skipping evaluation for the test scenes shown in Figure 4.6.
All renderings contained 3 light sources and up to 10 levels of reflection.
Typical spatial data structures (Uniform Grids (UG) and Octrees (OT)) are
compared with the N-tree without and with LS usage (NT and LS, Parameter
sets as (N, d)). Only the best parameter sets in terms of traversal time are
shown. Performance is measured in frames per second, including all primary
rays and reflections, memory size is presented in MB.

tree depth d, are varied and the differences in size and performance are
investigated.
The results of the tests are shown in Table 4.1. Several parameter sets
for all data structures are evaluated and only the best for each scene were
considered. Note that the value of d belongs to the maximum tree depth
of the data structure, which is not always needed. In scenes with a small
number of primitives it is therefore possible that a big value of d does not
provide any benefit.
The uniform grid grants good performance, especially in rather small
scenes. The memory size used is in all test cases among the smallest. The
optimal resolution for the uniform grid in most test scenes is 1283 voxels
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the performance values (in frames per second) and the
memory consumption (in MB, from Table 4.1). The N-tree (NT) consumes
more memory in comparison to the Uniform Grid (UG) and the Octree (OT).
Line Space usage (LS) further increases the needed memory but yields best
performance in all cases.

in total. A higher resolution results in a higher traversal cost and a much
higher memory consumption of the grid structure and might therefore
only be beneficial in big scenes (like the dragon). In comparison to the
uniform grid, the octree has a higher performance in those big scenes
(dragon and conference room), but worse in small scenes. The memory
consumption is dependent on the value of d, where a small value results in
a smaller memory consumption. In big scenes a big value of d is beneficial
for performance but unfavorable for the required memory size.
The N-tree has a higher performance than the octree due to the higher
subdivision parameter, where every node is traversed in a grid-like manner.
In most cases the N-tree performs better than the uniform grid, especially
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in the architectural scenes or in scenes with a high number of primitives.
This is demonstrated in Figure 4.7. While a high value of N grants better
performance, the higher subdivision parameter results also in a bigger
memory consumption, especially in sparsely filled N-trees, as also shown.
If a node is subdivided, it results in quite a lot of subnodes (N 3 ), even if
only a few of them are actually needed. The optimal parameter sets of the
N-tree in respect to the performance have been achieved with a value of N
between 6 and 10. The optimal value of d is mostly either 3 or 4.
The LS, as an extension to the N-tree, is always beneficial. In all test
scenes the optimal parameter sets were the same as for the conventional
N-tree. Obviously, the additional usage of the LS results in a bigger memory
consumption. However, due to the fact that only non-leaf nodes need a LS,
this increment in memory size is quite acceptable in comparison to the total
required memory size. While high values of N and d are a disadvantage
in terms of memory consumption, they are beneficial for traversal performance. A big value of N leads to long but slim shafts referring to many
but small subnodes. If the shaft is empty, it therefore allows for a quick
skip of many subnodes in just one computation. Moreover, long and slim
shafts contain small subnodes. Even if these subnodes are intersecting the
shaft only for a small part, the amount of subnode space outside of the
shaft is just small in comparison to the length of the shaft. In comparison
to the uniform grid and the octree, the LS usage results in the highest
performance. However, it also has the highest memory consumption, as
shown in Figure 4.7.
An important observation is that the traversal performance and the
memory consumption significantly depend on the values of the subdivision
parameter N and the maximum tree depth d. While the table shows only
the best values for every data structure, it is observable that the results are
different for the cases where the values for all data structures lead to the
same resolution. One example for those values are a resolution of 5123 for
the uniform grid, a maximum tree depth of 9 for the octree and the values
N = 8 and d = 3 for the N-tree and the LS. In those cases the size of the
data strucutre and the performance of the traversal are way higher for the
N-tree in comparison to the uniform grid and the octree.
The main benefit of the N-tree comes with the usage of the LS. For this,
the performance gain of the LS in comparison to the N-tree is evaluated
for different values of N and d. The results are shown in Table 4.2, where a
performance gain of the LS of up to 40% (1.4×) in comparison to the N-tree
is achieved. However, this comes at the cost of memory consumption,
where a high value of N is especially bad, because of the high number
of possible shafts (15N 4 ) for every subdivided node. The corresponding
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N → 5,
d→3
N → 5,
d→4
N → 5,
d→5
N → 6,
d→3
N → 6,
d→4
N → 6,
d→5
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N → 7,
d→4
N → 8,
d→3
N → 9,
d→3
N → 10,
d→3

Perf (FPS)
Size (MB)
Perf (FPS)
Size (MB)
Perf (FPS)
Size (MB)
Perf (FPS)
Size (MB)
Perf (FPS)
Size (MB)
Perf (FPS)
Size (MB)
Perf (FPS)
Size (MB)
Perf (FPS)
Size (MB)
Perf (FPS)
Size (MB)
Perf (FPS)
Size (MB)
Perf (FPS)
Size (MB)
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NT

LS

∆

2.92
40.3
7.30
57.1
7.35
57.6
5.05
42.7
6.94
96.9
6.90
96.8
6.76
47.5
6.94
109.5
6.62
56.8
8.13
82.5
6.02
123.3

3.00
40.8
8.13
60.3
7.94
61.9
5.56
44.2
7.94
112.2
7.94
112.4
7.63
52.4
7.87
132.8
8.47
70.5
9.90
106.7
8.93
172.8

+2.7%
+1.2%
+11.4%
+5.6%
+8.0%
+7.5%
+10.1%
+3.5%
+14.4%
+15.8%
+15.1%
+16.1%
+12.9%
+10.3%
+13.4%
+21.3%
+27.9%
+24.1%
+21.8%
+29.3%
+48.3%
+40.1%

Table 4.2: Performance comparison between the N-tree without and with the
usage of the LS (NT and LS) for different parameter sets of N and d. Higher
values result in bigger memory consumption but smaller traversal time with
the usage of the LS. The used scene is the Bunny as individual object, other
scenes produce similar results.
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the performance values (in frames per second) and the
memory size(in MB, from Table 4.2) for different parameter sets of the N-tree
without and with Line Space usage (NT and LS). As above, N represents the
subdivision parameter and d represents the maximum tree depth. The Line
Space usage improves performance in all cases, but as it needs to be stored in
addition to the base data structure, the needed memory is increased.
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memory consumption of the different parameter sets as well as the achieved
performance is also illustrated in Figure 4.8. The evaluated test scene is
the Bunny, but the results for the other scenes are similar and indicate the
same results. In all test cases it is observable that the usage of the LS for
a small value of N (N < 5) brings little to no benefit. The same applies to
big values of N (N > 10). As explained above the reason for the former
is that the shafts are wider if N is small and the amount of subnode space
outside of the shaft is bigger in comparison to its length. While this is
unproblematic for long shafts with a big value of N, the problem there is
that the shaft loses the potential of prediction because of its length. One
non-empty subnode is sufficient to mark the corresponding shaft, so that
the traversal needs to check all subnodes. It is observable that big values
of d may not make any difference in performance. The reason for this is
that the geometry is sufficiently stored in higher nodes and the maximum
tree depth of d is not needed. Moreover, if the values of N and d are too
big (N > 10, d > 5) the data structure is too memory consuming and not
usable. The benefit of the LS as well as the optimal choice of the parameters
are scene dependant, but in all choices of parameters the usage of the LS
results in higher performance than the corresponding N-tree without LS.

4.4

Conclusion and Future work

A novel and effective extension to existing spatial data structures is presented. First, the N-tree, a variation of the Octree, has been discussed.
Based on this, the LS is introduced as an advancement for the N-tree by
taking directional visibility information into account. Algorithms for the
generation and improved traversal were shown. By using binary information for the possible emptiness of all shafts within one node, it is concluded
whether it is necessary to test subnodes of the current node or if it is possible to directly skip them due to empty space detection. This additional
skip condition results in a notable speed-up of up to 40% in runtime performance for all shown test cases and thereby the general usefulness of
the LS for tracing acceleration through empty space skipping was shown.
Consequently, there exist multiple directions for further study.
The binary entries in the LS are enough for estimating whether a ray
from one point to another might be intersected by scene geometry. With
this information it is possible to compute approximated shadows without
testing the scene geometry for intersection at all. This might be sufficient
for shadow computations of non-primary rays. Even for primary rays
the resulting error may become negligible with a high value of d. This
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technique might also be used in rasterization where the computation of soft
shadows is a rather tough topic. An obvious option for faster generation or
better runtime performance is to port the data structure and the traversal
to latest generation GPU architectures since many necessary tasks could
benefit from parallel computation. Further investigation in LS-produced
shadows and appropriate GPU structures is presented in chapter 5 and
chapter 8.
Another attempt is to not only store binary visibility information in the
LS, but more complex data. By using an incremental counter instead of the
binary entries within the shafts, the data structure may be updated during
runtime and therefore may possibly be fast enough to handle dynamic
scenes in realtime. The counter is changed for each object intersecting a
shaft. Thus, the LS can be rebuilt efficiently by decrementing the counter
if geometry is removed and by incrementing it if geometry is added. A
different approach to achieve the support of dynamic scenes is to use twolevel structures, where the LS is generated on object-level and an upperlevel structure gathers and combines these object structures. This would
enable a simple yet efficient method for rigid object transformations and
geometry instancing. Further development to this is presented in chapter 7.
Another attempt concerning more complex shaft information is to store
a list of candidates directly within shafts instead of storing them in the
nodes of the N-tree. This would result in several advantages. First, the
candidates within the shaft may be sorted beforehand and thereby improve
performance during runtime. Moreover, the traversal itself may work without the typical node structure based on voxels but rather based on shafts,
which is more accurate and efficient. However, it is expectable that the
storage of the complete candidate list within shafts leads to a tremendous
increase in memory consumption. A promising trade-off between usability
and memory usage is presented in chapter 6 where a single scene primitive
is stored as representative candidate per shaft, which is then used in terms
of fast indirect illumination approximation.
Right now, the LS as directional visibility data structure is able to improve typical recursive grid structures. An important step is to adapt the LS
structure to a wider field of spatial acceleration structures. By abstraction
of the directional information to bounding boxes, many of the currently
used structures may benefit from the precomputed visibility information.
Further research in this topic is presented in chapter 6, where the LS adaption to bounding boxes and therefore the usage with state-of-the-art data
structures like bounding volume hierarchies is shown. There, it is demonstrated, that the gain in performance through empty space skipping can
also be applied to other structures.

C HAPTER 5

A PPROXIMATION OF S OFT
S HADOWS THROUGH
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Figure 5.1: Soft Shadow computation by using 49 Shadow rays for a static scene.
The scene is rendered with typical forward rendering while the shadows are
computed with a ray tracer using early LS termination. The usage of the LS
grants better performance compared to an equivalent BVH-based ray tracer
with similar quality.
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The contents of this chapter are based on the publication:
Keul, K., Klee, N., and Müller, S. (2017). Soft shadow computation using precomputed line space visibility information. Journal
of International Conference in Central Europe on Computer Graphics,
Visualization and Computer Vision (WSCG), 25:97–106

5.1

Introduction

Up to this point, the LS was introduced as effective method for empty space
skipping in chapter 4. This was achieved with binary visibility information
stored within the shafts, indicating whether a shaft is empty or non-empty.
To obtain this information during runtime, only a single request of the LS
was needed per shaft. With this, the previous chapter demonstrated the
usefulness of visibility precomputation based on the LS. Nevertheless, until
now only the empty parts during traversal are accelerated, non-empty parts
are traversed in a traditional way with possibly lots of intersection tests.
Based on the LS with binary visibility precomputation, this chapter presents
a simple technique for fast yet approximated soft shadow computation that
is done completely without intersection tests during runtime.
In terms of rendering, computing shadows is one of the most important
ways to enhance realism in a scene. Shadows increase the spatial perception
and with that the overall appearance of realistic rendering results. A simple
way to compute shadows is to compute the distance of the foremost objects
to a point light source first and store those in a shadow map. This map is
then used to differentiate occluded from lighted objects. This approach may
be applied in combination with typical rendering and is therefore useful
for exploitation of the parallel nature of the graphics processing unit (GPU).
With that it is fast and gives realistic results for point light sources. But
in most cases area lights are favored because of better quality in realistic
scenes and shadow mapping techniques fail to produce fast shadows of
those with good quality. Therefore, in most approaches some sort of ray
tracing method is used to approximate the surface of the area light source
with multiple samples. While the results of these techniques have a good
and physically plausible quality, the computation needs quite a lot of time
even with good traditional acceleration data structures.
A novel approach, presented in this chapter, is to compute approximate
shadows using the LS as acceleration data structure. By using the LS as
presented in chapter 4, it is possible to precompute visibilities, which are
used in this method for blocker calculation. With this, it is not needed
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to test the actual scene geometry for intersection, but use approximate
occlusions based on the shaft information of the LS. This increases the
rendering performance and allows to only store the LS data structure in
GPU memory with no need of storing any geometry information at all.
One downside of the presented method is that the produced shadows are
not precise because of the approximations with shafts. By using the LS for
area lights, it is possible to show that these inaccuracies are negligible. The
results demonstrate that the LS usage leads to a faster method compared to
previous ray tracing data structures with a performance improvement of
up to 3× and better quality compared to typical image-based techniques.
The main contributions are:
• A fast but approximate technique for soft shadow computation of
static scenes in real-time using the precomputed visibility within
shafts of the LS as termination criterion.
• An efficient structure based on data pools for storing and using the LS
with binary visibility information on modern GPU architectures and
thereby benefit from significant acceleration due to parallelization.
• An evaluation in terms of achieved runtime performance and image
errors of this technique.

5.2

Related Work in Shadow Computation

The main topic of this chapter is the tracing of precomputed directional
shadow information in a spatial data structure. Therefore, the most relevant
work in real-time shadow generation is presented here. For an introduction
in typical spatial and directional ray tracing acceleration structures it is
referred to chapter 2.
Rendering of shadows is a well researched topic and therefore only a
brief overview of recent and relevant work is given here. For further information it is referred to [Eisemann et al., 2011] and [Hasenfratz et al., 2003].
Many methods exist for the task of rendering shadows. Starting with the
work by [Williams, 1978] there have been many approaches to image-based
methods. There, the occluding objects are stored in a so called shadow
map first. In a second pass it is possible to determine with only one texture
lookup of the shadow map which objects are visible from the light source.
Lighting therefore has to be computed for exactly these objects, while all
non-visible objects from the light source have to be shaded. This standard
process of shadow mapping is fast but tends to have visible aliasing artifacts
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if the resolution of the shadow map is not big enough. In this form, it is only
possible to produce hard shadows, where the light source has no volume
at all but is only represented by a single point in space.
Percentage closer filtering [Reeves et al., 1987] is one possibility to reduce the problem with aliasing through blurring of the shadow edges. It
works by taking not only one but multiple nearby texture lookups of the
shadow map and using this to calculate the percentage of visibility from
the light source. With adjustments to this it is possible to approximate soft
shadows from area light sources [Fernando, 2005]. There, the size of the
filter kernel is adjusted according to the distance of the occluder. With this
approximation the shadow is not physically accurate but the results are
sufficient in many cases.
Other concepts to create shadows are geometry-based methods with
the generation of shadow volumes that enclose the shadowed space
[Crow, 1977]. It is possible to create correct shadows for point lights
with hard shadow edges but it also needs some adjustments to create soft shadows with this idea [Assarsson and Akenine-Möller, 2003]
[Laine et al., 2005]. In general, image-based methods using some kind of
shadow mapping algorithm are more popular in comparison to geometrybased methods. This is due to performance reasons and a greater versatility
and applicability of shadow mapping algorithms, but both approaches
benefit from rasterization and are therefore fast.
A different approach to compute shadows is usually done with some
kind of ray tracing algorithm. For each point that has to be tested for
lighting a ray is constructed starting in that point and ending in the light
source. If the ray is not intersecting scene geometry on this path, then
the point is lit, otherwise it is shadowed. This approach is more versatile
in comparison to the previous ideas but as explained in chapter 2 the
calculation of the intersection between rays and scene geometry is rather
slow.

5.3

Efficient Line Space Information

The goal is to compute ray traced shadows without testing the scene geometry for intersection. For this, a LS data structure is created based on
the scene geometry, which however does not need the scene information
afterwards. In that, the data structure is similar to sparse voxel octrees
as they are for example used in voxel cone tracing [Crassin et al., 2011].
In contrast to octress, the leaf-nodes do not store contained scene geometry at all. Instead a LS is stored in every subdivided (= non-leaf) node
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and the deepest level of the tree is ignored, as proposed previously in
chapter 4. This therefore leads to approximated shadows comparable to
those of sparse voxel octrees [Laine and Karras, 2011] [Kämpe et al., 2013]
[Sintorn et al., 2014]. By using the directional data of the LS and its early
termination criterion, it is possible to accelerate the shadow computation
even further. For a compact overview, the binary visibility information
within the LS from subsection 4.2.2 is first recapped and afterwards revised
to fit the requirements for efficient GPU storage.

5.3.1

Binary Visibility Information within Shafts

As before, the LS is used as aggregation of the directional visibility data
per shaft, which only consist of the information, whether the shaft is empty
or non-empty. This binary visibility information is applied to all rays
that start and end in the boundary patches of the given shaft, and as
before, it is symmetrical as the start and end patches can be switched and
give the same visibility result. Consequently, the now presented work
relies on the same data and construction algorithms as chapter 4, where
masking is used in order to precompute which subnodes of the current
node are intersected by a certain shaft, as presented in subsection 4.2.3. If
all intersected subnodes are empty, so they do not contain any geometry
of the scene geometry at all, it is safe to conclude that all possible rays
within this shaft are unable to intersect scene geometry inside of this node
and all potentially intersected subnodes. For this, a shaft only needs the
information if all intersected subnodes are empty or if there is at least one
non-empty subnode intersecting the shaft. This is expressed in one bit of
information. The LS contains this information for all possible shafts of one
node and is represented as a 2D array or texture where the first dimension
stands for the start side and the second dimension for the end side of a
shaft.
Concerning the application in shadow generation, the now presented
procedure is an inversion of the previous method. While before, LS information was used in order to skip empty shafts during traversal, the
information is now additionally used in order to terminate the traversal as
soon as a non-empty shaft in a certain tree depth is found. However, this
has consequences in terms of the used parameter set (i.e. the subdivision
parameter N and the maximum tree depth d) for the application, as the
main focus now is not only on the runtime performance but also on the
reduction of approximation errors, as will be shown in subsection 5.4.1.
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Figure 5.2: Management of the GPU data structure. The entries of the tree pool
are clustered in groups of subnodes. Each entry of this pool is either set to a
default value or refers to a subdivided node (stored in the node pool) and its
corresponding LS (stored in the LS pool). Each node in the node pool contains
the necessary data for its traversal and therefore a reference to its subnode
group, which are traversed recursively.

5.3.2

GPU Data Structure

Adapting the idea of [Crassin et al., 2011], the data structure is implemented within data pools. Three different pools are used, which are stored
in linear buffers on the GPU. In the first data pool (the tree pool) the tree
information of the N-tree is stored, where all node relations are ordered
in groups of subnodes. In the second data pool (the node pool) the information for all subdivided nodes is stored. This information is used to
compute the traversal of subnodes of one node. The third data pool (the LS
pool) is used for all LS information of the subdivided nodes. This concept
is illustrated in Figure 5.2. This approach is implemented with OpenGL
Compute Shaders and therefore all storage units are optimized for this.
The data structure is used in a way to only rely on subdivided nodes
for traversal. Leaf nodes containing scene geometry are not needed and
therefore not stored within the data pools. The tree pool consists of all
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possible pointers that are needed to represent the hierarchy. The order
of the pointers is based on groups of subnodes of subdivided nodes. All
subnodes of one node are clustered to one subnode group. They have a
specific internal order, which is the same for all subnode groups and depend
on the local position within the parent node. If a subnode is subdivided
as well, then the pointer is set to the index of the subnodes within the
node pool. If the subnode is not subdivided, then the pointer is set to
a default value, indicating that the traversal can skip this node. Instead
of using a default value it is also possible to use negative values with a
special meaning. With this it is possible to also store references to geometry
information if needed.
The node pool is also used for the traversal. During traversal of the LS
leaf nodes are skipped completely. For efficient memory usage therefore
only subdivided nodes are stored within the node pool. A node within the
node pool consists of different attributes as illustrated in Figure 5.3, which
are used for the traversal. The main attribute of a node is a reference pointer
to its subnode group within the tree pool. Other information needed for
the traversal are the position of this node in world space and its size. It is
possible to store additional information of a node like its resolution for the
case that nodes have a variable number of subnodes.
The data of the LS pool is used as termination criterion in the traversal.
The single bit information whether a shaft is empty is stored in this pool.
For better incorporation with GPU-memory, the information of multiple
shafts is combined to an integer value. The partition of the pool correlates
with the node pool, so the n-th node in the node pool is related to the n-th
LS in the LS pool. With this a pointer of the tree pool simultaneously refers
to the corresponding node and its LS as shown in Figure 5.2. While a LS, as
explained above and shown in the figure, is illustrated as a 2-dimensional
data set, it is in fact implemented as 1-dimensional data within the buffer.
It consists of a sequence of combined integer values and is therefore stored
in an efficient way.

5.4

Shadow Computation

Using the LS, a data structure is used, that is able to decide whether a ray
is probably going to intersect scene geometry through a given shaft or if it
is definitely not going to intersect anything. Visibility of a light source in
this context is therefore merely an approximation for the pure possibility of
visibility. If a shaft only intersects empty subnodes, it is called empty itself.
An empty shaft does not change the possibility of visibility and therefore the
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the structure of one N-tree node. It consists of different
attributes, which are used for the traversal of the tree. All subdivided nodes
have a reference to the subnode group index of this node. The reference is
used in combination with this node’s position and additional information
like its resolution for the traversal of its subnodes. If it has no subdivided
subnodes, then the reference is set to a default value, indicating that this node
may be skipped during traversal.

light source counts as ”visible”. If a shaft intersects at least one non-empty
subnode, then the shaft is called non-empty. A non-empty shaft may be able
to block the visibility of a light source and as a result this shaft is classified as
”occluding”. Note that this is a rather conservative estimation of occlusion.
A ray to a light source within a shaft may be declared as occluded even
though it may pass by the scene geometry contained in the subnodes. An
example to this is shown in Figure 5.4. Although this approximation may
result in places that are wrongly occluded, this technique allows for a quick
shadow traversal without the need to test the actual scene geometry for
intersection. The benefit is not only that the test for occlusion is faster than
the typical occlusion test in ray tracing, but furthermore, it is not necessary
to store the scene geometry in the data structure at all. With this, the data
structure is mostly scene-independent.

5.4.1

Shadow Ray Traversal with Approximations

Normally, the traversal for shadow computation traverses through the data
structure until a node with scene geometry is found. This geometry is then
tested for intersection. If an intersection is found within the node, then the
traversal can end with a positive result. Otherwise it has to continue until an
intersection is found or the data structures boundary is reached. Depending
on the data structure the tests for intersection with scene geometry may
be more costly than the traversal of the data structure itself. This fact is
used in two ways. On the one hand theLS results in an implicit intersection
test of the scene geometry, which is done through the shaft information
that is precomputed during initialization of the LS, so no intersection tests
with scene geometry need to be done during rendering. On the other hand
the data structure traversal is accelerated by skipping the deepest level of
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the LS used for shadow computation. The object on the
bottom is partially occluded by the dragon. While the occlusion on the left of
the object is correct, the usage of the LS also results in incorrect occlusion. This
inaccuracy is based on non-empty shafts in which the shadow rays would
normally pass by the scene geometry without intersecting it, but are wrongly
classified as occluded. Note that this inaccuracy is greatly reduced by using a
higher subdivision parameter for the underlying N-tree.

the hierarchy and using the shafts as an approximation of the underlying
deepest level. This additionally changes the optimal parameter sets. While
in chapter 4 the main goal was to reduce the total number of intersection
tests with scene geometry in order to accelerate the traversal, this is now
not necessary anymore and it is more important to reduce the number of
nodes that are traversed. Consequently, the subdivision parameter N and
the maximum tree depth d are different and may be smaller in comparison
to the previous approach.
The final traversal algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5. All nodes in
the data structure are either subdivided and contain a LS or are leaf nodes
and contain scene geometry. The latter are not needed during traversal as
explained above, so this is checked first. If the node is subdivided, then the
entry for the ray within the LS of this node is checked (line 2). If the entry is
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Algorithm 5 The recursive LS traversal algorithm for shadow computation.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

procedure T RAVERSE(Ray r, Node n)
if N has subnodes and LS(r, N) is true then
if tree depth d is reached then
return true
else
while subnodes left do
s ← next subnode in direction of r
if s is non-empty then
if T RAVERSE(r, s) then
return true
end if
end if
end while
end if
end if
return false
end procedure

not set, it means that the according shaft of this ray is empty and therefore,
the ray is not able to hit anything within this node. Further inspection of
this node can be skipped. If the entry is set, so the according shaft is nonempty, then the traversal of this node continues. Next it is tested whether
the current node is deep enough in the tree hierarchy (line 3). A node is
called deep enough, if it is on the second to last level in the hierarchy, so all
subnodes of this node are leaf nodes. With this it may be possible that scene
geometry is intersected by the ray and the ray gets accepted as occluded.
Note that this is the part where the shadow is approximated. If the current
recursion depth is not yet deep enough, then the subnodes intersecting the
ray are being recursively tested for intersection (line 9).
A drawback using the LS without scene geometry is that it does not
work if the ray starts within a shaft. The information stored within this
shaft can not be applied to the ray because of the uncertainty how the
objects within the shaft may be positioned in relation to the ray. Therefore,
the node where the ray starts has to be skipped in the process and the
traversal needs to start with the next node. This leads to a loss in quality in
detailed areas.
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Figure 5.5: Rendering results for the Dragon Scene using a single shadow ray to
the light source’s center point. The shadows in the left image are computed
with the LS with a low-valued parameter set for illustration (a subdivision
parameter N of 5 and tree depth d of 3) while the shadows in the right images
are computed with a BVH as ground truth data. Using the low values in the
LS parameter set leads to a shadow silhouette with visible errors in the case
that a single shadow ray is used (bright areas in the heatmap).

5.4.2

Soft Shadow Computation

Using the LS as termination criterion for the traversal has the benefits of
a faster occlusion test and it may need less memory space. The downside
to this is the loss in accuracy, which comes from the approximation of the
scene geometry with shafts as explained above. This effect is observable at
the edges of the shadow regions where in general the LS produces more
occluded areas as other approaches (see Figure 5.5). Then again, in most
cases there are no point lights required but area lights, which do normally
not produce hard shadow edges but soft transitions between occluded
and non-occluded areas. Most approaches try to generate this effect by
using multiple samples of the area light and calculating the percentage
of non-occluded samples for lighting. By using this technique combined
with the LS, the approximative nature of LS generated shadows become
negligible (see Figure 5.7).
Though the shadows generated by this are overly shadowed, the difference is almost not visible, especially when many samples are used. In
addition the inaccuracy caused by the LS is especially less significant the
bigger the area light sources become. This is due to the fact that less samples near the geometry edge are falsely occluded by the LS. An example of
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of the LS used for soft shadow computation. In this example
10 samples of the light source are used to calculate occlusion, while one of
those samples is wrongly occluded. Note that as with normal shadows the
accuracy of soft shadows based on the LS is greatly reduced by using a higher
subdivision parameter for the underlying N-tree.

soft shadows generated by the LS is shown in Figure 5.6. By only testing
the visibility based on shafts and not on the actual scene geometry, the
traversal of the shadow rays is also more coherent and therefore better
suitable for parallelization with the GPU.

5.5

Results

The approach is implemented on a NVidia GeForce GTX 1080 system
with an Intel i7-6800k 3.6 GHz CPU and used GLSL Compute Shaders for
GPU computing. As test scenes typical test models are used, that have
different numbers of triangles and different characteristics (Bunny 69k
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Figure 5.7: Rendering results for the Dragon Scene using 25 sampled shadow rays
to an area light. As before a low-valued LS parameter set and a BVH as ground
truth data are used. In soft shadow computation image errors produced by
the LS (bright areas in the heatmap) are nearly not visible.

triangles, Dragon 871k triangles, Buddha 1087k triangles and Dragon and
Buddha combined) on top of a simple plane. All scenes were rendered
with a resolution of 1024 × 1024. While the geometry is rendered using
typical forward rendering first, the shadows are applied using one of the
techniques mentioned. Different camera angles are used and the average
run time is taken as result. The shown method is compared with state-ofthe-art BVH accelerated ray tracing using the GPU as proposed by Aila
and Laine [Aila and Laine, 2009].
The size of the LS and the build time vary significantly with the subdivision parameter N and the maximum tree depth d used for the underlying
N-tree. In contrast to chapter 4 these parameters may be smaller, as the
main focus now is not on reduction of necessary intersection tests with
scene geometry but reduction of traversed nodes. Therefore, a subdivision
parameter between 4 and 8 is used here with a maximum recursive tree
depth of either 3 or 4. The LS is constructed on the GPU on top of the previously build N-tree. As with most other complex ray tracing data structures,
interactive initialization timings are not achieved. The number of nodes
containing a LS and the resulting size of the data structure with different
parameter sets are given in Table 5.1. There, the build timings for the LS on
top of the N-tree and the rendering timings are shown as well.
In comparison to BVH-based ray tracing, the LS does not need any
intersection tests with scene geometry. With this, it has a substantially
better performance in computing soft shadows, as presented in Figure 5.8.
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Line Space (N, d)
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–
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–
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Size (MB)

76.6

12.7

89.4

15.8

46.2

127.6

#k Nodes

152.7

17.7

55.6

5.0

8.2

13.7

Init (ms)

–
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131
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1928

12.7

23.6

22.4

26.6

24.9

24.3

–
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.035
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Perf (FPS)
Error (RMSE)

D RAGON
(871k tris)

Perf (FPS)
Error (RMSE)

B UDDHA
(1087k tris)

Perf (FPS)
Error (RMSE)
B UDDHA &
D RAGON
(1959k tris)

Perf (FPS)
Error (RMSE)

Table 5.1: Comparison of the size in MB, number of subdivided nodes (in 1000),
build time in ms, rendering times in frames per second and image errors in
root-mean-square-error for different parameter sets of the LS and BVH based
on the work by Aila and Laine [Aila and Laine, 2009]. Every parameter set of
the LS is given as (N, d), where N stands for the subdivision parameter and d
for the maximum tree depth of the used N-tree. For the rendering the time
to compute soft shadows of one area light source with 25 shadow rays are
measured with an image resolution of 1024 × 1024. It is visible that the LS has
better rendering performance in medium and big scenes, but not in scenes
with only a small number of triangles.
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Figure 5.8: Overview of memory usage (in MB), performance (in FPS) and image
errors (in RMSE) of the LS using different parameter sets and BVH for the test
scenes. Using high values of N or d lead to high memory consumption but
less image errors, as shown by the parameter sets of LS (5, 4) and LS (8, 3).
The used memory size is nearly scene independent and mainly depends on
the used parameters. The BVH size is rather small but in contrast to the LS
it additionally needs the triangle information of the scene. In general, the LS
results in higher performance in more complex scenes with a high number of
scene triangles. Data from Table 5.1.
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RMSE: 0.028
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RMSE: 0.037

RMSE: 0.014
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Figure 5.9: Comparison to a BVH-based ray tracer. The LS inaccuracies (bright
areas in the heatmaps) mentioned above are only barely noticeable, even with
smaller parameter sets. The produced shadows are slightly darker and the
skipping of the first node in the LS traversal leads to less occlusion in detailed
areas. Overall, the results are nearly equivalent to ground truth renderings,
but have better performance and do not need to store the scene geometry,
which grants less memory usage and different opportunities in the future.
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Figure 5.10: Detailed test results of the presented technique (used scene Buddha +
Dragon, 1959k triangles). Soft shadows were generated using one area light
source with 25 samples and compared to ground truth. RMSE error values
are presented (bright areas in the heatmaps) along with the parameter set (as
LS(N, d)). Magnified images with varying LS parameter sets are illustrated
to demonstrate the differences caused by the early ray termination of the LS.
Parameter sets with higher values lead to more accurate results but much
higher memory consumption, as shown in Table 5.1.
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The results may differ significantly in scenes that do not fit in the GPU
memory, but this needs to be further investigated and is beyond the scope
of this work. It is visible that the rendering performance of the LS in
comparison to the BVH is better in medium and big scenes with up to more
than 3× the performance, whereas the BVH achieves faster results in the
small scene. Overall, it is visible that the quality of the BVH in terms of
performance is mainly influenced by the number of triangles used in the
scene. In contrast, the performance results of the LS are as expected more
stable with varying numbers of scene triangles, but are more influenced by
the spatial structure of the scene. This is due to the fact that the LS does not
store the scene geometry in any kind, but an approximation of the scene
within the abstraction of the shafts.
In terms of memory consumption the BVH is mainly affected by the
number of scene triangles, which have to be stored in addition to the node
information of the hierarchy. In contrast the LS does not need to store
any triangle information at all and it only relies on the node and LS data.
Figure 5.8 shows the memory consumption for the mentioned scenes for
the BVH and the LS with the tested parameter sets. The size of the LS
significantly depends on the used parameter set, where a higher value of
the subdivision parameter N or the maximum tree depth d leads to a much
higher memory consumption. As with the rendering performance, it is
visible that the memory size of the LS is nearly scene independent and
quite stable over all used scenes. With this it is possible to give an early
estimation of the memory size for a given parameter set before actually
building it.
As explained before, the usage of the LS for shadow generation is
flawed with approximations due to the abstraction with the shafts. This
is especially visible when only one shadow ray is used per pixel. In soft
shadow computation, this problem is only barely noticeable and is reduced
by increasing the parameter set values used, as shown in Figure 5.7.
The rendering results for soft shadow computation are shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.9. The usage of the LS leads to faster results in bigger
scenes with only a minimal loss in accuracy. Nevertheless, the shadows are
only approximated as explained above and so the quality of the LS results
is not as precise compared to accurate computations using BVH accelerated
ray tracing. The results show the mentioned difficulties of the approach. It
is observable that different parameter sets of the LS lead to different results
in the shadow generation, which is explained with the varying orientation
and size of the shafts within nodes with different resolutions. Furthermore,
it is visible, that shadows in detailed areas get lost with the LS and the
shadows are in total slightly darker. But overall, these inaccuracies are only
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barely noticeable. The results are nearly similar to the precise results of the
BVH traced method and are therefore quite acceptable.

5.6

Conclusion and Future Work

A novel approach in calculating fast shadows with the GPU is presented.
Using the LS as a data structure for precomputed approximated occlusion
values leads to a fast traversal of shadow rays. Though the produced shadows are not absolutely accurate, they are precise enough for soft shadows.
Moreover, it is shown that the results are faster in production than typical
ray tracing methods, with in some cases more than 3× the performance
of a state-of-the-art BVH. Furthermore, the data structure does not need
information about the scene geometry for shadow calculation and it is
therefore able to have a smaller memory consumption.
While the data structure is optimized for SIMD parallel usage on modern GPUs, the initialization is still computed on the CPU. As future work, it
is therefore beneficial to accelerate the initialization process by computing it
in parallel on the GPU. With that it may be possible to work with dynamic
scenes and the LS may then become an alternative for typical soft shadow
techniques for dynamic scenes. Apart from this, it is possible to investigate
the impact of storing not only binary information for shafts. It may be
possible to precompute ambient occlusion values per shaft and store them
within the data structure. This would accelerate the traversal step further
and may therefore lead to better results. Another option would be to not
only store binary visibility information in a shaft, but to use a counter for
the number of objects intersecting the shaft. This may give the possibility
for dynamic updates, so that it is not necessary to recompute the full LS
once an object is moving.
Furthermore, the extents of the LS usefulness need to be examined. In
chapter 4 it was shown that it is possible to speed up the general traversal
in ray tracing. Additionally it is possible to use the LS visibility information
for shadow computations. The next step is to examine, whether other
information for shafts also grant the possibility to compute indirect or
global illumination. This is done in chapter 6.
While the LS is for now computed for the complete scene, an obvious
step for future work is to use it based on single objects, rather than the
scene. This may bring some advantages like object instancing and rigid
body transformations without changing the LS data. Moreover this can
be beneficial for initialization time and memory consumption of the data
structure as well as reduce the resulting errors in the final images. Further
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research in this topic is done in chapter 7 and again in application with soft
shadow and ambient occlusion calculation in chapter 8.

C HAPTER 6

A PPROXIMATION OF I NDIRECT
L IGHTING WITH R EPRESENTATIVE
S HAFT C ANDIDATES

Figure 6.1: The representative candidate triangle (shown in red) is the triangle
that is used to approximate the geometry in a given shaft during runtime. It
is found by intersection computation between the geometry and the centroid
ray of the shaft.
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The contents of this chapter are based on the publication:
Keul, K., Koß, T., and Müller, S. (2018). Fast indirect lighting
approximations using the representative candidate line space.
Journal of International Conference in Central Europe on Computer
Graphics, Visualization and Computer Vision (WSCG), 26:11–20

6.1

Introduction

With the precomputed binary visibility information of the LS, it was possible to achieve significant improvements in ray traversal performance.
However, until now this was limited to trivial rendering effects. In chapter 4 it was demonstrated, how the binary classification of shafts in terms
of emptiness was used for an effective empty space skipping technique.
This was extended in chapter 5 for approximation of soft shadows without
further intersection tests during runtime. With this, the LS achieved a new
step in the big vision of ray traversal computation with only a single request based on precomputed visibility information. This was accomplished
by integration into typical spatial data structures that were used superficially to remain the necessary structure. Apart from that, the LS enabled
significant improvement in runtime performance due to the fast blocker
approximation without the need of intersection tests. The next step, which
is presented in this chapter, is to extend the contained shaft information of
the LS to non-binary visibility information in order to facilitate fast traversal
of indirect lighting and global illumination rays.
Calculation of global illumination and indirect lighting is a non-trivial
task, which significantly improves realism of generated images and renders
the possibility for photo realistic effects. The two main ways for computation of global illumination are depth-based rasterization techniques and ray
tracing. The former is typically used in interactive and real-time rendering
due to the high performance that is achieved. The basic idea is to determine the visible scene primitives through projection to the screen in object
order. Adding complex rendering effects like global illumination without
ray tracing is a non-trivial task and suffers from different quality problems
[Ritschel et al., 2012]. In ray tracing the visible surfaces are calculated per
screen pixel. As presented in chapter 2, by using additional rays per pixel
it is possible to calculate complex rendering effects and indirect lighting.
In this chapter, the LS is further extended by precomputing a representative candidate (i.e. a triangle) for each non-empty shaft. This leads to
significantly faster but approximated results, which can be used for the
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Indirect
Comparison
Result

Reference

BVH + LS (9)

BVH + LS (12)

Figure 6.2: Example of the presented technique. The left column shows correct
results as reference, the other columns show the utilization of precomputed
scene primitives in the LS using a low and a high integration depth parameter.
In the top row indirect illumination is presented. The middle row shows a
comparison to ground truth, where the left image presents only direct lighting
and the middle and right images show heatmaps with bright areas marking
high error values for indirect illumination. The last row consists of the final
images.
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acceleration of indirect lighting computations. While the results suffer
from approximation artifacts, it was shown in [Yu et al., 2009] that indirect
illumination does not require correct results and therefore the artifacts can
be disregarded in this context, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. Moreover, a
general LS description on basis of bounding boxes is used. With this the
presented approach can be applied to almost every spatial data structure
used as base structure. This applicability is demonstrated with the N-tree,
the regular recursive grid structure which was used before, and BVHs,
which are the most used acceleration structure at the moment. Therefore
the general utility in terms of accelerating performance is shown.
As the rendering of indirect lighting and global illumination is a
well studied and complex topic, it is referred to [Wald et al., 2003b]
[Pharr et al., 2016] and [Ritschel et al., 2012] for a broad overview of techniques and possibilities in ray tracing and rasterization-based techniques.
The focus of this chapter is specifically on the acceleration of approximated
intersection point computation through the usage of sophisticated data
structures. For further information on typically used acceleration structures
in ray tracing, it is referred to chapter 2. The main contributions here are:
• An approach for precomputation of possible intersection candidates
based on the simplification of clustering rays into shafts in the LS
with the application of indirect lighting calculation without the need
of intersection tests.
• A generalization of the LS to voxels and bounding boxes and therefore
the adaption to almost all commonly used spatial data structures as
base structure.
• An extension to the previous efficient structure based on data pools for
storing and using the more complex non-binary visibility information
on the GPU.
• An evaluation in terms of performance, memory consumption, initialization speed and quality of the base data structure in combination
with the LS and the comparison to the pure data structure.

6.2

Line Space with Representative Candidate
Data

In order to present the main idea of the representative candidate LS, the
necessary LS basics are shortly revised first. As proposed before in chapter 4,
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Algorithm 6 The accelerated intersection algorithm between a ray and a LS
node. This is used when the integration depth d is reached during traversal.
procedure I NTERSECT(Ray r, Node n)
(tstart , tend ) ← points where ray r intersects box of node n
i ← CALC PATCH(tstart )
. start patch
j ← CALC PATCH(tend )
. end patch
shaftID ← CALC S HAFT(i, j)
triangle t ← GET C ANDIDATE T RIANGLE(shaftID)
if triangle t exists then
return intersect ray r with triangle t
end if
return ∅
end procedure
it is a data structure providing directional information for a given voxel
or bounding box. The six faces of the box are equally divided into N 2
rectangular patches. Pairs of those patches that are arranged on different
box faces are defined as shafts. The volume of a shaft is the convex set of
all line segments connecting any point in the start patch with any point
in the end patch. The LS stores arbitrary data for each shaft. A LS where
a substitution of the start and end patches leads to the same result as the
original one is called symmetric. There are 30N 4 shafts in a non-symmetric
LS and 15N 4 shafts in a symmetric LS, therefore potentially resulting in a
big memory consumption, as shown before.

6.2.1

Representative Candidate per Shaft

Until now, the LS was only used to store binary visibility information,
i.e. whether a given shaft contains any geometry at all. This approach was
utilized for empty space skipping in chapter 4 and accelerated shadow
computation in chapter 5. Here it is extended by storing a representative
triangle for each shaft, which serves as an approximation for the geometry
inside of the shaft. The stored information can be used during the traversal
step of ray tracing to get a possible intersection between a given ray and
the scene geometry. Instead of testing all candidate triangles of the given
bounding box for intersections, only the previously stored representative
triangle is considered. This intersection is approximated based on the ray
and a node at the LS integration depth d, as presented in Algorithm 6.
The representative candidate LS is non-symmetric and therefore a shaft
that starts in patch s and ends in patch e is seen as a different shaft than
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the one starting in patch e and ending in patch s. The candidate used
as shaft representative is the triangle that best approximates the object
surface within the shaft. To find it, an intersection between the geometry
and the ray defined by the centroids of the shaft’s start and end patches is
searched, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. If no intersection is found, the shaft is
marked as empty. The percentage of empty LS shafts is typically between
30% − 70% for manifold meshes, and therefore, much memory is saved
with an appropriate memory layout, as explained later.
The surface inside a shaft can be classified into three categories, as
illustrated in Figure 6.3:
1. The surface is closed and covers the whole shaft width.
2. The shaft lies at the boundary of a surface or contains multiple disconnected surfaces.
3. The shaft is empty.
Since only the single triangle per shaft is stored, it is not inherently
possible to distinguish the first two cases. The candidate triangle does
not necessarily cover the whole shaft surface, as it is shown in Figure 6.1.
To compensate this, the triangle is treated as infinite plane defined by its
vertices. This approximation is used when searching for an intersection
between a ray and the geometry contained in the shaft. Per-vertex normals
can be interpolated by using the intersection parameters of the constructed
plane. If the intersection point is outside of the triangle, it is computed by
the extrapolation, therefore providing smooth normals for the whole shaft
width. This is a rather big approximation, especially for highly curved
surfaces, however, it lowers discontinuity artifacts. To reduce artifacts
for shafts that are not fully covered by a surface, edges can be found
by calculating the angle between the extrapolated normal and the mean
normal of the triangle. If the angle is bigger than a given threshold, then
the intersection is discarded.

6.2.2

Memory Layout for Non-Binary Shaft Information

The representative candidate LS stores a reference to a triangle for each
shaft. In the presented case, this reference is a 32-bit index pointing to a
buffer containing all triangles of the scene geometry. Depending on the
storage layout of the scene geometry, more space efficient data types are
possible. Since the LS stores data for every combination of start and end
patch, it contains M = 30N 4 elements. While most of these shafts are empty
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empty

Figure 6.3: Shaft coverage by surface. Left: Shaft is completely covered by a single
surface. Middle: Only partial coverage and multiple objects are present in
coverage. Right: Shaft is empty and therefore completely uncovered.

and do not point to a valid triangle, it is possible to only store the shaft
information of filled shafts. This is done by using a simple sparse scheme
based on a bitset and offset buffer to skip empty shaft entries and only store
filled shafts consecutively in memory. In addition, it is necessary to store
one bit of information for each shaft, signaling whether the shaft is empty
or filled. These bits are grouped in bitsets and are efficiently represented by
32-bit words. Moreover, an offset for every bitset is stored, which specifies
where the corresponding filled shaft entries withing the shaft buffer are
located. This is shown in Figure 6.4. The memory overhead of this scheme
M
therefore sums up to 16
32-bit words. Finally, the sparse storage is more
memory efficient compared to dense storage if less than 15
16 ≈ 93% of the
shafts are filled, which is always the case. The offset computation is done
by a parallel prefix sum, efficiently calculated on the GPU. It should be
noted that the bitsets are identical with the binary LS, and therefore, they
are implicitly calculated. The data access with the sparse memory layout
has a constant time complexity and is presented in algorithm Algorithm 7.
32-bit words are used for all bitset and offset operations due to the better
interaction with GPU computations. However, this can be generalized for
arbitrary sizes like 64-bit words.

6.3

General Line Space for Spatial Datastructures

Because of the construction on top of bounding boxes, the LS can be adapted
and integrated into each spatial data structure that consists of bounding
boxes in any way. It provides directional information in addition to the
spatial subdivision and therefore is able to minimize the traversal cost.
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Figure 6.4: The sparse memory layout of the structure. Nodes have references
to their bitsets (shown in green), which signal whether associated shafts are
filled or empty. To access the triangle data, an additional offset per bitset is
needed (shown in red).

Typical data structuces that can be used for this are Octrees, BVHs, k-d
trees, uniform grids or recursive grids (such as the N-tree as shown before).
A representative candidate LS is generated for selected tree nodes of
the data structure to approximate the scene geometry. While the produced
errors are too striking for direct illumination of primary rays, they are less
perceivable when used for indirect illumination, which is in accordance
to [Yu et al., 2009], stating that accurate calculations are not required for
global and indirect illumination. Therefore, the representative candidate is
used as approximation instead of the correct triangle data to calculate the
intersection points in indirect illumination. In terms of the underlying base
data structure it is necessary to consider which nodes in the tree need to
store the LS information.

6.3.1

Adaptation to N-tree

The data structure previously used for LS computations is the N-tree, which
is a regular recursive grid that repeatedly subdivides the scene and the already produced subdivisions into N 3 equally sized bounding boxes. Here,
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Algorithm 7 The algorithm presents the access of the shaft data in the
sparse memory scheme.
procedure GET S PARSE D ATA(ShaftIndex n)
n
bitsetID ← b 32
c
bitset ← GET B ITSET(bitsetID)
bit ← n mod 32
if (bitset & (1  bit)) 6= 0 then
offset ← GET O FFSET(bitsetID)
id ← BIT C OUNT(bitset  (31 - bit)) - 1)
return GET D ATA(offset + id)
else
return ∅
end if
end procedure
the size of these boxes is constrained to cubes. This simplifies some computations when building and traversing the N-tree while not having any
detrimental effect for the data structure. The N-tree provides increased
traversal performance in comparison to a regular Octree or single layer
uniform grid. This is because the tree width of an N-tree with N > 2 can
be larger than for Octrees, effectively lowering the tree depth. Since the
bounding boxes of N-tree nodes are equally sized, the N-tree is a natural
fit for LS computations, as shown before. The LS patch size for a specific
tree depth is equal for all nodes and correlates with the size of the node
subdivisions.
To use the N-tree with the representative candidate LS for indirect
lighting approximations, first the N-tree is generated including the exact
triangle data of the scene. This N-tree can be used for all exact computations
like primary or shadow rays. Moreover, it is utilized for faster initialization
of the representative candidates. Only the LS data on specific nodes in the
N-tree is computed, which are determined by the integration depth d or a
triangle count lower than T (i.e. T = 8). In the presented case the N-tree
and also the representative candidate LS have parameter values N = 6 or
N = 10 and d = 2 for LS utilization, which is consistent with the results
shown before. The N value describes the subdivision parameter of the
N-tree as well as the LS resolution. It was found to be accurate enough
for the approximation while also granting sufficient performance. The
integration depth parameter d also determines the performance, memory
requirements and the approximation accuracy of the LS. Higher integration
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depth values lead to more LS nodes and therefore higher computation
times and memory consumption. However, lower integration depth values
decrease the accuracy of scene approximations but significantly increase
the traversal performance. This is due to the fact that the number of nodes
greatly increases with the depth of the underlying tree. The shown value
of d = 2 for the usage of LSs within the N-tree is sufficient for quality,
traversal speed and memory consumption.
When traversing indirect rays, these LS nodes are treated as leaf nodes
in the N-tree and are therefore able to terminate the traversal. Intersections
with the scene are calculated by the procedure explained in subsection 6.2.1.
The general traversal algorithm of the data structure does not need to
be changed, only the handling of leaf nodes needs to be replaced by the
appropriate LS calculations as shown in algorithm Algorithm 6.

6.3.2

Adaptation to BVH

By using a BVH, the scene is recursively subdivided by axis aligned bounding boxes that tightly enclose the geometry. Besides the N-tree, the BVH is
also used as a base data structure for the LS in this work. The representative candidate in the LS nodes are used in the same way as described with
the N-tree. Due to the reason that every BVH node branches into only 2
subnodes, the tree depth is normally much higher than for the N-tree. With
this BVH nodes converge to the actual scene geometry and they are not
constrained to be equal in size in every tree layer. Typically less nodes are
needed in the BVH for scenes with a high amount of empty space. Again,
the integration depth d and the triangle count T are used to determine
whether a node is extended by a LS. Furthermore, it is possible to consider
the box size as criterion for this determination, but this was not done here.
The subdivision parameter of a LS node is independent from the base data
structure and can be arbitrarily chosen. In this work it is set to a value
of N = 6, as this value was shown to result in a good trade-off between
performance and quality.
Nevertheless, the usage of a BVH with the representative candidate LS
has two disadvantages. Since the bounding boxes are not cubical, the shaft
patch size will slightly differ for each bounding box. The approximation
artifacts in that case are not distributed in any predictive manner, and
therefore have significant impact, depending on the used parameter set.
This is visible in the results using low parameter sets for the BVH LS.
Additionally, BVH nodes may overlap, especially in scenes where the
triangle size is highly diverse. Therefore, multiple LS nodes and their shafts
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B UNNY

D RAGON

B UDDHA

S IBENIK

S PONZA

C ONFERENCE

Figure 6.5: The evaluated test scenes. Renderings were done in 720p. Primary
rays were calculated with rasterization, shadow rays were rendered with a
binary LS and indirect rays were produced with the presented technique.

may overlap and approximate the same scene geometry using different
representative candidates. These effects are mostly visible in architectural
scenes, as shown in the results. A spatial split BVH construction might
reduce these effects significantly, however, this was not used here.

6.4

Results

For the evaluation two different base data structures are used: the
N-tree, a regular recursive grid as it was used before in chapter 4
and by [Billen and Dutré, 2016], and a state-of-the-art BVH algorithm
[Aila et al., 2012], which is used as comparison in multiple related works.
For the N-tree a subdivision parameter N of 6 and 10 and a hierarchical
integration depth d of 3 is used, as those are the proposed parameters by
chapter 4. No further optimizations of the BVH tree quality as recently proposed [Ganestam et al., 2015] [Yin and Li, 2014] are incorporated. The LS
with precomputed representative shaft candidates is then used in a given
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hierarchical tree depth of the base data structure. Within the N-tree this
integration depth is set to the lowest branching nodes in the hierarchy, i.e.
integration depth 2. The LS tree depth within the BVH is more versatile and
can be set arbitrarily to achieve a good trade-off between performance and
memory consumption as well as initialization time. The chosen integration
depths and their impact are shown in the diagram and the visual results.
As explained before, the LS subdivision parameter N within the BVH is set
to a value of 6.
The quality and the differences in performance, initialization time and
memory consumption are measured. For this purpose different widely
used test scenes with special characteristics, as shown in Figure 6.5 are evaluated. In principle they are dividable into two categories: scenes containing
a single object (B UNNY, D RAGON and B UDDHA) and architectural scenes
(S IBENIK, S PONZA and C ONFERENCE), which are more suitable for usage
in video games. Apart from this, the number of scene primitives varies significantly in the used scenes and ranges from 70k triangles up to 1 million
triangles. The test results were produced on a GeForce GTX 1080, however,
the relative performance is the same on similar systems. All data structures
are implemented in the same environment and supported by acceleration
in agreement. Hence, a fair comparison of the used structures is guaranteed. The resolution of the renderings was in all cases 720p. Primary and
shadow rays were rendered with fast rasterization accelerated by a binary
LS techniques as proposed in chapter 5 and by [Billen and Dutré, 2016] and
are therefore out of the scope of this chapter. Regarding this, the shown
approach accelerates calculations of all indirect lighting effects, resulting for
example in ambient occlusion, diffuse illumination and glossy reflections.
Table 6.1 shows the quantitative results using the two main data structures with and without the acceleration of the LS with the mentioned
integration depth parameter d. The build time, the memory consumption
and the performance in ray tracing for indirect rays are evaluated. Obviously, the computation time and memory consumption of the LS need to
be summed up on the values of the base data structure. The illustrated LS
values in the table are already combined and therefore show the total sum.
Moreover, the build times and the memory consumption of the LS significantly scale with the total number of computed LSs and not the number of
scene triangles. For BVH initialization a binned SAH construction is used,
resulting in good quality but non-interactive build times. The used build
algorithm significantly affects the build time of the BVH, but as this work
focuses on the relative comparison of the data structure with the usage of
the LS, this does not affect the results.
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Reference

BVH + LS (12)

BVH + LS (9)

BVH + LS (6)
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B UNNY

D RAGON

B UDDHA

Figure 6.6: Some of the indirect illumination results of the evaluation. As illustrated, the buddha scene especially focuses on ambient occlusion, the bunny
scene on diffuse materials and the dragon scene on glossy reflections. Nevertheless, all visual effects were indifferently produced with the same technique
with the only difference in the object material. Therefore, the results are not
optimized to show specific effects. The maximum LS integration depth d
within the BVH is shown in LS(d). RMSE error values per pixel are illustrated
through the heatmaps where bright areas mark high error values.
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Scene
Init (s)
Size (MB)
Error (RMSE)
Perf (FPS)
Perf (rel.)
Init (s)
Size (MB)
D RAGON
(871k tris)
Error (RMSE)
Perf (FPS)
Perf (rel.)
Init (s)
Size (MB)
B UDDHA
(1087k tris)
Error (RMSE)
Perf (FPS)
Perf (rel.)
Init (s)
Size (MB)
S IBENIK
(75k tris)
Error (RMSE)
Perf (FPS)
Perf (rel.)
Init (s)
Size (MB)
S PONZA
(262k tris)
Error (RMSE)
Perf (FPS)
Perf (rel.)
Init (s)
C ONFERENCE Size (MB)
(331k tris)
Error (RMSE)
Perf (FPS)
Perf (rel.)
B UNNY
(69k tris)
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BVH
pure LS (9) LS (12)
0.3
5.5
–
76.7
1.0x
1.7
35.5
–
45.9
1.0x
2
40.7
–
62.4
1.0x
0.1
3
–
19.3
1.0x
0.5
10.1
–
16.7
1.0x
0.7
13.4
–
16
1.0x

2.2
38.7
0.028
194.7
2.5x
5.6
74.8
0.038
169.4
3.7x
6.2
80
0.021
195.4
3.1x
1.9
57.7
0.054
38.3
2x
3
54.1
0.167
48.5
2.9x
3.2
61.3
0.088
44.6
2.8x

10.4
227.2
0.011
131
1.7x
17.1
280
0.017
110.2
2.4x
17.6
285
0.007
128
2.1x
7.4
251.6
0.044
28.4
1.5x
9.2
231.2
0.077
33.2
2x
9.6
213.2
0.055
33.6
2.1x

NT (6,3)
NT (10,3)
pure LS (2) pure LS (2)
3.7
9.6 17.2
44.3
1.5
17.6 23.9 149.7
– 0.032
– 0.022
20.6
89.4 36.7
63
1.0x
4.3x 1.0x
1.7x
22.5
50.3 100.6 209.7
4.1
10.8 13.2
65.5
– 0.036
– 0.025
1.4 107.9 11.7
62.1
1.0x 77.1x 1.0x
5.3x
27.6
61.6 123.2 254.2
4.5
10.9 11.6
57.5
– 0.030
– 0.019
1.1 121.4 12.1
69.4
1.0x 110.4x 1.0x
5.7x
2.3
18.6
13 102.3
8.3 286.4 106.9 2114.3
– 0.052
– 0.052
8.8
23.1
8.6
12.8
1.0x
2.6x 1.0x
1.5x
7.1
28.5 36.3
153
8.9 347.6 133.3 2680.4
– 0.074
– 0.060
5.8
27.4 10.1
16.2
1.0x
4.7x 1.0x
1.6x
7.3
27 36.8 115.2
6.3 170.9 86.3 1014.9
– 0.063
– 0.051
1.4
26.3
8.4
20.7
1.0x 18.8x 1.0x
2.5x

Table 6.1: Test results of the evaluation in terms of initialization time (in seconds),
memory consumption (in MB) and ray tracing performance (in FPS and relative to base structure) for BVH and N-tree as base data structures without
and with the usage of the LS with varying integration depth parameter d. LS
values are already combined with the base structure. BVH initialization was
optimized in terms of ray tracing performance and not initialization speed.
The relative differences in comparison to the base data structure without LS
acceleration are marked. The parameter set for the N-tree is given in NT(N, d)
and for the LS in LS(d). The LS subdivision parameter N is set to 6 for the
BVH and for N-tree integration to the according value.
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The runtime performance was measured in frames per second only
counting indirect illumination. Apart from absolute values, the relative differences between pure and LS supported data structures show the benefit
of the presented approach (illustrated in Figure 6.7). The BVH performance
is near state-of-the-art in ray tracing performance. It is mainly regulated by
the quality of the underlying tree and can be further optimized by recent
techniques as proposed by [Ganestam et al., 2015] and [Yin and Li, 2014].
Using the technique presented here gives a significantly better performance
depending on the used parameter set, however, with approximated results.
This is due to the simplification of shaft data, where only a single candidate
is stored and used for all rays passing a given shaft. Moreover, it is noticeable that the usage of the LS accelerates the data structure to an acceptable
level, especially in those cases where the base data structure performs very
poorly, as demonstrated in cases with a bad N-tree resolution. Overall, the
incorporation of the LS accelerated a state-of-the-art BVH with a factor of
more than 3× and the N-tree of up to more than an order of magnitude.
Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.8 show the qualitative differences of various integration depths used in LS accelerated BVH in comparison to ground truth
data. It is observable that lower parameter sets result in visible artifacts due
to shaft simplification. However, by using higher integration depths for the
LS within the BVH hierarchy the artifacts become manageable. The artifacts
are especially noticeable in bigger scenes when the camera is positioned
close to an object. This is mostly observable in the architectural scenes as
shown in Figure 6.10. There, also the N-tree results with the LS are shown.
As with the BVH, the quality of the LS accelerated N-tree improves when
the LS is used in a deeper level of the tree hierarchy. Because of its regular
structure, the N-tree LS is mostly better suited for big architectural scenes
and produces less approximation artifacts for these cases in comparison to
the BVH LS. However, as it was shown by [Yu et al., 2009], correctness in
indirect illumination is not required and approximations are sufficient in
most cases. Following this the BVH LS has better performance with mostly
sufficient quality.
The main parameter for quantitative and qualitative analysis is the
value of the used integration depth parameter d where LSs are created and
used. A deeper integration depth results in more LSs, therefore causing
higher build time and memory consumption, as well as lower ray tracing
performance. This is due to the fact, that with a deeper LS integration depth
more nodes in the hierarchy need to be traversed. However, the quality gets
better when more LSs are used. With this the LS integration depth can be
used as an arbitrary parameter for setting a trade-off between quality and
performance. This is especially true, when the base data structure produces
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Figure 6.7: Performance illustration (in FPS, from Table 6.1) of the data structures
without and with LS using two different integration depths each. It is visible
that the LS is able to enhance performance significantly in all cases. Even when
used in conjunction with a low-performance uniform grid, its performance is
higher compared to a state-of-the-art BVH.

a deep tree hierarchy, as it is done with BVHs. The N-tree naturally only
has a shallow tree hierarchy, therefore is not that suitable for a dynamic
trade-off. Also, the integration depth within a binary tree like the BVH
already limits the total number of nodes that contain a LS. With this, the
total memory size is nearly independent from the scene geometry and only
depends on the integration depth. As such, the LS scales significantly better
with higher number of scene primitives compared to typical spatial data
structures. This is illustrated in Figure 6.9.

6.5

Conclusion and Future Work

The non-binary LS with visibility precomputation of scene information is
presented, which stores a single candidate as a representative per shaft.
With this work, the general approach of precomputing directional information per LS shaft in application of indirect and global illumination is
explored. Through the representative candidate precomputation, the need
for intersection tests during traversal could be eliminated as far as possible.
Although this technique results in approximation artifacts if the integration
depth parameter is not high enough, it was able to show that these errors
are nearly non-perceivable in the context of indirect illumination. When
compared to the base data structure, this technique results in higher mem-
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Figure 6.8: Test results with the architectural scenes. All images were rendered
in 720p and only present indirect illumination. In bigger scenes using a
lower parameter for the integration depth d of the LS usage within the base
data structure, more approximation artifacts due to shaft simplification occur
(brighter areas in the bottom right heatmaps).
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Figure 6.9: Memory consumption (in MB, from Table 6.1) of the BVH and the LS
with two different integration depths. For the LS only directional information
is presented, for the total needed memory the BVH size needs to be added. The
logarithmic scaling shows that the needed memory of the LS is independent
from the scene size and depends only on the used integration level. In contrast,
the BVH memory consumption depends heavily on the number of scene
primitives and therefore fluctuates immensely.

ory size and build time but is in all cases able to significantly surpass the
base structure in terms of performance.
Moreover, a generalization of the LS to all spatial data structures based
on bounding boxes was shown. It was demonstrated that with an adaptation to a state-of-the-art BVH, this resulted in higher performance in
comparison to the N-tree, the previously used base data structure.

Future Work
The precomputation of scene information is only a beginning. By calculating and storing the lighting state in a shaft, it may be possible to
use a great variety of rendering techniques without further computation
overhead during traversal. Although this leads to a significantly increase
in memory consumption, the gain in tracing performance can be a big
improvement in path tracing scenarios. Using a dynamic combination
with the base data structure has the potential to accelerate most ray tracing
systems, using the base structure in situations where correct information is
needed and the LS where fast approximated data is sufficient. An approach
to further tackle the difficulties of memory size and initialization speed
is to use the LS based on objects rather than the whole scene. With this
each geometrical object has its own single LS. This grants the possibility
for object instancing and a significant reduction of memory needed. Fur-
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BVH +
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BVH +
LS (12)

N-tree (6) +
LS (2)

N-tree (10) +
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Figure 6.10: Detailed test results with an architectural scene showing indirect
illumination. The magnifications and the heatmaps specifically show the
weaknesses of the technique using a low integration depth parameter d. These
artifacts especially occur in the transitions of different LSs. However, a deeper
LS integration depth improves image quality significantly (darker areas in the
heatmaps), making LS accelerated results suitable for indirect illumination.
Overall, the perception in indirect illumination given a suitable integration
depth parameter is mostly similar to ground truth renderings, but granting
significantly better performance.
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thermore, LS information is more accurate, solving the teapot in a stadium
problem. Object LSs can be created beforehand, which significantly reduces
initialization time. Combining the instancing aspect with local transformations creates the possibility to render dynamic scenes. Both, the dynamic
combination with the base data structure in path tracing systems as well as
object-specific LS usage, are further handled in chapter 7.
Another aspect that needs further investigation is the selection of the
used parameter set. Currently, a fixed depth parameter is used for the whole
LS tree, resulting in unnecessary high subdivision rate in sparsely filled
areas. A dynamic subdivision scheme based on the number of candidates
and the size of the current node would benefit the traversal and the LS
accuracy.

C HAPTER 7

A DAPTION OF T WO -L EVEL
S TRUCTURES FOR PATH T RACING
S YSTEMS

Figure 7.1: The LS adaption to two-level data structures improves accuracy of shaft
predictions and further enables adaptive usage within path tracing systems.
While early rays of a path are traced with data structures that grant slow
but correct results, later rays are traced with the LS structure with different
integration depths, granting fast performance but approximated results.
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The contents of this chapter are based on the publication:
Keul, K., Koß, T., Schröder, F. L., and Müller, S. (2019). Combining two-level data structures and line space precomputations to
accelerate indirect illumination. In Computer Vision, Imaging and
Computer Graphics Theory and Applications

7.1

Introduction

As mentioned in the beginning, the big vision is a structure with precomputed visibility information for all possible rays in order to reduce the ray
traversal to a single lookup in some kind of table. However, as explained before, current hardware is not able to produce or utilize such a structure due
to its immense memory consumption and initialization time. In this context,
the LS was presented as directional data structure with precomputed visibility information based on the abstraction of shafts, with the main goal of
reducing the traversal cost mostly through approximations during runtime.
With this, the LS is one step further in the direction of the big vision. It was
already shown to improve traversal of rays through empty space skipping
in chapter 4. Significant improvements in performance were produced in
terms of soft shadow computation in chapter 5 and indirect lighting and
global illumination based on representative candidate precomputation per
shaft in chapter 6. While the resulting images have visible artifacts due to
the shaft approximations, it was shown that some artifacts are negligible
when approximations are only used for indirect lighting computations
[Yu et al., 2009]. However, limitations in terms of memory consumption
and accuracy due to the shaft abstraction are visible. Furthermore, due to
the precomputation, it is only possible to accelerate static non-interactive
scenes until now. This chapter integrates the LS structure into two-level
structures and thereby presents a way to reduce these downsides.
In the context of object instancing and rigid object movements, twolevel data structures are traditionally used, which build a top-level structure around second-level object structures. For rigid object animations,
only the top-level structure needs to be updated. However, the performance of two-level structures is in general inferior compared to their singlelevel flat counterparts, as was for example recently shown with BVHs
[Benthin et al., 2017]. With this work, a combination of these two-level
BVHs and representative candidate LS precomputations is proposed first.
Typically, second-level object bounding volumes of two-level structures are
small and tightly-fit to the contained objects. This property has the positive
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F-LS (10)

2L-LS (4)

Figure 7.2: Improvements in indirect lighting calculation. A combined approach
between two-level BVHs and approximation-based representative candidate
LS (2L-LS) is presented. Even with a lower integration depth parameter
(in brackets), less approximation errors compared to a LS integrated in a
single-level flat BVH (F-LS) are generated (darker areas in the heatmaps).
Additionally, less errors appear when used in later bounces.

effect of making LS approximations more accurate and reducing image
errors, as illustrated in Figure 7.2. In addition, less LS nodes need to be
generated and therefore less memory is consumed. Apart from that, the
usability of the LS is significantly improved in scenes with object instancing,
as the memory consuming parts of the LS can be reused for all instances of
an object.
In a second step, a method for combining different data structures in
path tracing systems is proposed. While pure BVH results are used on
earlier path segments, where accurate results are needed, approximationbased LS results are used in later path segments, where accuracy is less
relevant. By this, errors in the final image are nearly eliminated and the
fast performance of the LS can be used almost without any drawbacks in
image quality.
As indirect lighting calculation and ray tracing systems are extensively studied topics, they are well presented in previous work
[Ritschel et al., 2012] [Pharr et al., 2016]. The field of acceleration structures for ray tracing has as well been researched intensively and a detailed
overview of the most relevant literature in the most related topics of this
chapter is presented in chapter 2. While there is a wide variety of acceleration data structures, the focus here is on bounding volume hierarchies
(BVHs), as current research suggests, that these result in the highest ray tracing performance. For other spatial subdivision structures and comparisons,
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it is referred to previous work [Havran, 2000] [Zlatuška and Havran, 2010]
[Vinkler et al., 2016]. The main contributions of this chapter are:
• A fast but approximate technique for improvement of the representative candidate LS from chapter 6 through an efficient two-level
hierarchy which additionally enables rigid transformations and object instancing.
• An efficient path tracing method that chooses different levels of LS
abstraction to accelerate approximated intersection determination
while also reducing the visible errors in the final image and thereby
enhancing the structure’s usefulness.
• An evaluation and parameter discussion in terms of memory consumption, achieved runtime performance and resulting image errors
of the two-level technique.

7.2

Two-Level Line Space

The LS, as proposed in chapter 4 and chapter 5, is a considerable extension
of typically used spatial structures. Its runtime performance is up to one
magnitude faster than state-of-the-art BVHs, however, with the cost of
higher memory consumption and initialization time. Moreover, it introduces tracing approximations leading to visible errors in resulting images.
Therefore, it is favorable to reduce these approximation errors as well as the
needed memory. An observation, used in this work, is that approximation
accuracy is higher and less LS nodes are needed, when smaller and more
tightly fitting bounding volumes are used for the LS. For this purpose, the
LS is adapted to two-level BVHs that grant smaller bounding volume sizes
in second-level object BVHs, leading to higher LS precision.
In that sense, first the representative candidate LS technique as proposed
in chapter 6 is shortly revised, as it is used in this chapter. Afterwards,
the adaption to two-level BVHs is described, which is one of the main
contributions here. Lastly, a short discussion of all parameters is involved.

7.2.1

Limitations of the Representative Candidate Line
Space

Tracing cost is dividable in two factors: the traversal cost of the underlying
tree and the cost of the intersection tests that need to be made to find the
intersected scene primitive. The representative candidate LS, as proposed
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Figure 7.3: Initialization with representative shaft candidate search. If the midpoint ray of the shaft between patches S and E has no intersection (left), further
rays are used (right) and the light blue candidate with violet normals is found.

in chapter 6, is based on the concept of finding representative intersection
candidates for shafts during initialization. It reduces tracing cost in two
ways. First, the tree traversal is cut at a specific level, the integration depth
d where the representative candidate LS nodes are integrated, so that no
further investigation of the tree is needed. With that, the tree traversal cost
is limited to a fixed amount. Then, instead of calculating intersection
tests between a ray and geometric scene primitives, the precomputed
representative shaft candidate is used to approximate the ray intersection
within that shaft, which results in a significant reduction of the intersection
cost. While this leads to a remarkable gain in performance, the quality of
the candidate approximations is, depending on the used parameter set,
quite poor. This is especially visible in large architectural scenes, where a
lot of scene primitives are grouped in mostly narrow spaces. There, a huge
number of shafts need to be generated to cover the complete scene, which
results in an extensive memory consumption. An insufficient parameter
set results in big LS shafts and a significant approximation error, which
potentially renders the data structure useless. Using a deeper LS integration
depth within the BVH improves accuracy slightly, but at the cost of lower
performance and much higher memory consumption. Keeping this in mind,
the main goal is to improve approximation quality while also reducing the
number of LS nodes needed.
The initialization of the representative candidate LS is straightforward.
First, the underlying spatial data structure (i.e. the BVH) is constructed.
Then a LS node is constructed for every node in a given depth of the
underlying BVH. A LS node, as stated in chapter 4, is a bounding volume,
where all sides of the bounding box surface are subdivided into equally
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Figure 7.4: Runtime usage of the shaft candidate c. It is used as ”infinite plane” P
for all rays of the shaft. If angle α between a ray and the extrapolated normal
(yellow) is too big, blocker approximation is refused (left). Otherwise it is
used, even with no actual object intersection (right).

sized patches. Every two distinctive patches are joined to result in a shaft
connecting those patches, which can also be seen as the accumulation of all
possible rays that lead from one patch to the other. Hence, each ray through
the bounding volume can be assigned to a single shaft. A LS node consists
of all shafts within the bounding volume. In the representative candidate
LS every shaft has a triangle reference, which describes the surface of the
scene primitives covered by the shaft. The triangle (the representative
candidate) is found by simple ray traversal within the underlying data
structure during initialization. The ray used for traversal is determined
by the midpoints of the patches that represent the shaft. If this ray has
no intersection, additional rays can be traced. In this work, a regular
arrangement of additional rays is used, i.e. the eight neighboring rays of the
midpoint ray, but other schemes work as well. If no intersection was found,
the shaft is declared as empty. This process is shown in Figure 7.3. During
runtime, the representative candidate is used as a blocker approximation
for all rays of the given shaft, resulting in an ”infinite plane”. However, if
the extrapolated normal of the approximation exceeds a given threshold, a
potential boundary of the contained object can be assumed, as illustrated
in Figure 7.4. The approximation is then discarded and traversal continues.

7.2.2

Two-Level Line Space Structure

The main observation of this chapter is that LS approximations are considerably more accurate when used in smaller BVH nodes that tightly fit the
contained scene objects. To benefit from this, the LS is combined with a
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previously generated two-level BVH, that arranges logical scene objects on
the first level and involves scene primitives only within the second level.
Compared to flat BVHs, this scheme in general results in more complex
BVHs with a higher total hierarchy depth and therefore reduced tracing
performance. However, the second level object BVH nodes have a tighter
fit to their content, which makes them smaller in size and more beneficial
for the LS. The smaller size of object BVH nodes reduces the total number of LS nodes needed while simultaneously improving approximation
accuracy. The results demonstrate, that the performance benefit gained
through LS approximations outperforms traditional BVHs, even when used
in two-level data structures. In that sense, four different setups of the data
structure are differentiated, as also visualized in Figure 7.5:
1. Flat BVH, as state-of-the-art ray tracing structure;
2. Two-level BVH, better suited for rigid object dynamics and instancing;
3. Flat BVH with LS integration, for fast blocker approximations, as in
chapter 6;
4. Two-level BVH with LS integration, same advantages as two-level
BVHs and flat BVH-LS, with less approximation errors, presented in
this work.
As before, the flat-BVH is the state-of-the-art competitor. Depending on
the construction algorithm, it achieves the best runtime performance and
initialization time. In comparison to these, two-level BVHs are optimized
for rigid object dynamics and object instancing, at the cost of higher tree
complexity and lower runtime performance. LS integration within flat
BVHs was shown to achieve much better runtime performance due to the
cut in the traversal hierarchy and the blocker approximation, since it is not
necessary to calculate intersection tests. In contrast, the LS integration has
a significantly higher memory consumption and longer initialization times.
Apart from that, the blocker approximation leads to visible errors in the
results.
The LS adaption into two-level BVHs combines the advantages of both
techniques. There, second-level object BVHs contain LS nodes, which are
integrated in a specific hierarchy depth. The top-level BVH is independent
from this scheme and identical to the top-level hierarchy of traditional twolevel BVHs. Similar to other two-level structures, the two-level LS is well
suited for rigid object dynamics and instancing. This way, every unique logical object contains its own BVH-LS, whereas the top-level hierarchy stores
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Flat BVH

BVH-LS (2)

Two-Level BVH

Two-Level BVH-LS (1)
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Figure 7.5: Acceleration structures used. Flat BVHs are the most common structures. Two-level BVHs are used in scenes with rigid object dynamics, granting
minimal tree updates for object movements but worse runtime performance,
mostly because of deeper tree structure. The LS and BVH combination was
shown to improve performance due to early approximation-based traversal
termination. This chapter combines LS and two-level structures, granting fast
performance and higher approximation accuracy due to better object fitting.
The LS numbers show the integration depth within (object-) hierarchy.
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F-BVH
2L-BVH
F-LS
2L-LS

899
899
888
889
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Performance

8899
8999
8888
8889

Quality

888
888
899
889

Table 7.1: Expected results for the data structures. In terms of quality, flat BVHs
and two-level BVHs give correct results, while LS techniques have better
runtime performance.

references to those object structures in its leafs. Therefore, the two-level LS
benefits significantly from object instancing, as every memory consuming
LS is only stored once per geometrical object. Moreover, when objects are
stored and reused in multiple scenes, the LS only needs to be constructed
once, which accelerates initialization speed. Concerning hierarchy depth,
the LS integration depth within object hierarchies of two-level BVHs does
not need to be as high as in flat BVHs. However, the hierarchy of the toplevel BVH needs to be considered additionally. With this, the total depth of
two-level LS is in general higher than the depth of the corresponding flat LS,
which results in a lower runtime performance. Nevertheless, as with the
flat LS, a higher runtime performance compared to the corresponding flat
and two-level BVHs can be expected. Because of the better fit to contained
objects, the two-level LS has better approximation accuracy, even when
less nodes are generated and less memory is consumed. These theoretical
considerations are summarized in Table 7.1.
In terms of traversal performance, two additional aspects need to be
considered. First, during ray traversal two-level structures potentially need
to check multiple object nodes when overlapping objects are involved. A
solution to this has been proposed recently, which opens and merges object
BVHs dynamically during runtime [Benthin et al., 2017]. Second, as shown
in Figure 7.5, two-level structures in general result in more unbalanced and
partly deeper tree hierarchies compared to their flat counterpart. This is
especially problematic when complex and simple objects are used simultaneously. During SIMT traversal, kernels are not able to benefit from thread
coherency, which decelerates the overall traversal step. This technique
represents a solution to this, as the LS limits the maximum object hierarchy
depth to a specified level. This, along with the approximation-based early
ray termination, results in better SIMT thread coherency due to less overhead caused by bad thread parallelism, which finally improves traversal
performance.
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Concerning BVH initialization, any of the existing construction or optimization algorithms can be used. Because of the long LS construction
time, it grants no benefit to use a fast low-quality BVH builder for object
BVHs. Moreover, a bad BVH quality in general results in larger bounding
volumes, leading to bigger shafts and therefore worse LS approximation
accuracy. Consequently, a high-quality BVH builder generates a lower
number of nodes, that additionally have better scene coverage and are
smaller in size. This generally grants better BVH performance and more
accurate LS predictions due to smaller and more precise shafts. Hence,
less LS nodes are needed for better quality and runtime performance. As
the top-level BVH has no connection to the LS, it can be created with any
build algorithm. Concerning object animations with two-level structures, it
is plausible to use fast low-quality construction algorithms. In this setup,
a state-of-the-art high-quality BVH builder as proposed in related work
[Aila et al., 2012] is used for both, the top-level and object-level BVHs.

7.2.3

Parameter Discussion

Obviously, using an adequate parameter set is of significant importance for
approximation quality, rendering performance and memory consumption.
As before, there are two different parameters for this technique: the LS
integration depth within the base structure and the subdivision parameter.
The integration depth d is the main parameter used in chapter 6. It
represents the depth within the base data structure that stores LS nodes
instead of children information. A higher depth results in a deeper hierarchy, more LS nodes and therefore higher memory consumption and lower
runtime performance. However, image quality improves due to higher
shaft precision, which leads to less approximation errors. This is illustrated
in Figure 7.6. As mentioned, the LS integration depth in second-level BVHs
does not need to be as high as in the flat LS to result in better quality, as
shown in Figure 7.9.
The subdivision parameter N mainly determines LS accuracy. Shafts
are created from the surface patches of the node’s subdivided bounding
volume. Higher subdivision leads to smaller patches and therefore thinner
shafts, which provide more precise approximations. However, as already
shown in chapter 4, significantly more shafts are generated and a more
memory is consumed. As before, two different parameter values for N
are used, that target either low memory consumption (N = 6) or higher
approximation accuracy (N = 10). The runtime performance is mostly
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2L-LS (8)

Figure 7.6: Indirect lighting results of different LS integration depths (marked in
brackets - 0 means root node stores LS). Higher depths grant better approximations and less errors (darker areas in the bottom right heatmaps). Obviously,
the needed integration depth is scene dependent.

unaffected by this parameter, as it has the same access time in all cases. The
differences in quality are presented in Figure 7.9.

7.3

Path Tracing with multiple Data Structures

The early traversal termination with candidate approximation of the LS
leads to a significant improvement in tracing performance, however, at the
cost of approximation errors. By using an adequate parameter set, these
errors can be greatly reduced, while in turn memory consumption increases
tremendously. Keeping this in mind, the goal is to use different parameter
sets and data structures in different segments of path tracing. With this, the
BVH is used in situations that need correct results and the LS with different
parameter sets depending on whether the focus lies on accuracy or tracing
performance.
During path tracing, there are several ways to determine, whether a ray
can be approximated or should be calculated accurately. It is for example
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Figure 7.7: 3-bounce path using different data structures depending on the bounce
depth. Primary and direct shadow rays use rasterization techniques. BVH
path segments have precise results, while LS segments are traced faster.

possible to use the evaluation of the probability density function of the
current path segment or to distinguish the type of the path segment, i.e.
whether a shadow, reflected or diffuse ray is evaluated.
For the sake of simplicity, this distinction is done based on the bounce
depth of the current path segment in a backward path tracing system. There,
it is possible to correctly calculate the first bounce (indirect illumination
through one object) and its according shadow ray with a BVH. The second
bounce (indirect illumination with two intermediate objects) is less relevant
and may be calculated with the faster approximation-based LS. Further rays
have decreasing relevance in illumination and may therefore be calculated
with a lower-quality higher-performance LS. This process is illustrated
in Figure 7.7 and a demonstration with the resulting errors is shown in
Figure 7.8. Primary rays and the according shadow rays can be rendered
with rasterization-based approaches, which are fast and generate correct
results.
In terms of deciding whether fast but approximated or accurate but
slow results should be used, it is possible to use different other strategies.
While the bounce depth is used here, an approach based on the distance to
the bounding box is also reasonable. This approach is further explored in
the usage heuristic, which is presented in chapter 8.
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Figure 7.8: Results of different bounce depths of LS usage. The path depth is
shown, from which on approximation-based LS (2L-LS (4)) is used. Later
usage of LS results in less errors (darker areas in the heatmaps) as well as less
performance gain.
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Table 7.2: Construction results of the single-level flat BVH-LS (F-LS) and the two-level BVH-LS (2L-LS) in terms of the total
number of generated LS, memory consumption (in MB) and build time (in s). The integration depths are shown in
brackets.
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Results

The two-level LS approach (2L-LS) as approximation-based method is
tested and evaluated for indirect lighting calculation. The test setup is
comparable to chapter 6, where the single-level flat BVH-LS (F-LS) was
proposed, which is the main competitor in terms of performance. For
a complete evaluation, it is also compared against the pure underlying
structures (F-BVH and 2L-BVH), which produce approximation-free results. The evaluated data structures are shown in Figure 7.5. For all BVH
algorithms state-of-the-art techniques targeting good tree quality and fast
runtime performance are used, as shown in [Aila et al., 2012]. All methods
are compared in terms of traversal performance, memory consumption and
build time. Additionally, the approximation-based results are compared
per bounce to ground truth data and show, that approximations produced
by the presented technique are more precise than those of F-LS.
The chosen test scenes are commonly used architectural scenes (F IRE PLACE R OOM , B REAKFAST R OOM , L IVING R OOM and S ALLE DE B AIN )
and a scene with instanced objects (B UNNY S CENE). These scenes consist
of multiple manually separated objects, which are used as objects in the
top-level BVH, as shown in Table 7.2. In general, these objects can be
interactively animated with rigid transformations, as this only results in
a simple recalculation of the top-level BVH without modification of the
second-level object structures. A multiple-bounce path tracing system is
used for indirect lighting calculation with different data structures that
can be used in different path depths. In all cases an image resolution of
1024 × 1024 was used. Primary and direct shadow rays are not computed
via ray tracing, as there are faster rasterization-based approaches. The test
system consists of an Intel i7-6800k 3.6 GHz CPU and a NVidia GeForce
GTX 1080 GPU using GLSL Compute Shaders. To guarantee a fair comparison of the used data structures, no third party implementations are used.
Overall, the presented results confirm the theoretical considerations from
subsection 7.2.2.
Table 7.2 shows the quantitative construction results of the presented
method compared to the single-level LS. In both cases, two different subdivision parameters (N = 6 and N = 10) and three different integration
depths are used, leading to mostly similar memory consumption for all
data structures, which makes them comparable. Obviously, memory usage
and build time are dependent on the total number of nodes containing LS
information. Hence, scenes using object instancing have significantly less
memory consumption and by far lower build times in two-level structures,
as shown by the B UNNY S CENE.
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2L-LS (4) , N = 10
2L-LS (6) , N = 10

98.3
39.3
340.6
280.9
243.2
249.9
123.9
93.1
611.8
403.7
316.3
238.8
120.3
99.3

F-BVH
2L-BVH
F-LS (8) , N = 6
F-LS (10) , N = 6
F-LS (12) , N = 6
2L-LS (0) , N = 6
2L-LS (4) , N = 6
2L-LS (8) , N = 6
F-LS (4) , N = 10
F-LS (6) , N = 10
F-LS (8) , N = 10
2L-LS (0) , N = 10
2L-LS (4) , N = 10
2L-LS (6) , N = 10

70.7
27.7
348.7
279.3
236.7
139.0
78.3
62.8
651.5
411.1
307.6
136.6
75.0
65.3

F-BVH
2L-BVH
F-LS (8) , N = 6
F-LS (10) , N = 6
F-LS (12) , N = 6
2L-LS (0) , N = 6
2L-LS (4) , N = 6
2L-LS (8) , N = 6
F-LS (4) , N = 10
F-LS (6) , N = 10
F-LS (8) , N = 10
2L-LS (0) , N = 10
2L-LS (4) , N = 10
2L-LS (6) , N = 10

54.6
29.8
387.5
307.8
248.6
181.4
114.6
84.5
586.7
480.7
367.8
177.2
110.7
96.8

–
–
.025
.024
.013
.017
.011
.007
.023
.015
.008
.010
.008
.004

–
–
.010
.006
.003
.003
.002
.002
.005
.004
.002
.003
.002
.002

B REAKFAST
–
–
.003
.002
.002
.002
.002
.001
.002
.002
.002
.002
.001
.001

40.8
29.1
329.1
290.9
251.8
207.4
127.6
97.8
462.4
360.5
303.5
202.2
128.1
114.1

–
–
.005
.002
.002
.010
.002
.002
.014
.007
.003
.003
.002
.002

89.3
45.8
479.1
406.0
361.0
262.2
156.6
124.5
800.7
546.8
438.0
254.3
154.2
135.5

L IVING R OOM
–
–
.028
.016
.013
.038
.009
.004
.068
.039
.021
.019
.008
.004

–
–
.012
.004
.003
.023
.003
.002
.040
.020
.008
.007
.003
.002
–
–
.006
.002
.002
.002
.001
.001
.012
.009
.006
.001
.001
.001

–
–
.048
.046
.045
.024
.020
.012
.082
.071
.038
.022
.012
.012

–
–
.017
.017
.017
.008
.008
.004
.029
.024
.014
.006
.003
.003

–
–
.004
.004
.004
.002
.002
.001
.006
.005
.003
.001
.001
.001

S ALLE DE B AIN

B UNNY S CENE
–
–
.014
.008
.007
.007
.002
.001
.023
.019
.010
.004
.001
.001

RMSE on Bounce
1
2
3

–
–
.033
.030
.024
.027
.018
.019
.023
.020
.014
.019
.012
.011

–
–
.011
.010
.007
.006
.005
.005
.008
.005
.003
.007
.004
.003

–
–
.004
.003
.003
.002
.002
.002
.004
.003
.002
.004
.001
.001

AVERAGE OF ALL SCENES
–
–
.002
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001
.004
.002
.002
.001
.001
.001

70.7
34.3
377.0
313.0
268.3
208.0
120.2
92.5
622.6
440.6
346.6
201.8
117.7
102.2

–
–
.030
.025
.021
.023
.012
.009
.044
.033
.018
.015
.008
.006

–
–
.011
.008
.006
.008
.004
.003
.019
.012
.007
.005
.003
.002

–
–
.004
.002
.002
.003
.002
.002
.006
.004
.002
.002
.001
.001

Table 7.3: Path tracing performance (in million rays per second - MRays/s) and
per bounce error (in root-mean-square error - RMSE) of data structures with
varying LS integration depth (in brackets) and subdivision parameter (value
of N). In general, the 2L-LS results in a better trade-off between performance,
image errors and memory consumption (see Table 7.2) compared to F-LS. It
grants better performance in comparison to the base 2L-BVH and F-BVH and
is a viable alternative to the F-BVH especially in scenes with rigid animations.
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Figure 7.9: Per bounce results of F-LS and 2L-LS using different parameter sets.
Obviously, higher integration depths (in brackets) and subdivision parameters
(N) lead to less errors in the resulting images (darker areas in the bottom right
heatmaps). In turn, higher parameters in general result in larger memory
consumption, as illustrated by Table 7.2. The exact performance and error
values are shown in Table 7.3.
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Figure 7.10: Average runtime performance (in orange, million rays per second,
MRays) and per bounce error (in blue, root-mean-square error, RMSE) for
the tested data structures from Table 7.3 . It is visible, that the achieved
performance is proportional to the produced image error. The F-LS typically
results in higher performance, while the 2L-LS produces less errors. As such, a
combination of these approaches results in a dynamic trade-off between errors
and performance.

Table 7.3 and Figure 7.2 as well as Figure 7.9 show runtime results of
the data structures. There, tracing performance and error values for indirect rays are shown. The approximation-based errors produced by the
LS are specified by RMSE (root-mean-squared error) values, which are
based on the per-pixel differences to ground truth data. These are also
presented in the table and the final images. The bounce depth marks the
depth from which on the shown data structure is used - earlier bounces
use the BVH for correct results. It is noticeable, that later bounces traced
with approximation-based LS structures lead to insignificant errors but
much faster tracing performance. It can be seen that two-level structures
in general have inferior performance in comparison to their single-level
flat counterparts, as explained in subsection 7.2.2. In turn, they produce
less errors in general, even when a lower depth integration parameter is
used. As visualized in Figure 7.10, the achieved runtime performance and
the produced image error are proportional - higher performance results
in equally higher image errors. This is true for both, the single-level LS
as well as the two-level LS. The results also show that higher subdivision
parameters need significantly more memory and therefore lower integration depths are used to limit the needed memory, which in turn reduces
approximation accuracy leading to worse image results. Due to this, higher
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Data Structure in bounce
1
2
3
F-BVH
F-BVH
F-BVH
F-BVH
F-BVH
2L-LS 1
F-BVH
2L-LS 1
2L-LS 1
F-BVH
2L-LS 1
2L-LS 2
F-BVH
2L-LS 2
2L-LS 2
F-BVH
2L-LS 1
F-LS
F-BVH
F-LS
F-LS
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Average of all scenes
MB
MRays/s
RMSE
21.0
70.7
–
83.2
87.2
.002
83.2
103.7
.004
126.8
130.9
.004
64.6
158.1
.005
140.7
189.3
.006
78.5
274.9
.011

Table 7.4: Summarized path tracing results (Memory in MB, Performance in
MRays/s and Error in RMSE) with different data structures for different path
segments averaged over all scenes (see Table 7.2 and Table 7.3). Used LS
structures are: 2L-LS 1 = 2L-LS(4) N = 6, 2L-LS 2 = 2L-LS(0) N = 10, F-LS =
F-LS(8) N = 6.

subdivision parameters are more suitable for later path segments, in which
the lower integration depth leads to better performance, while the higher
subdivision preserves accuracy to a higher degree. Summarized results
for different data structures used in different bounces, averaged over all
scenes, are shown in Table 7.4.

7.5

Conclusion

A novel combination of typically used two-level BVHs and LS approximations are proposed. It is explained how the combination benefits from both
of their advantages while at the same time reducing their disadvantages.
The object-level LS reduces the approximation error of the LS and increases
the tracing performance by limiting the integration depth. Consequently,
the presented approach results in better runtime performance compared
to the traditional BVH with less memory consumption and approximation
errors compared to the single-level LS structure. Furthermore, a way to
connect the strengths of different data structures in a multiple-bounce path
tracing system is presented, with a per bounce selection that indicates,
whether the accurate BVH or faster approximation-based LS structure is
used.
In an extensive evaluation the usefulness of these approaches is presented, showing different integration depths, subdivision parameters and
per bounce results for the flat BVH-LS and two-level BVH-LS combination
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and compared the results with state-of-the-art techniques. In that, the evaluation shows that the two-level approach is an improvement of the flat
technique. Moreover, the two-level approach makes LS approximations
usable in scenes with rigid object animations and especially useful coupled
with object instancing. Finally, the per bounce usage reduces approximation errors at a high level, while at the same time enables better LS usage in
combination with traditional data structures.
For future work, the idea of combining different LS approximation
levels with correct BVH results can be further explored. For now the differentiation between those structures is based on the path depth of the path
tracing system. The two-level approach allows for a refined differentiation
based on a heuristic that involves the intersection information of object
bounding boxes with the current ray. This is further handled in chapter 8
with the introduction of the usage heuristic.

C HAPTER 8

E FFICIENT P RECOMPUTED
V ISIBILITY FOR A CCELERATION OF
O CCLUSION D ETERMINATION IN
T WO -L EVEL S TRUCTURES

Figure 8.1: The usage heuristic enables the possibility to evaluate the significance
of LS approximation errors. In near objects the results need to be correct (as
illustrated by the red part of the ray), while for far away objects approximated
results are sufficient (green part of the ray). This enables dynamic decision of
whether correct but slow BVH traversal or fast but approximated LS termination is used.
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Introduction

In the big vision of complete visibility precomputation for fast ray traversal
computation with minimal cost during runtime, the LS was presented as
viable structure. By integration into traditional spatial base data structures, it achieves good results with soft shadow and indirect illumination
approximations through binary emptiness and representative candidate
precomputation, as demonstrated in chapter 5 and chapter 6. To reduce
the downsides in terms of memory consumption and accuracy as well as
enable the support of interactive scenes with rigid object transformations,
the integration into two-level structures was proposed in chapter 7. Additionally, a strategy was presented there, to decide whether accurate or fast
approximated results are sufficient to use based on the current path depth
in path tracing systems. However, this strategy is quite simple and the
two-level approach gives more opportunities. In that context, this chapter
presents a more elaborate strategy based on two-level structures and a simple usage heuristic, which decides whether to use accurate or fast results
with varying LS integration levels. For simplicity, this is applied to shadow
rays, similar to chapter 5, but the main idea is easily applicable for other
types of rays.
The main observation is that the LS approximations are sufficient in
quality in soft shadow computation when the intersecting object is small in
size or far away from the current point. A big object near to the shadowed
point leads to large LS shafts and therefore heavy approximation errors.
Similarly, a small light source which is near to the intersecting object is more
critical in terms of shadow approximation, while big area light sources that
are far away from the intersecting object lead to insignificant approximation
artifacts. These observations are used in order to propose a combined
data structure with LS approximations that are used in conjunction to
the accurate base data structure. A simple heuristic is introduced which
decides whether it is necessary to use accurate results or if it is feasible to
benefit from higher performance of LS approximations, as demonstrated
in Figure 8.2. It is further observed that the LS already abstracts shadow
samples of a specific area of the object, which makes it especially beneficial
for ambient occlusion calculation, however with noticeable artifacts at the
boundaries of the LS’s bounding box. To reduce these artifacts and benefit
from high LS performance in ambient occlusion calculation, a technique is
proposed to generate shadow samples not from the point of interest but
sample points based on a disc sampling technique, where the disc is aligned
with the surface normal of the given point. This reduces image artifacts to
a nearly non-visible amount and further improves the structure’s usability.
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Ground Truth

Previous Work
RMSE: 0.051

Ours - Usage Heuristic

Ours - Combined Result
RMSE: 0.007

Figure 8.2: Overview of this work. While previous work on LS occlusion determination (chapter 5) suffers from high approximation errors, this is reduced
by an adaptive design through incorporation of the usage heuristic. Red areas in the usage heuristic illustration are traced by the pure BVH in order to
achieve correct results, while green areas indicate that LS approximations are
sufficient. With this, the results dynamically combine fast LS approximations
and accurate results to decrease errors while maintaining high performance.
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In short, the contributions are:
• A simple usage heuristic that decides whether to use blocker approximations or accurate results
• An adaptive two-level LS approach for fast occlusion determination
in soft shadow and ambient occlusion computations with reduced
image artifacts
• A disc sampling strategy to reduce artifacts created in ambient occlusion calculation

8.2

Related Work

The generation of shadows and ambient occlusion are vastly studied topics
with a great amount of literature. Therefore only a short overview of the
most necessary and closely related work to this approach is presented. For
further information, it is referred to the listed literature. A detailed description of the necessary acceleration structures for ray tracing is presented in
chapter 2.

Shadow Generation
Shadow algorithms are typically divided in three different approaches:
Image based reprojection with shadow mapping, geometry based shadow
volumes and occlusion detection with ray tracing. The most frequently
used technique in real-time graphics builds on image based projection
[Williams, 1978]. For every light source a shadow map is generated, containing the foremost scene information seen from the light source. During runtime, every point visible from the camera is reprojected to the
shadow map to indicate whether this point is nearest to the light source
or blocked and therefore shadowed by an intermediate object. The quality of this method was improved by multiple shadow map lookups with
percentage closer filter, which was later extended for soft shadow generation with area lights [Fernando, 2005]. A different approach is to store
the squared depth additionally to the typical depth in order to use the
Chebychev inequality to estimate the variance and thereby compute a
soft shadow approximation, which is called variance shadow mapping
(VSM) [Donnelly and Lauritzen, 2006]. This was extended to variance soft
shadow mapping (VSSM), where average blocker distance is computed
in order to achieve better results [Yang et al., 2010]. In fact the main idea
sounds somewhat similar to the approach presented in this chapter but is
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different in the main realization. In the previous work, the variance as well
as the average blocker distance are used to calculate the soft shadow’s area
size. In the approach presented in this chapter, the blocker size and distance
are used to calculate the usage heuristic and thereby the actual LS integration depth that is used for blocker approximation. This speeds up the
ray traversal process, but nevertheless more shadow samples are needed
compared to the VSM technique. Then again, as with other real-time techniques, only the samples stored in the shadow map and not the complete
scene information is used with VSM and therefore errors are incorporated
in the final image. This is not the case with ray tracing techniques, as used
with the LS.
A different approach suitable for real-time rendering is done by generation of shadow volumes, that are created by extending the scene geometry from the source’s center point into infinity [Crow, 1977]. Contrary to
shadow mapping, this approach is accurate in shadow generation from a
point light source, however more computing extensive due to worse scaling
with the amount of scene primitives (e.g. triangles). Again, extensions for
soft shadow generation were proposed [Laine et al., 2005]. However, in
terms of image quality in soft shadow generation, all real-time approaches
use some sort of approximation, which leads to inaccurate results. As
this work focuses on acceleration and visibility precomputation of ray
tracing, it is referred to [Hasenfratz et al., 2003] [Eisemann et al., 2011] and
[Li and Liu, 2018] for further information on real-time shadow generation.
Ray tracing describes the general process of image creation by searching
the first intersection point in a given direction. This can be used for shadow
generation by creating a ray starting from the regarded point, following
the direction to the light source and determining whether a blocking object
is in front of the light source. It is easily extended to area lights and accurate soft shadow computation by using multiple rays as shadow samples
with different points of the light source’s surface. More information on ray
tracing is presented in [Pharr et al., 2016].

Ambient Occlusion
Apart from shadow computations based on light sources, ambient occlusion (AO) is an approximation of the global illumination for diffuse
surfaces. For a detailed overview in the topic of AO it is referred to
[Méndez-Feliu and Sbert, 2009]. One of the fastest and most popular approaches in real-time applications is based on approximations in image
screen space, where the depth of multiple surrounding samples is compared [Shanmugam and Arikan, 2007]. Correct AO is often computed with
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ray tracing and mostly done in a preprocessing step. With the use of voxel
cone tracing [Crassin et al., 2011] it was shown that those effects can be
approximated well in real time applications.

8.3

Adaptive Line Space for Blocker Approximation

This chapter builds on top of the two-level LS structures from chapter 7 and
previously introduced blocker determination through LS approximation
from chapter 5. Here, it is shown that the two-level approach is able to
significantly reduce the shadow artifacts in soft shadow approximations.
Furthermore, an adaptive technique is proposed for deciding whether the
approximation based acceleration of the LS or the accurate BVH sould be
used for tracing based on a simple heuristic. Additionally, an extension to
ambient occlusion calculation is shown, which reduces the resulting artifact
to nearly non-visible amount.

8.3.1

Two-level Line Space Precomputations and Soft
Shadow Approximation

First, a short revision and reformulation of the main principles in LS visibility precomputation is presented. It is a ray classification scheme that
builds on an intermediate level of shafts. The surface areas of every single
bounding box are subdivided into N ∗ N equally sized patches. The shafts
are produced with these patches, so that every pair of two patches represent
the two opposite ends of a shaft. Every ray that intersects this bounding
box can be assigned to a specific start and end patch and with that to a
single shaft. Hence, every shaft serves as a proxy structure for all possible
rays that are contained by it, and can be assigned with certain visibility attributes, which can be applied to the contained rays. The simplest attribute
is the emptiness of the shaft that can be used for empty space skipping of
ray traversal, due to an early ray termination. Inversely, a non-empty shaft
can be interpreted as blocker determination approximation and shadow
estimation, which is one of the core idea embedded in the work at hand.
Previous work also implemented a representative candidate per shaft that
was applied as blocker approximation and used in indirect lighting and
path tracing calculation. While this is beneficial for runtime performance,
it results in high memory consumption and noticeable image artifacts. The
adaption to two-level structures resulted in higher approximation precision
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BVH with LS usage in level 0

BVH with LS usage in level 2
Top-Level BVH Branching Node
Top-Level BVH Leaf Node
Bottom-Level BVH Node
LS Node

Figure 8.3: LS usage within different levels of bottom-level BVHs in a two-level
hierarchy, as presented in chapter 7. Left: Pure two-level BVH without LS
consideration, which results in correct occlusion determination. Middle: LS
usage in level 2 of the bottom-level BVH, resulting in an initial BVH traversal,
which is then terminated by LS approximations. Right: Instead of using the
bottom-level BVH, only the LS approximations are used on object-level, which
results in fast occlusion determination and visible artifacts. The work at hand
dynamically decides, which level is used for LS integration based on the usage
heuristic.
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and reduced the needed memory. While this was only applied to indirect
illumination and representative candidate approximation until now, it is
fairly obvious that the LS incorporation within two-level structures is also
beneficial for reducing shadow approximation artifacts, which is shown in
the results. This can be also illustrated by abstraction of the tracing cost c
of a spatial data structure like the BVH. This cost is in general the sum of
the data structure’s traversal cost ct and the cost of the intersection tests ci
with all necessary scene primitives #p:
c BV H = ct + ci ∗ #p

(8.1)

LS approximation reduces this in two ways. First, the traversal is fixed to a
specific depth of the LS integration d, due to it’s early ray termination. In
practice, LS integration in a depth d <= 10 is sufficient, while the total BVH
hierarchy depth is oftentimes significantly higher (>= 20). Second, during
ray termination a special attribute of the surrounding shaft is used for the
ray. In shadow computation it is assigned as blocking or non-blocking; in
indirect lighting computation the representative shaft candidate is assigned
to the ray. In both cases, no further intersection tests are needed and
therefore ci ∗ #p is not needed anymore. However, the cost of the LS access
c a is additionally needed, which is in the same order of magnitude as a
single intersection test cost ci :
c LS = ct<d + c a

(8.2)

For two-level structures, the top-level data structure needs to be additionally considered. The cost c then applies to all leaf nodes of the top-level
hierarchy; it is not affected by the LS usage and due to simplicity omitted
in Equation 8.1 and Equation 8.2. The lower hierarchical depth trough LS
usage for two-level structures is illustrated in Figure 8.3.
The LS initialization with binary visibility information can be done
in two ways: through masking or ray casting. The former was used in
chapter 4 and works with a simple idea. It is easily computable which
voxels of the bounding box are intersected by a given shaft. By assigning
all connections of shafts to voxels, this calculation can be reversed and it is
visible which shafts are occupied by a specific voxel. All those shafts are
stored in a voxel shaft mask. Doing so for every possible mask results in a
mask atlas, which can be used to quickly identify all occupied shafts from
a voxelized scene primitive or object. However, as the voxels can be much
bigger than the contained scene elements, this is a vast overestimation
and shafts are wrongly classified as non-empty. The second initialization
approach is based on ray casting, as illustrated in chapter 6. During construction the midpoint ray for every shaft is created by the midpoints of the
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Ld
bd
bs

Ls

Figure 8.4: Illustration of the usage heuristic used in soft shadow calculations.
Approximations are more critical when the object is bigger and near to the
shadowed point. This is only measured based on the object’s bounding box
(with distance bd and size bs ). Additionally, approximations are more crucial
when the light source is smaller (Ls ) or further away from the given point (Ld ).
This is summarized in the usage heuristic (Equation 8.3).

forming bounding box patches. This ray is then traced with the underlying
spatial data structure. If an intersection is found, it is stored within the
shaft, otherwise, the shaft is classified as empty. In summary, masking
has lower initialization time and ray casting a better estimation and more
precision. In this case, the LS is only initialized once per object, focusing
more on precise shadow approximation and therefore ray casting is used
for initialization.

8.3.2

Adaptive Combination

With this, there now exist two ways in computing shadows. The accurate
way uses typical BVH ray tracing and achieves correct rendering results.
Consequently, the efficient way uses LS approximations within BVH tracing, which enables the early ray termination and therefore has higher
tracing performance, however at the cost of approximation artifacts. The
idea is to combine both approaches and to use a simple heuristic that decides whether to use the LS shadow approximation. An adaptive approach
was already used in a path tracing system, where the decision of using LS
acceleration was simply done based on the current recursive path depth
(chapter 7). The here presented usage heuristic is more elaborate in this
and just as simple in terms of computation. It can be observed, that soft
shadow approximations are less critical, when the blocking object is far
away from the possibly shadowed point or if the blocking object is rather
small in size. Additionally, the light source’s distance and size is important
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for approximation accuracy. If the ratio between the light source’s size and
it’s distance is big, shadow approximations are less critical. In turn, shadow
approximations are more crucial when the light source is far away from the
shadowed point or small in size. This is especially visible when point light
sources are used instead of area light sources. These observations are used
in the usage heuristic, as illustrated in Figure 8.4:
γ=(

bd L s
∗ )∗δ
bs L d

(8.3)

For simplicity the object’s bounding box is used within the usage heuristic,
with the box distance bd and size bs , along with the light’s distance Ld
and size Ls . The value of γ represents the distance of the bounding box
in ratio to it’s size. If this exceeds a given threshold, it indicates that LS
approximations are good to use, while low values show that the accurate
results of the BVH should be used.
(
LS,
if γ ≥ 1
use
(8.4)
BVH, otherwise
The value of δ can be used to control this determination, so that it is possible
to adjust the performance and quality. A higher value of δ results in more
LS usage and higher performance, while a low value of δ produces more
accurate tracing.
A new constructed shadow ray usually starts within the bounding box
of the possibly shadowed point, first searching for self-shadowing. This
is typically not possible to achieve with LS approximations, as the shaft
always indicates non-emptiness and therefore that the ray is blocked by
an object (which is itself). In previous work, the first bounding box was
ignored due to this, leading to visible image errors. The presented heuristic
always uses accurate BVH results for self-shadowing and therefore is able
to fix these errors.
It is possible to use this heuristic not only to indicate if the LS is used, but
also to decide in which level of the bottom-level BVH it is used. A higher
value of γ indicates earlier LS usage, i.e. a lower BVH level. By subtracting
the value of γ from the maximum LS level that is present, it is calculated
which actual LS level is used for the ray traversal. This adaptive usage
requires that all nodes up until the maximum level in the BVH contain their
respective LS. Additionally, it is possible to interpolate the value of γ so
that a smooth transition between different LS levels is achieved. This is
illustrated in Figure 8.5.
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Hard Shadows

Ground Truth

Without LS level
interpolation

With LS level
interpolation

Soft Shadows
Figure 8.5: Illustration of the usage heuristic and it’s application in adaptive
determination whether to use correct BVH or fast approximate LS traversal.
Red areas in the usage heuristic images mark low values of γ and therefore the
need for correct traversal. Accordingly, green areas represent high values of γ
and hence areas where it is sufficient to use LS approximations. Furthermore,
the interpolation process between different γ values and thus different LS
levels are presented. Obviously, LS approximations are less critical when used
with area lights in order to produce soft shadows.
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Algorithm 8 The top-level data structure traversal code for blocker determination in shadow calculation.
procedure T RACE T OP L EVEL(Ray r, Light l)
stack.push(root)
while node ← stack.pop() 6= 0 do
if node.isLeaf() then
node.aabb)
size(l)
γ ← δ ∗ distance(r,
∗ distance(r,
size(node.aabb)
l)
if γ ≥ 1 then
x ← maxLevel − γ
shadow ← trace BVH with LS on level x
else
shadow ← trace pure BVH without LS
end if
if shadow then
return true
end if
else
add intersecting subnodes to stack
end if
end while
return false
end procedure
The presented heuristic can be integrated in the tracing step of the
top-level data structure, which can be traced as usual. However, when
the top-level structure indicates that an object data structure should be
traced, it is first checked with the usage heuristic whether accurate or highperformance tracing should be used. This traversal is shown in Algorithm 8.

8.3.3

Disc Sampling for Ambient Occlusion

Ambient occlusion can be calculated by tracing multiple rays starting from
a given point with different directions along the half space aligned with
the point’s surface normal. The resulting average occlusion describes the
possible light that is able to reach the given point. In other words, the
sample rays are tested for blocker determination in order to receive an
adequate approximation of the occlusion value. By generalization of rays
to shafts, the LS actually simplifies this to fewer samples that are also
easier to trace. Due to the averaging of an amount of rays, the actual
scene geometry is less relevant and therefore LS approximations are less
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critical. However, the LS produces visible artifacts at the bounding box’s
boundaries. When the shafts of a nearby LS node are used for blocker
determination only a small amount of different shafts are actually sampled,
while most rays are stuck in the same shafts over and over. This falsifies
the ambient occlusion value at the boundaries of different LS nodes. This is
fixed by using not the actual point as starting point for the ray, but different
ones that are sampled on a disc aligned with the given point’s surface
normal1 . By using a variance of different starting points, it is ensured that a
greater variety of shafts are traced and therefore the falsification of ambient
occlusion values disappears, as demonstrated in Figure 8.6.
For the disc sampling itself a uniform sampling is used through random angle and random distance from center point distribution. By this,
more sampling points are in the center of the disc and therefore a smooth
progression is achieved. The disc radius is set according to the value of γ
of the usage heuristic (without using the light source parameters). If the
disc radius is too low, it achieves nearly no result; if the value is too high, it
smoothens ambient occlusion too much and relevant details become lost.
By again involving the usage heuristic, it is able to limit the disc sampling
to sections where it is appropriate.

8.3.4

Line Space Parameter Discussion

As in previous work, two main parameters for the LS are identified, the
subdivision parameter N and the integration depth d within the object
BVH. While previous work on acceleration for soft shadows through LS
usage worked on the complete scene in a global structure, here the focus is
on local LS on object level through the two-level approach. With this, it is
able to rely on a fixed LS integration level within the base hierarchy, which
limits the total amount of generated LS nodes and therefore the needed
memory. As in previous work on two-level LS, the object structures are
only computed once per mesh and reused when the mesh occurs multiple
times within the scene.
The memory consumption of a single LS node is only dependent from
the number of shafts, which are determined by the subdivision parameter
of the bounding box, resulting in 15N 4 shafts for a single LS node, similar
to previous work. Every shaft consists of one bit of information, indicating
whether it is empty or non-empty. The number of necessary LS nodes only
1 Thanks

to Maximilian Nilles for productive discussion on the disc sampling strategy.
For different application of the disc sampling, it is referred to his thesis ”Light-Injection
und Global Illumination mittels GPU und der Linespace Datenstruktur” (2017).
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Figure 8.6: The usage of disc sampling during ambient occlusion calculation
significantly reduces LS artifacts that appear due to shaft approximation and
thereby systematically smoothens the transition of LS edges. This is illustrated
in the top images, where P is a sample point without and with disc sampling.
The middle and bottom images also show, that the actual degree of artifacts is
scene dependent.
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d=0
<0.01
<0.01
0.01
0.02

d=2
<0.01
0.02
0.05
0.13

d=4
0.01
0.07
0.23
0.55

d=6
0.06
0.29
0.93
2.27

d=8
0.23
1.18
3.74
9.14

d=10
0.94
4.74
14.99
36.6

Table 8.1: The memory consumption (in MB) per geometrical mesh for different
values of the subdivision parameter N and the integration depth d. The
memory size does not depend on the actual geometry.

depends on the integration depth d within the object BVH. The needed
memory size for the LS is therefore independent from the actual scene
geometry. Some exemplary values are presented in Table 8.1. It is visible,
that high values for N and d lead to much higher memory consumption.
However, thanks to the system’s adaptive design and the incorporation
of the usage heuristic, it is possible to benefit from low parameter values
and therefore have low memory consumption. This is further beneficial in
terms of runtime performance, as a low depth parameter for LS integration
results in earlier ray termination and hence faster tracing times.

8.4

Results

The adaptive structure is implemented with the usage heuristic and disc
sampling for ambient occlusion using GLSL Compute Shaders on a testing
system consisting of a NVidia GeForce GTX 1080 GPU and an Intel i7-6800k
3.6GHz CPU with 16GB RAM. The adaptive LS structure is integrated
within a state-of-the-art two-level BVH approach, which is also used for
ground truth comparison. A BVH construction algorithm targeting good
tree quality with non-interactive build times is used for both, the top-level
as well as the object BVHs. However, as the LS data structure is independent from the base structure and can be integrated within any structure
that is based on bounding boxes in any kind, other construction algorithms
or even base data structures work as well for the object structures. For BVH
traversal the algorithm presented by [Aila et al., 2012] is used and adjusted
to the adaptive design. The traversal of the top-level structure is based on
Algorithm 8. Based on the presented usage heuristic, the object structure
traversal either uses typical BVH tracing and thereby generates accurate
shadow results or uses early ray termination by the LS in a given tree depth
d, which generates fast approximated blocker determination. The two-level
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2 D RAGONS

P HYSICS

O BJECTS

B REAKFAST

Figure 8.7: The test scenes used for the evaluation with soft shadows (top row)
and ambient occlusion (bottom row). The 2 B UNNIES and 2 D RAGONS scenes
use individual objects on top of a plane. The P HYSICS and O BJECTS scenes
heavily rely on object instancing, as used in simulation. The B REAKFAST scene
is an architectural scene that contains single objects, as for example used in
video games.

BVH is compared with and without the LS usage in terms of memory consumption, tracing performance and image error in shadow and ambient
occlusion generation. In total, it is shown that, thanks to the usage heuristic,
the adaptive approach produces nearly non-visible approximation errors
while also offering a significant boost in tracing performance in comparison
to traditional two-level BVHs.
The chosen test scenes can be categorized in different scenarios. It is
started by using single models on top of a plane, in order to indicate the
quality gain produced by the two-level approach. Then, the additional
potential in terms of object instancing and rigid object transformations
through the two-level structure is used. Therefore, test scenes with a high
amount of instanced objects are produced, where the object hierarchy is only
generated once per geometric mesh. Finally, these single model meshes
are combined with architectural scenes and hence scenes are involved that
are for example typically used in video games. The used test scenes are
visualized in Figure 8.7.

Memory Consumption
In previous work the high memory consumption was one of the LS’s
main limitations. However, in the current approach this is not the case due
to some reasons. As presented in Table 8.1 only a small amount of memory
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Mesh
Cube
Bunny
Dragon
Buddha
# triangles
12
69k
871k
1087k
4
19
26
26
BVH depth
7
44k
578k
719k
# BVH nodes
BVH size (MB)
<0.1
1.7
22.0
27.4
Line Space with N = 6 and maximum depth d = 6
# LS nodes
7
127
127
127
LS size (MB)
<0.1
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.019
0.278
2.820
3.461
LS init time (s)
Line Space with N = 6 and maximum depth d = 10
# LS nodes
7
2047
2047
2047
LS size (MB)
<0.1
4.7
4.7
4.7
LS init time (s)
0.019
0.280
2.871
3.538
Table 8.2: Different characteristics of geometrical meshes used as bottom-level
objects in the two-level structure. Obviously the BVH depth and it’s memory
size scale with the number of object triangles. The LS is integrated up until a
maximum depth given by d and therefore only a limited number of LS nodes
are generated, independently from the object itself.

is needed per geometrical mesh for parameter sets with low values of the
subdivision parameter N and integration depth parameter d. In all tests
a value of 6 is used for N, which is in accordance to previous work and
was sufficient for image quality. Thanks to the two-level approach, the
maximum integration depth can be fixed and therefore only a small calculable number of LS nodes is generated per mesh, in contrast to previous
results. Furthermore, as in previous work on LS produced soft shadows,
only a single bit is used for emptiness identification per shaft, which makes
the presented structure extremely memory efficient and the shaft abstraction makes LS blocker determination independent from contained scene
geometry. Especially when used with complex meshes and thus high BVH
depths, the needed memory size of the LS is much lower compared to
the underlying BVH. The results in terms of memory consumption and
initialization speed with two different maximum integration depths d are
presented in Table 8.2. By working on two-level hierarchies, the overall
memory consumption of the data structure is mainly influenced by those
bottom-level structures. The top-level BVH structure then only refers to
these bottom-level structures, which is especially beneficial in scenes that
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2 B UN -

2 D RA -

B REAK -

Scene

NIES

GONS

P HYSICS

O BJECTS

FAST

# different meshes
# instances (incl. floor)
Top-Level BVH depth
# virtual triangles

2
3
3
139k

2
3
3
1742k

3
67
9
4467k

4
151
11
101300k

48
50
10
4040k

103.2
168.4
x1.63
0.014

48.5
118.9
x2.45
0.018

76.9
114.3
x1.49
0.005

50.8
84.2
x1.66
0.015

36.4
68.3
x1.88
0.021

Soft Shadows
BVH Perf. (MRays/s)
Ad. LS Perf. (MRays/s)
Improvement
Ad. LS Error (RMSE)

320.1
521.7
x1.63
0.005

139.2
212.3
x1.53
0.006

Ambient Occlusion
BVH Perf. (MRays/s)
Ad. LS Perf. (MRays/s)
Improvement
Ad. LS Error (RMSE)

198.7
355.7
x1.79
0.013

106.6
168.2
x1.58
0.016

65.3
106.1
x1.62
0.017

Table 8.3: The test results for the different scenes presented in Figure 8.7. The
number of virtual triangles describes the total number of scene triangles,
covering all object instances. The adaptive LS usage is especially beneficial,
if many complex objects with a high number of triangles are used in the
scene. Furthermore it is visible, that the performance (given in million rays
per second, MRays/s) is in all cases significantly higher by using the LS and
the produced approximation error (given in root-mean-square-error per pixel,
RMSE) stays quite low.

heavily rely on object instancing, as the geometrical mesh object itself and
thus the LS and BVH only need to be stored once.

Performance
The tracing performance is measured for shadow and ambient occlusion computation per scene in million rays per second (MRays/s) and is
therefore independent from screen resolution. Obviously, the additional
LS usage as termination criterion in occlusion approximation accelerates
tracing performance significantly. As illustrated in Table 8.3, an average
speedup factor of around 1.7× with a peak of up to 2.5× can be observed
for all scenes. The results demonstrate, that the greatest acceleration is in
scenes with a big number of high-resolution meshes. There, the LS is able
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to reduce the expensive bottom-level BVH traversal and intersection tests
in most cases with the fast shaft-based termination. In general, the LS is
more beneficial with a higher number of complex occluding objects, but
even in the worst case, the rendering performance is similar to typical BVH
traversal, as this is the underlying base data structure.

Approximation quality
The incorporation of LS approximation typically leads to a loss in quality and visible artifacts, especially when low parameter values are used.
Previous work reduced these errors by using a two-level hierarchy, which
is also used in the work at hand. However, a significant part of artifacts
remained, which are in particular visible at the object surface and near
to it. These errors are eliminated with the adaptive technique thanks to
the usage heuristic. By this, the remaining error is nearly non-visible, as
demonstrated in Figure 8.8. The results are compared with correct BVH
renderings as ground truth and measure the error with a per pixel rootmean-square-error (RMSE), which is presented in Table 8.3. It is visible that
for both rendering techniques, soft shadows as well as ambient occlusion,
the errors due to approximation are quite low. In case of shadows, the resulting error becomes more critical when the light source is small in size or
near to the occluding object, illustrated in Figure 8.5. However, the incorporation of the usage heuristic especially handles those cases and there leads
to increased utilization of correct results at the cost of runtime performance.
By this, the resulting error remains small, and even in extreme scenarios,
where the correct BVH traversal is used nearly always, the performance is
at least as fast as state-of-the-art, as explained above.

8.5

Conclusion and Future Work

With this work an adaptive technique is proposed, where two-level BVHs
are combined with precomputed LS approximations through the utilization
of a simple yet efficient usage heuristic that decides on a per object level in
the two-level structure, whether it is beneficial to use approximated fast LS
results in blocker determination computation. With this adaptive approach
it is possible to eliminate a significant amount of approximation errors
in soft shadow generation of previous work while also maintaining good
traversal acceleration compared to typically used spatial data structures.
Furthermore, a way to use this approach for ambient occlusion calculation
through a disc sampling strategy is presented. By this, a trend is continued,
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Figure 8.8: Soft shadow and ambient occlusion results for the O BJECTS scene. It
is visible, that LS approximations are nearly non-visible thanks to the usage
heuristic. Furthermore, the LS incorporation significantly improves performance, as presented in Table 8.3.
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where the incorporation of directional precomputed visibility information
through shaft abstraction in the LS is able to further accelerate spatial data
structure in ray tracing systems.
The main benefit of the LS integration within typical spatial data structures is the gain in performance through usage of precomputed approximations. Obviously, for future work the incorporation of the presented
usage heuristic into indirect and global illumination computation through
representative candidate precomputation based on shafts may result in a
promising trade-off between performance and approximation quality. Until
now, only the integration depth d is dependent from the usage heuristic;
therefore, the next step is to additionally use a dynamic value of the branching parameter N for better trade-off. Finally, the precomputation of shaft
information may be further investigated and applied to approximation
based volume rendering acceleration.

C HAPTER 9

C ONCLUSION

This chapter summarizes the results and achievements of this work and
thereby presents a conclusion of all contributions made. Based on this,
different ideas for future work are motivated and it is illustrated in which
way the results of this work may be beneficial for further progress in ray
tracing acceleration and beyond.

9.1

Summary

As stated at the beginning of this work, the main vision is to find a suitable structure for precomputed information that can be used to determine
the visibility of a given point in a given direction. As the complete precomputation is obviously too immense in terms of memory consumption
and initialization time for non-trivial scenes and current hardware, it is
necessary to find an efficient abstraction, such that precomputed directional visibility information can be stored and used effectively. This work
presents the LS as such a structure, based on shafts that store the visibility
information.
The main objective of this thesis is the presentation and discussion of
this new approach as a combined approach between typically used spatial
data structures and precomputed directional visibility information. For
this purpose, the current state-of-the-art in ray tracing acceleration through
spatial and visibility structures is presented in chapter 2. Afterwards,
the LS is proposed as some kind of classification method for rays, which
are traversed with the spatial acceleration structure as base structure. In
chapter 3, it is illustrated in which way the LS is an extension to previous
work of ray classification. More than that, it is shown how precomputed
visibility information is contained within the abstraction of shafts and
how it is integrated into the spatial base structure. Additionally, the main
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concepts and properties of the LS are presented and set into perspective for
the following chapters.
In chapter 4, it is then described how the LS is filled with binary visibility
information, indicating whether a shaft is empty or non-empty. This is
used for a simple yet efficient empty space skipping technique. In that
chapter, the LS is integrated into the N-tree, a recursive grid structure,
which builds on the same subdivision strategy as the LS. Furthermore, a
fast construction algorithm based on masking is presented. Consequently,
it is shown that the additional usage of the LS achieves a performance gain
of up to 1.4× compared to the pure N-tree in a CPU ray tracing system for
all rays independently of their ray type. Thus, the LS effectively trades an
amount of memory space for runtime performance.
The same premise is used differently in the approximation of soft shadows in chapter 5. While the binary shaft information was previously used
as an indication to skip further investigation of empty areas during ray
traversal, it is then used in the opposite way for shadow generation, as
non-empty shafts indicate volume that contains potentially blocking objects. This criterion is used as blocker determination instead of the correct
intersection tests, leading to approximation errors and therefore inaccurate
but fast shadow calculation. To reduce the perception of image errors, the
technique is used for soft shadows from area lights instead of hard shadows
from point lights. Additionally, the ray tracing process and therefore the
data structure initialization and organization are computed on the GPU.
Overall, it is shown that a remarkable performance gain of up to 3× with
only a low amount of image errors is achieved by the additional LS usage.
Based on these findings, the type of visibility information stored in
the LS shafts is extended in chapter 6 to a single candidate that is used as
representative for all rays that pass the shaft. Thereby, the needed memory
increased significantly and thus an efficient memory layout is proposed.
Furthermore, the LS usage is extended in order to work based on bounding
boxes and therefore enables the integration into state-of-the-art BVHs. To
initialize the LS structure with the representative candidate, an initialization
technique based on ray tracing is presented. The representative is then
used during runtime to approximate the actual surface intersected by a ray
passing the shaft. For all rays that are not intersected by the representative,
an algorithm based on extrapolation with a safety condition based on
the surface normal is proposed in order to limit the image errors due to
approximation. As before, the technique results in approximations and
image errors, however, as it is used only for indirect lighting, this error
is nearly not perceivable. Again, the additional LS usage results in a
performance gain of up to one order of magnitude for integration in the
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N-tree and of up to 3× when integrated into state-of-the-art BVHs, which
is due to the limitation of the ray’s hierarchy traversal and the immense
reduction of needed intersection tests.
In order to limit the previous image errors of indirect illumination approximation, an adaption to two-level structures is presented in chapter 7.
There, the LS is only used in the object level, resulting in much more precise LS approximations, however at the cost of runtime performance, as
two-level structures generally have lower tracing performance. Apart from
this, the adaption to two-level structures enables the possibility of rigid
object transformations and instancing, even with precomputed LS visibility
information, and thus decreases the needed memory and construction time.
In scenes that heavily rely on object instancing, this furthermore presents a
gain in runtime performance. Concerning LS usage, this adaption overall
grants more opportunities for parameter improvement, which finally results in an adaptive path tracing technique, where different LS structures
are used in combination depending on the current path depth. In total, this
results in a better trade-off between runtime performance and image errors
for different stages of path tracing.
The previous adaption to two-level structures also enables the opportunity for a more advanced determination whether fast LS approximations or
correct results are used in traversal. This leads to the description of a usage
heuristic in chapter 8. There, the LS is integrated into different depths on
object level up to a given depth. During traversal of the top-level data structure, the usage heuristic is utilized in order to decide if LS approximations
are sufficient and which integration depth is used for occlusion determination. By this, it is also possible to use correct results where they are needed,
which leads to a significant reduction of approximation errors in the results.
The usage heuristic is furthermore utilized in a disc sampling technique
which reduces artifacts of LS involvement in ambient occlusion acceleration.
Finally, it is shown that the incorporation of the usage heuristic significantly
reduces approximation errors in LS occlusion determination while at the
same time maintaining most of the gain in tracing performance.
Overall, the LS is presented as a practical next step towards complete
visibility precomputation. Through the integration into traditional and
state-of-the-art spatial data structures, it is possible to reduce the required
memory and initialization time to a reasonable extent. Though some errors
due to approximation are included, different techniques are presented to
reduce these errors to a nearly non-visible amount. Therefore, the LS is
a viable novel structure for enhanced ray tracing acceleration with big
potential for future work.
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Future Work

All results used in this work are used with the objective of accelerating ray
tracing in rendering. Future work can benefit in multiple ways from this.
Some possibilities are proposed in the following, starting with extensions
and advancements close to the topics of this thesis and finally leading to a
wider context in which LS precomputations may be used.
First of all, the LS as presented here is based on parameter sets in a given
range, which were experimentally shown to give good results in the given
circumstances. The parameter values are chosen based on the results and
are fixed for the complete data structure. An adaptive scheme may give
better results and it is therein possible that the subdivision resolution can
be chosen depending on the content of the current node. This may result in
higher runtime performance and more efficient memory consumption, but
needs further indication in deciding which parameters are optimal for given
geometrical contents based on their primitive amount, size and orientation.
A simple yet effective heuristic may use the number of contained scene
primitives in a given node as an indication for a good subdivision parameter.
Moreover, this may also lead to more sophisticated construction algorithms
of the spatial base data structure, as the subdivision parameter and the
integration depth may also affect the subdivision scheme of the underlying
spatial structure. In that, this might lead to a more elaborate variation of
the surface area heuristic (SAH), which may be used for data structures
that build on LS precomputations.
For now, the LS initialization takes quite some time. While this is only
in a matter of seconds, it is not able to recompute the structure during
runtime. A few promising ideas that may change this are quite obvious.
The construction is currently done through masking or ray casting in the
initialization step. However, during rasterization it is possible to compute
all shafts that lie in direction of a given point, i.e. the camera or light sources.
Using this, it may also be possible to use a rasterization-based approach
for initialization, instead of ray casting. This may significantly improve
construction performance and, when only used incrementally for shafts
that are actually visible from the current camera position, this may lead to
interactive construction times and further usage in real-time rendering.
Apart from that, the type of precomputed visibility information within
shafts is one of the most promising features of the LS. In previous work,
similar structures used the complete list of scene candidates in each beam
for ray classification. This thesis involves shafts instead of beams and uses
binary visibility information indicating the emptiness and furthermore a
representative candidate per shaft. These strategies are shown to result in
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good ray tracing acceleration by reduction of the needed intersection tests
and incorporation of approximations in soft shadow and indirect lighting
computation. More elaborate visibility precomputation schemes may also
involve different other information. Especially concerning rendering, there
are some obvious opportunities. Apart from precomputation of blocking
scene candidates, the actual final lighted color of scene primitives with
respect to their material can be precomputed for shafts, which may already
involve global illumination. This would trade even longer initialization
time for fast high-quality color calculations without further computation
overhead, nevertheless, additional investigation in rasterization-based construction may reduce the initialization time. However, this has some significant downsides, which have to be solved first. The main limitation is
the approximation error due to shaft abstraction. For images with reasonably good quality, a high LS resolution is needed, which in turn results in
tremendous amounts of necessary memory and long initialization times.
Apart from that, the second limitation is the actual value of the usability of
such a structure. It aims towards real-time calculations, however, disables
the possibility of dynamically moving scene objects or changing lighting
settings, as those require recalculation of the data structure, which is not
yet possible to achieve in real-time. As a simplification to this concept, it
is possible to only precompute lighting information, instead of the final
lighted and shaded color. The main idea may be similar to the concept
of radiosity, but due to the regular subdivision of the LS nodes, this may
be faster in most cases. Concerning the big vision of complete visibility
precomputation, this computation and storage of the actual lighting per
shaft may in fact be the next big step.
While all discussed methods aim towards the acceleration of global
diffuse illumination, it may also be possible to use the LS precomputation
for different scenarios, such as volume rendering. In that, it is mostly
necessary to have some information about the participated volume’s properties, which can be stored within the shafts. For this, it is possible to store
all directional information of the shafts during initialization, such as all
entry and exit points of the scene geometry and the material properties
of the passed volume. During runtime, it is then only necessary to use
the already calculated information of the LS instead of actually searching
for intersection points with the volume, which may as well significantly
improve rendering performance.
Lastly, it is pointed out that directional precomputations through the
LS may be used in completely different areas. An example of this may be
acoustic wave propagation, where the directional distribution of sound is
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measured. This is currently mostly done with some kind of ray tracing,
and LS precomputations might also accelerate such computations.
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